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Summary

The 2018 National Defense Strategy (NDS) identifies long-term, strategic competition with China and Russia as the central challenge to U.S. security and the principal priority for the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD). The NDS tasks DoD with simultaneously defending the homeland and deterring aggression in Europe, the Indo-Pacific, and the Middle East. The NDS also directs DoD to counter North Korea and Iran and defeat terrorist threats to the United States. In wartime, it must “be capable of: defeating aggression by a major power; deterring opportunistic aggression elsewhere; and disrupting imminent terrorist and [weapons of mass destruction] threats.” Altogether, the 2018 NDS imposes higher demands on the military than did the final Quadrennial Defense Review of the administration of President Barack Obama, which sought the capability to defeat a regional aggressor and “den[y] the objectives of—or impos[e] unacceptable costs on—a second aggressor in another region.” To meet these higher demands, the NDS charges the military services with building a more lethal force; strengthening alliances and attracting new partners; and reforming DoD for greater performance and affordability.

Unfortunately, the NDS is not adequately supported by military forces, causing a strategy-resource gap. According to the National Defense Strategy Commission,

[T]he security and wellbeing of the United States are at greater risk than at any time in decades. America’s military superiority—the hard-power backbone of its global influence and national security—has eroded to a dangerous degree. Rivals and adversaries are challenging the United States on many fronts and in many domains. America’s ability to defend its allies, its partners, and its own vital interests is increasingly in doubt. If the nation does not act promptly to remedy these circumstances, the consequences will be grave and lasting.

This report explores the significant gaps between the heightened demands of the 2018 NDS and the resources and capabilities required to implement policies to close those gaps successfully and simultaneously around the world. The research specifically aimed to (1) identify gaps between U.S. security policy and U.S. military capabilities and capacity; (2) propose a framework for prioritizing resource allocation; and (3) identify combinations of near-term
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investments in military capabilities, technical innovations, and new geopolitical initiatives and concepts that together could reduce an adversary’s opportunities.

Prioritizing—and Countering—Threats

All threats to national security are not equal; a successful defense strategy requires the prioritization of threats and the allocation of resources accordingly. Table S.1 presents the hierarchy of threats based on the priorities identified in the NDS and our analysis of the most serious worldwide threats.

Tier 1 Priorities

Protecting the U.S. homeland and the American people is the top constitutional duty of the President and the premier mission of DoD. The gravest threat is posed by hostile state actors armed with nuclear weapons. Therefore, the first national security priority is to have a reliable and effective nuclear counterstrike ability to deter state powers from attacking the United States. This requires modernizing the U.S. nuclear arsenal and its delivery systems: the triad of bombers, land-based ballistic missiles, and submarine-launched missiles.

Next, the United States requires a ballistic missile defense that is good enough to defeat a small intercontinental strike (i.e., on the order of 10 missiles) by such second-tier nuclear powers as North Korea and, perhaps in the future, Iran and others.

Finally, the United States must be able to preempt attacks by terrorists, and especially by those who have gained access to weapons of mass destruction (WMD). This will require continuing strong international intelligence efforts tied with special operations to intercept weapons abroad and law enforcement to interdict threats at home. It may also require the United States to prepare its military forces to seize and secure nuclear facilities and weapons if a nuclear-capable rogue state—such as North Korea—collapses.

As the United States becomes vulnerable to other modes of attack (such as biological weapons or the developing cyber threats), additional categories of defense investments will be required (similar to the establishment of U.S. Cyber Command and its subordinate forces to meet cyber threats).

The investments needed to protect the U.S. homeland and its people should be—and ultimately will be—the first priority for DoD. All the other priorities that we discuss will compete for whatever funds are left over, or for additional funding the President requests and Congress agrees to provide.
Table S.1. U.S. Defense Priorities, Missions, and Needed Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Action Needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>Deter attack by nuclear states</td>
<td>• Massive response</td>
<td>• Modernize U.S. nuclear arsenal and delivery systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defeat limited ballistic missile attacks</td>
<td>• Ballistic missile defense (BMD)</td>
<td>• Improve and grow missile defenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-empt terror attacks; especially with WMD</td>
<td>• Detect, degrade, destroy terror cells; • Interdict transfer of nuclear weapons or materials; • Seize loose nukes</td>
<td>• World-wide intelligence, special operations efforts; • Organize, train, and equip units to find, seize, secure loose nukes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 2</td>
<td>Deter Russian aggression in the Baltics</td>
<td>• Posture force able to blunt initial attack and surge reinforcements to win</td>
<td>• Return some air and heavy ground units to Europe as blunt force; • Modernize and pre-position equipment for “surge” reinforcements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deter North Korean missile and artillery attack</td>
<td>• Credible ROK-US counter-fire, counter-offensive and NEO capabilities</td>
<td>• Help ROK strengthen civilian and military defenses, counter-fires capabilities, air ground counter-offensive and NEO capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deter Chinese invasion of Taiwan</td>
<td>• Credible Taiwanese defense able to blunt attack; US ability to surge reinforcements</td>
<td>• Help Taiwan strengthen its “Blue A2/AD” defenses; • Improve U.S. ability to reinforce and assist Taiwan should China attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 3</td>
<td>Counter Chinese coercion against Japan, Philippines</td>
<td>• Help Japan, Philippines build defenses; • Combined-force exercises to counter potential Chinese attacks</td>
<td>• Strengthen allied air, maritime, and ground defenses; • Organize, train, and equip combined units to defeat Chinese attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deter Iranian aggression</td>
<td>• Help Persian Gulf partners build defenses; • Exercise forces to counter Iranian attacks</td>
<td>• Strengthen partner air, missile, and maritime defenses; • Organize, train, and equip units to defeat Iranian A2/AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defeat violent extremist organizations</td>
<td>• Degrade violent extremist organizations and deny them opportunities to attack</td>
<td>• Help allies and partners build their capacity to resist and defeat VEOs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES: ROK = Republic of Korea. NEO = noncombatant evacuation operation. A2/AD = anti-access/area denial. VEO = violent extremist organization.

**Tier 2 Priorities**

Several adversaries have the ability to attack with little advance notice and before the United States could deploy forces to respond. These adversaries pose urgent problems for the United States and its allies and partners. Russia could overrun its Baltic neighbors before the United States and its NATO allies could reinforce them. If the current warming of relations with North Korea turns hostile once more, Seoul could be at risk of an artillery strike for which its military and civilians—and many U.S. nationals—might be unprepared. North Korea’s regime may fall someday, exposing its nuclear weapons to theft and transfer to terror groups. Finally, China could attack Taiwan before the United States could deploy adequate forces to defeat an invasion.

President Trump to date has decided to maintain U.S. commitments to Article 5 of the NATO Treaty, including active participation in the defense of the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. The United States and its NATO allies have deployed troops to the Baltic region to help deter a potential, though unlikely, Russian attack. However, those forces, and the reinforcements able to reach them quickly, would be insufficient to defeat a short-notice attack. A Russian overrun would force the United States and its allies to (1) commit to a counteroffensive, at terrible cost in lives and treasure; (2) threaten escalation, including to
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nuclear war, and prepare to make good on that threat; or (3) sue for peace. Each choice is miserable and the first two risk an all-out war with a well-armed nuclear state.

By far the best choice is to deter such a war from ever beginning by having the credible ability to deny Russian objectives in an attack. Blunting a Russian attack on the Baltics would require the equivalent of a U.S. armored division in eastern Europe and other air, sea, and ground forces that could deploy to the Baltics on short warning before fighting started. Former U.S. Secretary of Defense James Mattis stated that NATO must have 30 mechanized battalions, 30 fighter squadrons, and 30 ships ready to reinforce the initial defenders within 30 days to defeat an invasion and free captured territory. At present, most of these forces would have to be provided by the United States, although the allies should begin to rebuild their capabilities in order to bear a more equitable portion of this burden. A credible deterrent will require these forces to have improved mobile air defenses; additional artillery; improved targeting capabilities; longer-range suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD) weapons; and a new generation of area-effects weapons able to destroy Russian armor, air defenses, and artillery.

Notwithstanding the June 12, 2018, summit between President Trump and North Korean leader Kim Jong-un, North Korea continues to pose four potential threats to the United States and its allies. The U.S. military will continue to be obliged to counter those threats that directly place the United States at risk while diplomats and others work to change facts on the ground. First, North Korea may now be able to attack South Korea with nuclear weapons. And, absent any new and highly effective arms control agreements, North Korea may complete development of missiles able to strike Japan and even the United States. Although modernized U.S. nuclear forces should deter such attacks, a limited ballistic missile defense in the Korean theater (in addition to limited missile defenses of the U.S. homeland described above) is also needed to mitigate the risk of a North Korean strike as a final act of desperation.

Second, North Korea could use its artillery forces to attack South Korean territory, including Seoul and other cities. North Korea could do this as a way of retaliating against a future U.S. strike on its missile development activities; for example, if the current rapprochement sours and North Korea launches another intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) test. In another example, North Korea might respond to a perceived South Korean offense, such as sending messages to North Korean citizens via cell phones, the internet, or with loudspeakers. If some artillery attack were to occur, it would be very hard for the United States and South Korea to end it with counterbattery fires alone. Pyongyang could continue a small attack indefinitely, or it could stop and restart attacks to coerce South Korea to grant concessions. In the end, the choice might be to either punish North Korea with proportional strikes against military and military-supporting industrial targets or launch a ground assault to clear North Korean artillery from areas within range of Seoul. A ground assault would be very costly in lives lost and forces needed, but the ROK and United States might want to maintain this option as part of a deterrence strategy. In the longer term, the United States and South Korea should develop persistent sensors and area-effects weapons that are able to sense and attack North Korean artillery at any point in their firing cycle.
Third, a continuing North Korean artillery barrage might cause hundreds of thousands or even millions of civilians to flee cities along the demilitarized zone (DMZ) and perhaps Seoul itself. More than 200,000 Americans may be among them, including families of U.S. military service members and others on official business. The United States should improve its ability to warn, locate, and evacuate these civilians.

Fourth, North Korea eventually could collapse as the result of a war, a political or social upheaval, or an economic disaster, leaving its nuclear arsenal vulnerable to theft and proliferation. The United States should hold discussions now with South Korea, China, and other concerned nations that could lead to coordinated counterproliferation operations in the future. The United States also should improve the capabilities of its intelligence assets to assist in identifying and tracking nuclear weapons and have forces prepared to find, seize, and secure them.

As a final Tier 2 threat, China may use military power to coerce or force reunion with Taiwan. Although it seems unlikely that China would invade Taiwan in the near future, it is becoming increasingly difficult for the United States to defend Taiwan from distant bases against a dramatically improving Chinese military. Taiwan must therefore bear most of the burden for the first hours or days of its own defense. To do so, Taiwan should shift the bulk of its investments to ground-based “Blue A2/AD” missile systems to fend off a Chinese air and sea assault long enough for help to arrive. The United States should help Taiwan build systems, forces, and operational concepts that can be interoperable with the multidomain concepts under development by the U.S. military. For its part, the United States should invest in complementary capabilities, such as long-range anti-ship missiles that can be employed by bombers at a safe distance from Chinese air defenses. The United States can help shape Taiwan’s risk calculus and how provocative it should be in its relations with China.

Tier 3 Priorities

China may increase its coercive actions against its neighbors in Southeast Asia and the Western Pacific, including the Republic of the Philippines and Japan. These nations are primarily responsible for their own defense, but the United States could help them to build air, sea, and ground forces able to employ a wide range of anti-ship, anti-air, and surface-to-surface missile systems. This will both directly benefit these nations’ defense and provide time and opportunities for the United States to come to their aid if attacked. At the same time, the United States should consider other initiatives to tilt the geopolitical balance in its favor, including

- continuing and expanding defense cooperation arrangements with partners (Japan, Vietnam, Singapore, Australia, New Zealand, India, and Indonesia)
- reaffirming the U.S. view that the Senkaku Islands fall within the U.S.-Japan security agreement
- encouraging other countries to show persistent support for international law and opposition to aggression in the region through such measures as freedom of navigation operations
• giving rhetorical, financial, and diplomatic support to regional initiatives to resolve territorial disputes and create norms of conduct, such as the effort to solidify an Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Code of Conduct
• engaging China to reduce tensions and develop conflict-resolution channels and procedures regarding Taiwan and other disputes in the Indo-Pacific.

Iran may continue to be a troublemaker in the greater Middle East, albeit on a smaller scale. As in the Indo-Pacific, the United States should assist allies and partners in developing their security capabilities.

VEOs, including the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), al Qaeda, and Taliban-allied groups, will continue to pose a threat to the United States and its allies and partners. The United States is likely to consider it necessary to continue some level of troop deployments for the foreseeable future to fight these threats. The trick will be to find a commitment level that is sustainable for the United States and its allies, deters state sponsorship of VEOs, and keeps them from expanding or improving their capabilities. It might be possible to create some efficiencies by shifting from U.S. combat forces to the new security force assistance brigades.

Budget Constraints

As much as the United States might wish to address each of these problems to the maximum extent possible, future budgets are unlikely to provide sufficient funding to do so. The DoD base budget has grown from approximately $510 billion in fiscal year (FY) 2017 (or about $520 billion in constant FY 2018 dollars) to $582.3 billion in FY 2018. The budget would need to grow to $698 billion by FY 2027 (in constant FY 2018 dollars) in order to pay for items in the base budget today, achieve the Trump administration’s goals to modernize U.S. nuclear forces, and modernize and expand conventional military forces. Over the nine-year period, the cumulative difference between the FY 2018 budget and the funds needed for the Trump administration’s plans would be more than $500 billion. In addition, overseas contingency operations (OCO) were budgeted at $65.2 billion in FY 2018 and show no clear sign of abating. Figure S.1 shows these projected costs, as well as the Trump administration’s proposed increase in the Budget Control Act (BCA) limits on discretionary defense spending through FY 2027. As shown in the figure, a 2-percent annual real growth in the FY 2018 budget would provide enough
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6 The organization’s name transliterates from Arabic as al-Dawlah al-Islamiyah fi al-’Iraq wa al-Sham (abbreviated as Da’ish or DAESH). In the West, it is commonly referred to as the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, the Islamic State of Iraq and the Sham (both abbreviated as ISIS), or simply as the Islamic State (IS). Arguments abound as to which is the most accurate translation, but here we refer to the group as ISIS.


funds for both nuclear modernization and the modernization and expansion of conventional forces. A 3-percent annual real growth rate also would provide enough funds for OCO, as long as those costs do not rise further. As noted by former Secretary Mattis in his April 2018 testimony to the Senate, the FY 2018 and 2019 DoD budgets represented 3.1 percent of the U.S. gross domestic product (GDP). This is much less than the 5 percent of GDP devoted to DoD during the post–Vietnam War Cold War period, or the 5.7 percent spent in 1985 during the defense buildup during the administration of Ronald Reagan.

**Figure S.1. U.S. Military Budget Versus Projected Needs, 2017–2027**

---

SOURCES: Data are from McGarry and Towell, 2018; Congressional Budget Office, 2017c; Williams and Towell, 2017; and Congressional Budget Office, 2017a.

NOTE: $B (FY2018) = billions in constant FY 2018 dollars.
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Modernization Investments

The U.S. Congress may agree to increase appropriations, but each future year is an unknown funding event and it would be unwise to assume that the nation will fund all necessary capabilities and close every important ends-means gap. The U.S. nuclear deterrent and its program to provide missile defenses against limited threats will have the highest priority for modernization investments. Future budgets may not support all of the improvements in conventional force size and capabilities sought by the Trump administration.

However, some additional investments will be needed to make existing forces able to accomplish the Tier 2 missions noted above. At a minimum, U.S. and NATO forces in Europe will need more mobile rocket artillery, a new generation of area-effects weapons, and enough stocks of all types of munitions to wage a lengthy campaign to beat armored Russian forces. In addition, electronic warfare capabilities and short-range air defenses will need to be rebuilt to protect U.S. forces. To kill advanced Russian air defenses, the United States and its NATO allies should develop advance targeting systems, long-range anti-radiation missiles, and surface-to-surface rockets able to strike mobile surface-to-air missile (SAMs) and their radars before they can move. U.S. forces will need smaller-footprint, mobile command and control nodes that can evade Russian targeting and destruction and maintain communications with dispersed units while under electronic attack. To speed the deployment of blunt and surge forces to Europe, the United States should pre-position seven armored brigade equipment sets in Europe (five more than currently planned) in addition to the armored brigade on rotational deployment. Additional equipment sets for infantry brigades, ground support equipment for fighter squadrons, and munitions of all types for ground and air forces also should be deployed.

The United States and South Korea should make additional investments in airborne sensor platforms such as the Global Hawk for wide-area surveillance and the Predator for focused-area targeting. More long-range rocket artillery is needed to hit North Korean forces when they are out of their bunkers and most vulnerable, and more missile defenses are needed to protect cities, theater bases, and air- and seaports. Rocket artillery forces will need area-effects munitions and greater supplies of rockets and munitions than are currently being bought. Advanced sensors that are better able to target fleeting artillery and missile systems in all weather also will be needed.

Japan, the Philippines, Taiwan, and other Western Pacific military forces should buy more anti-ship missiles, artillery rockets, and short-range air defenses to protect themselves. These forces should plan to employ such missiles within an operational concept “template” developed with the United States in order to delay an attacker long enough to receive help. Then, U.S. ground forces should be made ready to employ these same multi-domain capabilities to reinforce its allies. The United States also should invest in long-range anti-ship and land-attack cruise missiles that can be launched by heavy bombers to attack invading forces and destroy them once they are halted and isolated.
Global Force Allocation Strategy: One Example

We also assessed what it would take to close defense gaps in each of the primary theaters evaluated in this report with only those forces in existence today. To do so, we work through a notional total force management strategy in Chapter 7 that allocates existing active and reserve component forces to Europe, Korea, and the Western Pacific along with continuing daily operations to counter VEOs and maintain a balance of power in the Middle East and other critical regions. The results of one notional example are shown in Figure S.2.

In order to achieve the NDS objectives, the force must be able to simultaneously deter aggression in Europe, the Indo-Pacific, and the Middle East while enabling the United States and its allies to win one war against a major power in any of these regions. Therefore, this allocation strategy must maintain a strong deterrent posture in all three areas while maintaining the capabilities needed to surge in each. The “Deter/Blunt” forces include forces that would move to the theater on warning or fall onto pre-positioned equipment.

**Figure S.2. Notional Global Force Allocation Strategy**

It is important to note several significant assumptions in the three vignettes in Figure S.2. First, the force allocations as described would require a complete mobilization of U.S. National Guard and Reserve forces for at least two of these contingencies. A complete mobilization of the reserve components has not been conducted since World War II and is likely to severely strain service garrisoning, training, and equipping capabilities.

Second, and perhaps more importantly, this concept would require that a very high percentage of each service’s units be prepared to deploy: 66 percent of active component ground forces, 80 percent of active and reserve component fighter squadrons, and six or more carrier strike groups. Key Army, Marine Corps, and Air Force units would have to be deployed at rates far higher than these services have maintained at any time since World War II. It is unclear at present that the services can actually deploy such a high percentage of these units at the same time.

Third, such a high percentage of force deployments leaves no slack to rest units that are fighting, replace combat casualties, or surge forces to meet a new theater or global challenge.

Ultimately, it may be necessary to opt out of some tasks in Korea and the Middle East in order to conserve strength for Europe or the Western Pacific.

Key Findings

First, more funding will be needed to close the gap between the 2018 DoD budget and the dollars needed to implement the Trump administration’s stated security and defense strategy and goals for military modernization. By 2027, the annual gap will have grown to more than $110 billion, not including funding for OCO, assuming that current overseas operations continue.

Second, future budgets may not support all of the improvements sought by the Trump administration, so prioritization of investments will be necessary. Investments should be prioritized by (1) the importance of the goal to the United States and its interests, (2) the size and urgency of the gap between the capabilities required to achieve U.S. defense objectives and the actual forces ready and postured to provide the capabilities, and (3) the availability of realistic opportunities for the United States, working with its allies, to close these gaps.

Therefore, DoD priorities fall into three tiers. First-tier priorities are to improve U.S. nuclear deterrence; achieve limited ballistic missile defense; and counter terrorist threats to the U.S. homeland, particularly those using WMD. Second-tier DoD priorities should begin with deterring or defeating Russian aggression in the NATO Baltic states; countering North Korean ballistic missile and artillery threats, improving U.S. ability to evacuate its nationals from combat zones, and seizing and securing nuclear weapons if North Korea collapses; and deterring or defeating Chinese aggression against Taiwan if needed. Finally, third-tier DoD priorities should include potential threats that require ongoing attention, but that are less likely to cause a near-term disaster for the United States or its allies and interests. These priorities include countering

---

Chinese coercion of U.S. allies and partners; countering hostile Iranian actions; and continuing to degrade VEOs.

In the event of a major war—such as a Russian attack on the Baltics, a resumption of full-scale warfighting on the Korean Peninsula, or a U.S. decision to come to Taiwan’s defense against China—the U.S. President should mobilize all of the reserve components, including the National Guard and Reserves.

To deter Russia and defend the Baltics, the United States should pre-position the equipment and munitions for eight armored and three S/IBCTs and their supporting forces. Three of these armored sets and supporting forces should be postured to blunt an initial Russian attack, while the remainder should be postured as part of NATO’s reinforcement surge. The United States also should pre-position the ground support equipment for 24 U.S. fighter squadrons. (Although these numbers may seem large compared with current U.S. posture, they are much smaller than the forces the United States maintained in Europe to deter the Soviet Union during the Cold War.) The Army should acquire additional mobile rocket artillery units, rebuild electronic warfare capabilities and short-range air defenses to protect U.S. forces, and develop smaller-footprint, mobile command and control nodes able to survive attack and maintain communications with dispersed units. The Air Force should develop improved targeting systems, long-range anti-radiation missiles, and area-effects munitions able to defeat advanced Russian air defenses. All forces should develop a new generation of area-effects weapons and buy enough stocks of all types of munitions to win a lengthy campaign.

To deter North Korean aggression, the United States should acquire more airborne sensor platforms—such as the Global Hawk for wide-area surveillance and the Predator for focused-area targeting—with advanced sensors to target fleeting artillery and missile systems in all weather; buy more long-range rocket artillery and more rockets with area-effects munitions; and buy and prepare to deploy more missile defenses to protect cities, theater bases, and air- and seaports.

To deter Chinese aggression against—or coercion of—its neighbors, the United States should equip bombers with long-range anti-ship and land-attack missiles; acquire land-based anti-ship missiles, longer-range rocket artillery, and the short-range air defenses to protect both and deploy them in multi-domain-capable ground units; and help Japan, the Philippines, Taiwan, and other friendly military forces develop sufficient A2/AD capabilities of their own to blunt an initial Chinese attack for long enough for U.S. reinforcements to arrive. They should develop these capabilities to be interoperable with U.S. multi-domain forces so that the United States can augment, resupply, or reinforce them as directed.

For all contingencies, DoD should increase the readiness of U.S. forces to the stated service goals or beyond: Ten armored brigades and 45 USAF and 35 U.S. Navy/U.S. Marine Corps fighter squadrons, including expeditionary strike groups and carrier strike groups, should be ready at all times. DoD also should improve the mobilization infrastructure to speed the activation of National Guard and Reserve forces and the training capabilities needed to make all forces in the deployment pipeline ready.
Recommendations for U.S. Allies

NATO, South Korean, and Western Pacific allies and friends all can and must do more to assure their own defense. We recommend the following priority actions:

- NATO nations should increase their air, armor, and supporting forces in order to contribute a greater share to the defense of the Baltics and other vulnerable NATO allies. Over time, the European allies should progressively increase their contribution to half and then to a majority of the needed forces to blunt and defeat an invasion.

- South Korea should end cuts to its army until North Korea has made real progress toward decreasing the threats that it poses with its missile and artillery forces. South Korea also should increase its own missile defenses.

- Japan, the Philippines, and Taiwan should increase their own A2/AD capabilities. These capabilities include mobile, ground-based anti-ship, anti-aircraft, and surface-to-surface missile systems. Doing so would greatly increase their ability to delay and degrade an invasion, were China to decide on such a course, and give the United States and other nations time to come to their aid. As mentioned earlier, Japan, the Philippines, and Taiwan should develop these systems, the forces that use them, and the operational concept for employing them in cooperation with the United States to maximize the ability of the United States to come to their aid.
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# Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A2/AD</td>
<td>anti-access/area denial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCT</td>
<td>armored brigade combat team (U.S. Army)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>active component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>Association of Southeast Asian Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASuW</td>
<td>anti-surface warfare (U.S. Navy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASW</td>
<td>anti-submarine warfare (U.S. Navy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATACMS</td>
<td>Army Tactical Missile System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCA</td>
<td>Budget Control Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCT</td>
<td>brigade combat team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMD</td>
<td>Ballistic Missile Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>command and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBO</td>
<td>Congressional Budget Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCP</td>
<td>Chinese Communist Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEP</td>
<td>circular error probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-ISIS</td>
<td>counter-ISIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSG</td>
<td>carrier strike group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTCs</td>
<td>combat training centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMZ</td>
<td>demilitarized zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoE</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPRK</td>
<td>Democratic People’s Republic of Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESG</td>
<td>expeditionary strike group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY</td>
<td>fiscal year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCC</td>
<td>Gulf Cooperation Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>gross domestic product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIUK</td>
<td>Greenland-Iceland-UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMD</td>
<td>ground-based midcourse defense missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMLRS</td>
<td>Guided Multiple Launch Rocket System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRF</td>
<td>Global Response Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARM</td>
<td>high-speed anti-radiation missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTS</td>
<td>hardened artillery sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIMARS</td>
<td>High Mobility Artillery Rocket System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBCT</td>
<td>infantry brigade combat team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICBM</td>
<td>intercontinental ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IISS</td>
<td>International Institute for Strategic Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRBM</td>
<td>intermediate-range ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS</td>
<td>Islamic State of Iraq and Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR</td>
<td>intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCPOA</td>
<td>Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JDAM</td>
<td>Joint Direct Attack Munition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMRC</td>
<td>Joint Multinational Readiness Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JRTC</td>
<td>Joint Readiness Training Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRG</td>
<td>Kurdistan Regional Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRASM</td>
<td>long-range anti-ship missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRSA</td>
<td>Long-Range Strike Aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEB</td>
<td>Marine Expeditionary Brigade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLRS</td>
<td>multiple launch rocket system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOP</td>
<td>Massive Ordnance Penetrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRL</td>
<td>multiple-rocket launcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRBM</td>
<td>medium-range ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDS</td>
<td>National Defense Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEO</td>
<td>noncombatant evacuation operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMS</td>
<td>National Military Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSS</td>
<td>National Security Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTC</td>
<td>National Training Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCO</td>
<td>overseas contingency operation(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODS</td>
<td>Operation Desert Storm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEF</td>
<td>Operation Enduring Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIF</td>
<td>Operation Iraqi Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE</td>
<td>Operation Noble Eagle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPLAN</td>
<td>operational plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTH</td>
<td>over the horizon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAC</td>
<td>Patriot Advanced Capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>People’s Liberation Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAN</td>
<td>People’s Liberation Army Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>People’s Republic of China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QDR</td>
<td>Quadrennial Defense Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>reserve component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCS</td>
<td>radar cross-section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROK</td>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>surface-to-air missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBCT</td>
<td>Stryker brigade combat team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDB</td>
<td>small-diameter bomb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDF</td>
<td>Syrian Democratic Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEAD</td>
<td>suppression of enemy air defenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLBM</td>
<td>submarine-launched ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLCM</td>
<td>sea-launched cruise missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA</td>
<td>Seoul Metropolitan Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAAD</td>
<td>Terminal High Altitude Area Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TST</td>
<td>time-sensitive target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAF</td>
<td>U.S. Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USN</td>
<td>U.S. Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEO</td>
<td>violent extremist organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHRJTF</td>
<td>Very High Readiness Joint Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMD</td>
<td>weapon(s) of mass destruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMD-E</td>
<td>weapons of mass destruction-elimination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

All Presidential administrations are charged with protecting the people and territory of the United States and securing its interests. Since 1986, Presidents have been required by the Goldwater-Nichols Defense Department Reorganization Act to articulate their strategies to protect the nation in a national security strategy document.\textsuperscript{13}

President Donald Trump’s 2017 National Security Strategy (NSS) emphasized defending against weapons of mass destruction (WMD), including counter-proliferation and building a layered missile defense system, and defeating terror threats at their sources. It also stressed the importance of U.S. nuclear forces in deterring aggression.\textsuperscript{14} It also prioritized increasing and modernizing U.S. forces and ensuring force readiness.

In January 2018, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) published the National Defense Strategy (NDS) to describe how it would support the NSS.\textsuperscript{15} The 2018 NDS replaced DoD’s previous strategy document, the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR). Unlike the QDR, the NDS is classified.

However, an unclassified summary identifies long-term strategic competition with China and Russia as the central challenge to U.S. security and DoD’s principal priority. In unveiling the strategy, then–U.S. Secretary of Defense James Mattis declared,

\begin{quote}
Our competitive edge has eroded in every domain of warfare, air, land, sea, space and cyberspace, and it is continuing to erode.\textsuperscript{16}
\end{quote}

The NDS states DoD’s intent to counter North Korea and Iran and defeat terror threats to the United States in peacetime. In wartime, the 2018 NDS directs that U.S. military forces should be ready to deter aggression in three key regions—the Indo-Pacific, Europe, and Middle East; degrade terrorist and WMD threats; and defend U.S. interests from challenges below the level of armed conflict. In wartime, the fully mobilized Joint Force will be capable of: defeating aggression by a major power; deterring opportunistic aggression elsewhere; and disrupting imminent terrorist and WMD threats. During peace or in war, the Joint Force will deter nuclear and non-nuclear strategic attacks and defend the homeland. To support these missions, the

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{13} Public Law 99-433, Goldwater-Nichols Defense Department Reorganization Act, October 1, 1986.
\end{footnotes}
Joint Force must gain and maintain information superiority; and develop, strengthen, and sustain U.S. security relationships.\(^{17}\)

The forces available to implement these new strategies, however, are the product of the 2014 QDR’s “win-deny” force-sizing construct. Like the NDS, the 2014 QDR planned to deter aggression in multiple regions, but it planned a force able to defeat a regional adversary rather than a major power. According to the 2014 QDR,

\[
\text{[i]f deterrence fails at any given time, U.S. forces could defeat a regional adversary in a large-scale multi-phased campaign, and deny the objectives of—or impose unacceptable costs on—another aggressor in another region.}^{18}\]

A key difference between the 2014 QDR and the 2018 NDS was the expansion of DoD’s mission from defeating a “regional adversary” to “defeating aggression by a major power.” Planning to defeat one regional adversary aims far too low if the U.S. military is now intended to meet a peer or near-peer Russian military threat in Europe or a Chinese military threat in the Asia-Pacific. Moreover, the NDS directs the Joint Force to be ready to deter opportunistic aggression in three regions simultaneously, whereas the 2014 QDR plans for only a second aggressor in a second region. So, as one example, if the first act of aggression was a North Korean attack on South Korea, the 2014 QDR would not provide sufficient forces to deter both Russian aggression in the Baltics and Chinese aggression against Japan or Taiwan.

The 2014 QDR construct was the result of several assumptions after the Cold War that ultimately became untenable. These assumptions were

- significant forces to defeat aggression in Europe were no longer needed, the force-sizing driver on the Korean Peninsula remained a North Korean ground invasion, and existing U.S. military concepts and capabilities would be sufficient to deny adversary objectives or impose unacceptable costs in the Asia-Pacific
- it would be possible to retain air-sea dominance in the Asia-Pacific region despite improving Chinese anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) capabilities
- the United States would withdraw combat forces from Iraq and Afghanistan and not reintroduce them in either nation
- significant U.S. ground forces would not be required to conduct protracted stability operations, secure WMD, or deter continued threats in such places as the Persian Gulf.

Geopolitical changes now negate all of these assumptions. Russia and China seek to control a sphere of influence including the territory or exclusive economic zones of U.S. allies and partners. Russia has invaded Ukraine, annexed Crimea, and threatened to escalate to the use of nuclear weapons in future wars against NATO. The trajectory of U.S.-Russian relations is a particularly salient case. The 2014 QDR was published after Russia’s invasion, but the analysis and writing were largely completed before the invasion, with some revisions made to reflect emerging Russian aggression. See the appendix for a short overview of U.S.-Russia relations.

\(^{17}\) DoD, 2018a, p. 6.

China declared an air defense identification zone (ADIZ) over the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands in 2013 and has maintained it since then. It has used paramilitary forces to reshape its maritime boundaries and increased its air, sea, and ground forces on islands that it is building in the South China Sea. To neutralize U.S. military strength and raise the costs of U.S. intervention, Russia and China have developed modern air defenses and anti-ship missile systems that together constitute significant A2/AD capabilities. Continuing cyberattacks raise the prospect of sustained assaults on critical military, commercial, and political information networks.

Regional powers like North Korea and Iran also pose increased threats of conventional aggression and irregular coercion, as well as the potential risks of nuclear proliferation, transfer, or loss of control. North Korea has improved and tested its nuclear weapons and long-range ballistic missiles and can threaten South Korea with its long-range artillery and vast stocks of chemical weapons. Iran is provoking tensions among its neighbors by supporting violent extremist organizations (VEOs) in the Middle East, backing rebels in Yemen, and advancing its missile capabilities.

The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) demonstrated the military capability to control territory, becoming a quasi-state that further destabilized Iraq and Syria, committing atrocities against civilians that caused mass refugee flows, and supporting global terror attacks. Although ISIS has been cast out of such key strongpoints as Mosul and Raqqa by partners that the United States supported (including with combat forces), the prospects for a stable political transition remain dim. In Afghanistan, the Taliban (with diminished al Qaeda support) continues to contest U.S. objectives and the stability of the government. U.S. forces remain in Afghanistan and Iraq and are running combat operations in Syria that butt up against Russian support for the Bashar al-Assad regime.

The National Defense Strategy Commission summarizes the resulting situation starkly:

> The security and wellbeing of the United States are at greater risk than at any time in decades. America’s military superiority—the hard-power backbone of its global influence and national security—has eroded to a dangerous degree. Rivals and adversaries are challenging the United States on many fronts and in many domains. America’s ability to defend its allies, its partners, and its own vital interests is increasingly in doubt. If the nation does not act promptly to remedy these circumstances, the consequences will be grave and lasting. . . . Authoritarian competitors—especially China and Russia—are seeking regional hegemony and the means to project power globally. They are pursuing determined military buildups aimed at neutralizing U.S. strengths. Threats posed

---

19 The organization’s name transliterates from Arabic as al-Dawlah al-Islamiyah fi al-‘Iraq wa al-Sham (abbreviated as Da’ish or DaESH). In the West, it is commonly referred to as the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, the Islamic State of Iraq and the Sham (both abbreviated as ISIS), or simply as the Islamic State (IS). Arguments abound as to which is the most accurate translation, but here we refer to the group as ISIS.

by Iran and North Korea have worsened as those countries have developed more advanced weapons and creatively employed asymmetric tactics.\textsuperscript{21}

The Strategy-Resource Mismatch

This deterioration in the security environment—together with budget sequestration and more than 17 years of war against irregular threats—has created a mismatch between U.S. strategy and the means to accomplish strategic goals. Under the Budget Control Act (BCA), cumulative reductions in standing forces and modernization have placed additional risk on both the military (in terms of the number of forces that would be needed and the casualties and other damage to military forces that might be incurred in their operations) and the nation (because the military might not be able to accomplish its assigned missions with the forces and capabilities provided).

Based on estimates from the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), we project a cumulative strategy-resource mismatch of more than $500 billion over the nine-year period from fiscal year (FY) 2018 through FY 2027 in Chapter 7 of this report. Although the 2017 increases enacted under the Trump administration have helped to close the gap in FY 2018, further increases would be needed each year to meet the force size and modernization objectives of the Trump administration.\textsuperscript{22}

Absent a change in administration policy or a new political consensus in favor of a defense buildup, there will not be enough forces to close the gap between stated U.S. aims and the cost of achieving them. This leaves the Trump administration and this Congress with some difficult choices. The United States could decide to focus primarily on its own security, devoting to allies and partners only those forces and resources that could be easily spared from self-defense. At the other end of the spectrum, the Trump administration could take the central role in defending U.S. allies against aggression by Russia, China, and other potential adversaries if more resources are provided. The hard-to-find middle ground would be to provide the military with sufficient capabilities to ensure that aggression that imperils U.S. vital interests in critical regions would fail, while helping allies build the capacity to do more for their own and the collective defense. In this report, we analyze the alternatives for charting such a middle course.

Analytic Assumptions, Objectives, and Methods

This analysis proceeds with the assumption that the posture and ability of one nation to threaten another will change slowly and that the Trump administration, as well as its successors through 2027, will continue to advance the broad goals and objectives stated in the current NSS


and the NDS. Conflicts, such as Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, might suddenly erupt, and new peace initiatives, such as the warming of relations between North and South Korea, could reduce tensions. In the face of such developments, the United States must determine the degree to which it has an interest in the security of other nations around the world and whether and how it would become involved. Each U.S. administration could shift its strategy toward contributing more or less to the security of its allies and partners. Indeed, the Trump administration has changed direction, as demonstrated by the December 2018 orders to leave Syria and reduce troop levels in Afghanistan.\(^{23}\) In this analysis, we assume that the general world situation and the U.S. approach to it, will proceed over the next decade largely along the lines described in the most recent strategy documents.

This analysis, then, has three objectives: to (1) identify gaps between U.S. security policy and U.S. military capabilities and capacity; (2) propose a framework for prioritizing resource allocation; and (3) identify combinations of near-term investments in military capabilities, technical innovations, and new geopolitical initiatives and concepts that together could reduce an adversary’s opportunities. In particular, we assess the degree to which the military that exists today—with some changes in strategy, posture, and equipment—could be sufficient to secure the United States and contribute to the defense of vulnerable allies and partners. This assessment concludes with alternatives to address the remaining gaps.

The RAND team focused on the following defense priorities identified in the NSS and NDS:

1. deterring nuclear attacks against the United States and defending the homeland against other current and emerging threats
2. deterring or defeating aggression against the most vulnerable U.S. allies or interests, specifically, Baltic NATO allies, South Korea, and Taiwan
3. countering an adventurous, coercive, or aggressive China; degrading and defeating ISIS, al Qaeda, and other similar VEOs; and countering Iranian coercion or aggression.

For each area of strategic interest, the RAND team assessed the U.S. military capacity and capabilities required to defeat credible threats and the contributions that could or should be expected from friends and allies in their own and the collective defense.

To conduct this analysis, the RAND team utilized the results of wargames and analyses documented in recent RAND reports, original analyses by the authors, and primary and secondary sources as cited throughout this report.

---

\(^{23}\) Barbara Starr, Ryan Browne, and Nicole Gaouette, “Trump Orders Rapid Withdrawal from Syria in Apparent Reversal,” CNN, December 19, 2018; Josh Lederman and Dan De Luce, “In Syria and Afghanistan, Trump at Odds with His Own Past Views,” NBC, December 24, 2018. The Syria withdrawal too has since been modified and may now be only a partial withdrawal.
Organization of This Report

In Chapter 2, we review the wide range of military missions that the United States conducts and attempt to set priorities among them. We also highlight the investments needed for homeland defense missions and the budgetary tensions these investments will cause for the forces and resources available for defending U.S. allies.

In Chapter 3, we analyze the vulnerability of the Baltic states to attack by Russia and assess the costs and risks of alternative NATO and U.S. approaches to deter or defeat Russian aggression. We have chosen this as our first case study because the size and capability of Russia’s nuclear forces pose a uniquely existential threat to the United States and its allies should war break out. We include a brief overview of U.S.-Russia relations in the appendix to this report.

In Chapter 4, we consider the dangers posed by a North Korean attack or a political and economic implosion. The dangers of either are aggravated now that North Korea is on a path to assemble a considerable nuclear arsenal and may be close to having the means to deliver such weapons at long ranges. We consider combined U.S.–Republic of Korea (ROK) options to mitigate the effects of North Korean artillery attacks and the responses that may be required should the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) collapse.

In Chapter 5, we focus on the problems posed by an assertive—and perhaps aggressive—China in the Western Pacific. We consider options to mitigate the Chinese threat to Taiwan and U.S. treaty allies Japan and the Republic of the Philippines.

In Chapter 6, we turn to the Middle East and Afghanistan and examine the potential of various bad actors, including Iran and violent extremist groups, to foment conflicts. We consider the continuing security contributions that may be required from the United States.

In Chapter 7, we present alternatives for addressing the gaps between U.S. ambitions and capabilities. We compare the defense pledges and policies of the administration of President Trump with the budgets available to determine whether the means exist to provide military forces that are able to meet these priority challenges. We also review the investment and funding outlook, the available forces and capabilities, and the alternatives for meeting urgent priorities with available forces. Finally, we present three alternative scenarios for how DoD might allocate its global forces to accomplish its missions.

We found significant technological, doctrinal, and budgetary gaps between the stated strategic and defense policies of the United States and the resources and capabilities that would be required to implement those policies successfully. We summarize these conclusions and offer recommendations in Chapter 8.

---

24 Since the Cold War, security strategy documents tend to include some form of “presence,” “stability” or “stabilizing,” or “balance” or “balancing” objectives in association with regular missions abroad.
2. U.S. Military Missions and How to Prioritize Them

The U.S. military cannot be everywhere in the world all the time and, as this report will show, it is unlikely that the U.S. government will be able to provide the resources needed to counter every potential threat everywhere in the world over the next decade. Nor should it: All threats are not equal, and a successful defense strategy prioritizes threats and the allocation of resources accordingly. Therefore, in this chapter, we analyze how DoD should prioritize missions based on the administration’s stated definitions of national interests, its strategy and defense documents, the promises it has made to U.S. allies, and the urgency and severity of current threats.

Overview of U.S. Defense Objectives and Military Missions

The 2018 NDS describes 11 objectives in providing for the defense of the United States and its allies, partners, and interests.\(^\text{25}\) We have reordered these objectives slightly to begin with those objectives that are most clearly associated with defending the people, territory, and institutions of the United States. Defense objectives are

1. dissuading, preventing, or deterring state adversaries and nonstate actors from acquiring, proliferating, or using WMD
2. defending the homeland from attack
3. preventing terrorists from directing or supporting external operations against the United States homeland and our citizens, allies, and partners overseas
4. deterring adversaries from aggression against U.S. vital interests
5. sustaining Joint Force military advantages, both globally and in key regions
6. enabling U.S. interagency counterparts to advance U.S. influence and interests
7. defending allies from military aggression, bolstering partners against coercion, and fairly sharing responsibilities for common defense
8. maintaining favorable regional balances of power in the Indo-Pacific, Europe, the Middle East, and the Western Hemisphere
9. ensuring that common domains remain open and free
10. delivering continuous performance with affordability and speed while updating DoD’s mindset, culture, and management systems
11. establishing an unmatched National Security Innovation Base that supports DoD operations and sustains security and solvency.

---

\(^{25}\) DoD, 2018a, p. 4. These objectives are fairly similar to the military missions that GEN Martin Dempsey, then–Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, defined in the 2015 National Military Strategy (See Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, The National Military Strategy of the United States of America 2015: The United States Military’s Contribution to National Security, Washington, D.C., June 2015). We have reordered this list somewhat to distinguish between objectives that directly affect the United States, those that concern its alliances and friends, and those that affect global norms and stability.
The 2018 NDS outlines a force planning construct:

During normal day-to-day operations, the Joint Force will sustainably compete to: deter aggression in three key regions—the Indo-Pacific, Europe, and Middle East; degrade terrorist and WMD threats; and defend U.S. interests from challenges below the level of armed conflict. In wartime, the fully mobilized Joint Force will be capable of: defeating aggression by a major power; deterring opportunistic aggression elsewhere; and disrupting imminent terrorist and WMD threats. During peace or in war, the Joint Force will deter nuclear and non-nuclear strategic attacks and defend the homeland.26

**Setting Priorities**

Next, we propose a list of priorities that align with these NDS objectives while recognizing that not all missions can be sustained simultaneously at foreseeable funding levels. There are many possible criteria for such prioritization, including

- the degree of self-interest that the United States has in deterring or defeating a potential aggressor
- the degree of commitment the United States has extended to allies and partners by treaty, agreement, or in other policy statements
- assessments of the severity of various threats, including the civilian casualties and damage that could be inflicted on the United States or its allies by potential aggressors
- the urgency of especially severe threats, including the time available for the United States and its allies to respond to a short-warning attack
- the degree to which U.S. forces would or could provide the decisive element in defeating aggression against an ally, partner, or friend.

Full discussions of these considerations appear in the chapters that follow. Based on current administration strategy and defense documents, as well as policy statements and threat assessments, we suggest three tiers of mission prioritization.

**Tier 1 Priorities: Deter nuclear attack and defend the U.S. homeland and its people.** The utmost priority is to deter nuclear attack by a state adversary. DoD must deter, and prepare to defend the homeland from, conventional strategic attacks, cyberattacks, and terrorist attacks. DoD also must prevent the use of other mass-casualty weapons by terrorists or other malicious actors. This requires prioritizing the ability to seize unsecured nuclear material if it is in danger of being lost, stolen, or transferred to terrorist groups.

**Tier 2 Priorities: Defend U.S. allies and interests against the most severe and urgent threats.** Tier 2 priorities seek to deter aggression by a major power against the allies to which the United States has extended the highest-level commitments and that face the most severe and urgent threats from potential adversaries. At present, the NATO Baltic and South Korea treaty allies fall into this category. Taiwan, although not an ally, is at risk of a precipitous attack. Though it has not committed itself to Taiwan’s defense, the United States has signaled enough
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26 DoD, 2018a, p. 6.
interest to merit Taiwan’s inclusion as a Tier 2 priority. The NDS obliges DoD to be capable of defeating aggression by one major power in one area while deterring opportunistic aggression elsewhere. We therefore place priority in this report on helping key allies or partners withstand attacks until reinforcements can arrive and helping to surge sufficient capabilities to defeat the aggressor.

**Tier 3 Priorities: Deter aggression and defend broader U.S. interests.** Tier 3 priorities are to deter regional aggression and help those allies facing less severe and/or less urgent threats to defend themselves. These priorities seek to degrade and defeat insurgencies and terrorist threats in ongoing operations and to help advance U.S. global interests in stability and security below the level of armed conflict.

### Table 2.1. U.S. Defense Priorities, Missions, and Needed Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Action Needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>Deter attack by nuclear states</td>
<td>• Massive response</td>
<td>• Modernize U.S. nuclear arsenal and delivery systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defeat limited ballistic missile attacks</td>
<td>• Ballistic missile defense (BMD)</td>
<td>• Improve and grow missile defenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-empt terror attacks; especially with WMD</td>
<td>• Detect, degrade, destroy terror cells</td>
<td>• World-wide intelligence, special operations efforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Interdict transfer of nuclear weapons or materials; seize loose nukes</td>
<td>• Organize, train, and equip units to find, seize, secure loose nukes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 2</td>
<td>Deter Russian aggression in the Baltics</td>
<td>• Posture force able to blunt initial attack and surge reinforcements to win</td>
<td>• Return some air and heavy ground units to Europe as blunt force.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deter North Korean missile and artillery attack</td>
<td>• Credible RoK-US counter-fire, counter-offensive and NEO capabilities</td>
<td>• Modernize and pre-position equipment for “surge” reinforcements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deter Chinese invasion of Taiwan</td>
<td>• Credible Taiwanese defense able to blunt attack; US ability to surge reinforcements</td>
<td>• Help Taiwan strengthen its “Blue A2/AD” defenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Improve U.S. ability to reinforce and assist Taiwan should China attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 3</td>
<td>Counter Chinese coercion against Japan, Philippines</td>
<td>• Help Japan, Philippines build defenses</td>
<td>• Strengthen allied air, maritime, and ground defenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Combined-force exercises to counter potential Chinese attacks</td>
<td>• Organize, train, and equip combined units to defeat Chinese attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deter Iranian aggression</td>
<td>• Help Persian Gulf partners build defenses</td>
<td>• Strengthen partner air, missile, and maritime defenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Exercise forces to counter Iranian attacks</td>
<td>• Organize, train, and equip units to defeat Iranian A2/AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defeat violent extremist organizations</td>
<td>• Degrade violent extremist organizations and deny them opportunities to attack</td>
<td>• Help allies and partners build their capacity to resist and defeat VEOs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** NEO = noncombatant evacuation operation.

**Tier 1 Priorities: Deter Nuclear Attack and Defend the U.S. Homeland and Its People**

The foremost mission of DoD is the security of the U.S. homeland and people. Therefore, the highest-priority DoD missions are deterring state adversaries from attacking the United States using nuclear, conventional, or cyber weapons; preventing the use of WMD, particularly nuclear and biological weapons that could cause mass casualties; defending the homeland if deterrence fails; and preventing terrorist attacks. These missions may be conducted within or from the U.S.
homeland or overseas with the goal of preventing or preempting threats against the homeland. We presume that these missions will continue to be the first to receive personnel, funding, and other resources as needs are identified.

Deter State Adversaries from Using Nuclear Weapons

At present, nuclear weapons pose the one truly existential threat to the United States. Deterring nuclear attack against the United States is the single most important mission of the U.S. armed forces because the consequences of a nuclear attack against the homeland would be catastrophic. Even a relatively small, 10-kiloton weapon striking a U.S. city could result in 100,000 casualties—from the immediate blast, thermal and radiation effects, and the longer-term effects of radiation exposure. Many more casualties could result from the disruption of water, food, power, and other life-supporting infrastructure.

Russia possesses the most powerful nuclear arsenal among all potential adversaries, with nearly 7,000 nuclear weapons; an estimated 1,600 of these are “placed on missiles or located on bases with operational forces.” Therefore, as remote as the likelihood might seem, deterring a nuclear attack by Russia is the top defense priority. Deterring China, which has an estimated 280 nuclear weapons, is the second priority.

Both Russia and China have the means to deliver nuclear strikes on the U.S. homeland from ballistic missiles fired from submarines and mobile land launchers, cruise missiles fired from these platforms, and long-range bombers. Both nations could build and launch enough missiles with nuclear weapons and decoys to defeat any practical defense that the United States could deploy for the foreseeable future. Therefore, deterrence depends on the U.S. ability to deliver a devastating counterstrike. The ability to massively retaliate is provided by modern, reliable, and effective nuclear weapons and the means to employ them. The U.S. Department of Energy (DoE) provides the nuclear weapons and DoD provides a triad of systems to deliver them: submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs), nuclear-capable long-range bombers, and intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs).

President Trump has stated his intention of ensuring that the U.S. nuclear arsenal is at the “top of the pack.” To ensure qualitative superiority, both the U.S. nuclear weapon stockpile and the triad built to deliver nuclear weapons need to be modernized. The U.S. Navy (USN) has begun developing the Columbia-class submarine program to replace the current Ohio-class submarine fleet. The CBO estimated that this program will cost $313 billion over the next 30
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The Air Force is planning a new stealthy Long-Range Strike Aircraft (LRSA, also known as the B-21) to replace the B-52 and B-2 in the nuclear delivery role. Although the cost of this program is classified, the CBO recently estimated the cost of all nuclear-capable bombers at $266 billion over the next 30 years (this cost includes their non-nuclear missions). Finally, the Air Force has begun plans for replacing the aging Minuteman III ICBM. The CBO’s estimate for the cost of the ICBM fleet and its modernization is $149 billion. DoE will incur additional costs over the next 30 years as it attempts to maintain a safe and reliable nuclear stockpile and to perform other modernization and remanufacturing activities to extend the lives of nuclear weapons, enhance their performance, and improve their safety. The CBO estimated that these DoE activities will cost another $305 billion. The total 30-year cost of the nuclear deterrent, including these activities, is estimated to be $1.242 trillion over the next 30 years.

Much of this cost would have been required to sustain existing nuclear forces, provide incremental upgrades over this period, and support the DoE enterprise and the nuclear weapons it must maintain. The CBO estimates that the bill to modernize America’s nuclear forces over and above the cost of sustaining and incrementally improving current systems will be $400 billion over this 30-year period. These modernization costs will rise from an estimated $5 billion in FY 2017 (presumably to begin the bomber; submarine; land- and sea-based missile; and nuclear weapons modernization programs) to $22 billion annually from 2027 through 2035 and then level off to about $5 billion again in 2039. Inevitably, nuclear modernization will compete for funding with other military and intelligence needs. (We will return to these budgetary numbers in Chapter 7.)

The $400 billion modernization bill could be reduced somewhat if DoD were willing to accept reduced capabilities. The CBO estimates that up to $71 billion could be saved over the next 30 years if DoD went to a dyad of land-based ICBMs and SLBMs, eliminated bombers as a nuclear delivery platform (while retaining them for conventional warfighting only), and reduced the acquisition of B-21 bombers by 20. Alternatively, up to $120 billion could be saved if DoD went to a dyad of nuclear bombers and SLBMs and dropped the acquisition of a new land-based ICBM and retired this leg of the current triad. Even more—up to $139 billion—could be saved if the United States cut the number of nuclear warheads from the New START limit of 1,550 to 1,000 and eliminated the ICBM force. However, each of these options reduces the capabilities of the United States’ most important military forces. Eliminating bombers or land-based missiles reduces the target set an adversary

30 CBO, Approaches for Managing the Costs of U.S. Nuclear Forces, 2017 to 2046, Washington, D.C., October 2017b, p. 2. Arguments have been raised that the nuclear delivery triad could be replaced by a dyad of SLBMs and bombers.
31 CBO, 2017b, p. 2.
32 CBO, 2017b, p. 2.
33 CBO, 2017b, p. 2.
34 CBO, 2017b, p. 1.
35 CBO, 2017b, pp. 40–49.
would need to destroy in a first strike to gain an overwhelming nuclear advantage and also would reduce the total strike capacity of U.S. nuclear forces. Such cuts might imperil the real or perceived capability of the U.S. nuclear deterrent. Given that the maximum savings would average about $4.6 billion per year over the next 30 years, or $139 billion in all, it may not be wise to make such cuts absent reciprocal cuts in Russian and Chinese nuclear capabilities.

**Prevent the Acquisition or Proliferation of WMD**

A growing threat is the proliferation of nuclear weapons to hostile foreign powers or the transfer of such weapons to terror groups. Although it may be unlikely that a nuclear state would give a complete weapon to another state or a violent extremist group, it may be possible to steal weapons from a failed nuclear state. The George W. Bush, Obama, and Trump administrations observed the particularly grave threat that WMD—especially nuclear weapons—could pose to the homeland if they fell into the hands of violent extremists. For example, according to the 2015 National Military Strategy (NMS),

> [n]uclear, chemical, and biological agents pose uniquely destructive threats. They can empower a small group of actors with terrible destructive potential. Thus, combatting WMD as far from our homeland as possible is a key mission for the U.S. military. Toward that end, we team with multinational and U.S. interagency partners to locate, track, interdict, and secure or destroy WMD, its components, and the means and facilities needed to make it, wherever possible. 36

After the fall of the Soviet Union, there was concern that Russia, Kazakhstan, Belarus, and Ukraine might not be able to maintain state control of their nuclear arsenals. The United States made significant investments to help Russia improve the security of its weapons; encouraged Kazakhstan, Belarus, and Ukraine to transfer their arsenals back to Russia; and cooperated with Russia in a program aimed at preventing former Soviet nuclear scientists from going to work for other nations.

As we will discuss in Chapter 4, North Korea is projected to have between 20 and 100 nuclear weapons by 2020. 37 If the DPRK regime collapsed—and with it, military control of its nuclear arsenal—these weapons might be stolen or transferred to VEOs.

Recent analyses estimate that it would take approximately 188,000 to 250,000 troops on the ground to find, secure, seize, and remove nuclear weapons and related materials from a collapsed North Korea. 38 These troops include the forces needed to seize and secure suspected nuclear sites in the presence of remnants of DPRK military units, the specialized units searching nuclear sites, and the logistics and supporting forces needed to protect and sustain a large and complex
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36 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2015, pp. 11–12.
operation across a hostile North Korea. Additional air, sea, and ground forces would be needed
to interdict ships and aircraft attempting to leave North Korea; monitor the border to prevent
smuggling into China or Russia; and deter armed opposition to U.S. operations. This does not
include the South Korean, U.S., and other allied forces that would be needed to deal with the
humanitarian catastrophe that would almost certainly follow a DPRK regime collapse.

This is a very large body of troops—roughly equivalent in size to the ground forces the
United States deployed to Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF). When contemplating whether the
United States would ever conduct such an operation, it is useful to consider the potential
consequences of not doing so: Once nuclear weapons are obtained by terror groups, illicit entry
into the United States by ground, air, or sea—perhaps by similar routes as those used by drug
traffickers—would put the U.S. homeland at risk of nuclear terrorism. As difficult as a North
Korean counter-WMD operation would be, it would be far more difficult to safeguard U.S.
people and territory from attack if these weapons proliferated to terror groups worldwide. That
is, it would be easier to secure nuclear weapons or components concentrated at dozens of known
or suspected sites in North Korea than to search for weapons spread to hundreds or thousands of
potential sites around the world. Likewise, it would be easier to conduct operations in one state
made accessible by the collapse of its government in an operation for which an international
mandate could be obtained than to operate in many places around the world, each of which could
be closed or difficult to access. For these reasons, “loose nukes” are best collected at their
source.

In this analysis, we treat securing nuclear weapons actually lost by North Korea, or any other
state, as a Tier 1 priority. We treat preparing for the potential collapse of North Korea, and its
potential loss of nuclear weapons, as a Tier 2 priority. We will assess operations to seize and
secure nuclear weapons in a failed state in Chapter 4 with North Korea as an example, and
arguably the most urgent case. As nuclear weapons proliferate to additional states, or if such
current nuclear states as Pakistan exhibit increased instability, examination of additional cases
may be warranted.

Although we do not examine biological agents in detail in this report, the Trump
administration has observed that they could become a more severe threat. The National
Biodefense Strategy states that

[b]iological threats—whether naturally occurring, accidental, or deliberate in
origin—are among the most serious threats facing the United States and the
international community. Outbreaks of disease can cause catastrophic harm to the
United States.\textsuperscript{39}

Furthermore, the National Biodefense Strategy warns that

[m]ultiple nations have pursued clandestine biological weapons programs and a
number of terrorist groups have sought to acquire biological weapons. In many
countries around the world, pathogens are stored in laboratories that lack

appropriate biosecurity measures where they could be diverted by actors who wish to do harm.\(^{40}\)

Therefore, the threat of biological agents could be a focus of additional research in the next few years.

**Defend the Homeland from Conventional Attack or Cyberattack**

Defending the homeland from attack requires a military able to defend against air and limited ballistic missile attacks, protect cyber systems and physical infrastructure, and interdict terror groups abroad that are preparing imminent attacks. Achieving these goals requires having resilient space-based and terrestrial indication and warning systems; an integrated intelligence collection, analysis, and dissemination architecture; a ground-based missile interceptor force; a cyber mission force; and ready ground, air, and naval forces.

Early Trump Administration policy guidance stated that the United States will “develop a state-of-the-art missile defense system to protect against missile-based attacks from states like Iran and North Korea.”\(^{41}\) As stated earlier, the United States cannot intercept the many nuclear weapons that could be launched by Russia or China. However, the United States has built a limited ability to defend against a few ballistic missiles fired by states possessing a small arsenal. North Korea and Iran are typically discussed as nations that fall into this latter category, although Iran has not yet demonstrated possession of a nuclear weapon and neither country has demonstrated possession of an ICBM with a warhead delivery capability.

Maintaining a ballistic missile defense capability against even small powers requires a continuing program to improve, evolve, and extend system capabilities. The United States is in the process of fielding a combined 44 ground-based midcourse defense (GMD) missiles at Vandenberg Air Force Base in California and Fort Greely in Alaska to intercept missiles launched from North Korea. Former Secretary of Defense Mattis announced plans to increase this force to 64 missiles with an additional missile field in Alaska.\(^{42}\) The USN operates shipboard air and ballistic missile defenses hosted on Aegis cruisers and destroyers and the U.S. Army operates 40 Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) and 80 Patriot Advanced Capability–3 (PAC-3) launchers able to intercept short- and medium-range ballistic missiles in their terminal phase. These defenses have been specifically scoped so as not to threaten the strategic nuclear balances with Russia or China.

The DoD Missile Defense Agency (MDA) is the primary research and development sponsor for these systems and works in cooperation with the services. Both the MDA and the services provide funding for intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) systems; command and

\(^{40}\) The White House, 2018, p. 2.


control (C2) systems; and interceptors as part of the United States’ ballistic missile defenses. According to the CBO, the MDA portion of the limited ballistic missile defense system alone is currently funded at $7.9 billion per year, with an emergency FY 2018 supplemental of $4.7 billion to respond to the rapidly developing North Korean threat.\(^\text{43}\) The FY 2019 DoD request seeks to increase the base MDA budget to $9.9 billion.\(^\text{44}\) The services contribute additional funds that support the design, test, acquisition, and operation of missile defense capabilities. However, because these service programs also support operations against aircraft and cruise missile threats, at least some of these costs would be borne even without a ballistic missile defense program.

The United States also makes a significant effort to defend U.S. cyber systems and, as stated in the 2014 QDR, disrupt or deny adversary cyber threats. For example, per an early Trump White House policy statement,

> Cyberwarfare is an emerging battlefield, and we must take every measure to safeguard our national security secrets and systems. We will make it a priority to develop defensive and offensive cyber capabilities at our U.S. Cyber Command, and recruit the best and brightest Americans to serve in this crucial area.\(^\text{45}\)

However, the Trump administration has yet to direct a wholehearted effort to counter Russian cyberattacks.\(^\text{46}\) If and when countering Russian cyber activities sparks a full-fledged U.S. response, it will presumably require additional human and financial resources. The same may be true for deterring Chinese and other foreign infiltration of vital U.S. computer systems and weapons systems, which have known vulnerabilities.\(^\text{47}\)

**Prevent Terrorist Attacks**

The United States combats terrorism abroad to prevent or preempt attacks against the U.S. homeland and to reduce the ability of VEOs to threaten the United States or its allies and interests in the future. Per the 2015 NMS,

> [t]errorism is a tactic VEOs use to advance their interests. The best way to counter VEOs is by way of sustained pressure using local forces augmented by specialized U.S. and coalition military strengths such as ISR, precision strike, training, and logistical support. Counterterrorism operations also involve
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\(^{46}\) Zachary Cohen, “U.S. Cyber Chief Says Trump Hasn’t Told Him to Confront Russian Cyber Threat,” CNN, February 27, 2018.

coordinated efforts with other U.S. agencies, working together to interdict and disrupt threats targeting the U.S. homeland.\textsuperscript{48}

In 2017, President Trump said,

\ldots today, we deliver a message in one very unified voice: To these forces of death and destruction, America and its allies will defeat you.\textsuperscript{49}

U.S. missions in the Middle East and Afghanistan continue to require troops to support moderate governments and maintain pressure on violent extremist groups who seek to attack the United States. The forces deployed to these areas reduce the available capacity for state-centered threats to U.S. security.

Altogether, the United States has 26,000 troops committed to Operation Inherent Resolve in Iraq and Syria, Operation Freedom’s Sentinel in Afghanistan, and other anti-ISIS operations in Africa and the Middle East. This includes 8,900 soldiers in Iraq; 1,700 in Syria; and 15,300 in Afghanistan, where the mission has been extended indefinitely.\textsuperscript{50} (Another 14,000 troops are deployed in Kuwait and other Persian Gulf partner states as part of Operation Spartan Shield.)\textsuperscript{51}

At the time of this writing, President Trump has ordered the U.S. military to quit operations in Syria and to bring home half of the troops in Afghanistan. Operations in Iraq are likely to continue for the foreseeable future and will continue to draw on forces that would be needed for other missions, should they arise. The Trump administration also has stated that it has the legal authority to continue these deployments indefinitely.\textsuperscript{52}

The 2017 NSS commits the United States to combatting the persistent threat of terrorism, which we will discuss further in Chapter 6.

**Tier 2 Priorities: Defend U.S. Allies and Interests Against the Most Severe and Urgent Threats**

Second to securing the United States and its citizens, the NSS reaffirms an enduring interest in deterring—and, if necessary, defeating—regional aggression in concert with U.S. allies and partners abroad. Collective security and burden-sharing work to deter aggression, preserve international security, and underpin global economic prosperity. In his first NSS, President

\begin{align*}
\text{Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2015, p. 11.} \\
\text{The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, “Remarks by President Trump to Coalition Representatives and Senior U.S. Commanders,” MacDill Air Force Base, Tampa, Florida, February 6, 2017b.} \\
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\text{See Timothy M. Bonds, Michael Johnson, and Paul S. Steinberg, } \textit{Limiting Regret: Building the Army We Will Need}, \text{ Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-1320-RC, 2015. These forces include those assigned to Operation Spartan Shield to counter Iranian coercion in the Persian Gulf; other air and missile defenses protecting U.S. allies and partners in the region; and logistics operations in support of U.S. forces in Syria, Iraq, and Afghanistan.} \\
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Trump recommitted the United States to continuing its leading role in maintaining the international order:

The United States must marshal the will and capabilities to compete and prevent unfavorable shifts in the Indo-Pacific, Europe, and the Middle East. Sustaining favorable balances of power will require a strong commitment and close cooperation with allies and partners because allies and partners magnify U.S. power and extend U.S. influence. They share our interests and responsibility for resisting authoritarian trends, contesting radical ideologies, and deterring aggression.\(^{53}\)

Similarly, the NDS reaffirms the importance of the international order:

In support of the National Security Strategy, the Department of Defense will be prepared to defend the homeland, remain the preeminent military power in the world, ensure the balances of power remain in our favor, and advance an international order that is most conducive to our security and prosperity.\(^{54}\)

The NDS identifies China and Russia as the focus of U.S. security efforts:

Long-term strategic competitions with China and Russia are the principal priorities for the Department, and require both increased and sustained investment, because of the magnitude of the threats they pose to U.S. security and prosperity today, and the potential for those threats to increase in the future.\(^{55}\)

**NATO**

The oldest and most important U.S.-led alliance is NATO, which operates in Europe, Afghanistan, and other areas directly linked to the security of its members. The United States and its European allies established NATO with the express purpose of providing a collective defense of member nations from Soviet aggression.\(^{56}\) For nearly 70 years, 13 U.S. Presidential administrations—six Democratic and seven Republican—have committed the United States to this mutual defense treaty.

President Trump’s views regarding the U.S. commitment to NATO and our European allies have evolved over time. In his March 21, 2016, comments to the Washington Post’s editorial board, then-candidate Trump said,

> Look, I see NATO as a good thing to have—I look at the Ukraine situation and I say, so Ukraine is a country that affects us far less than it affects other countries in NATO, and yet we are doing all of the lifting, they’re not doing anything. And I say, why is it that Germany is not dealing with NATO on Ukraine? Why is it that other countries that are in the vicinity of the Ukraine not dealing with—why are we always the one that’s leading, potentially the third world war, okay, with Russia? Why are we always the ones that are doing it? And I think the concept of

\(^{53}\) The White House, 2017c, p. 45.

\(^{54}\) DoD, 2018a, p. 4.

\(^{55}\) DoD, 2018a, p. 4.

NATO is good, but I do think the United States has to have some help. We are not helped. I’ll give you a better example than that. I mean, we pay billions—hundreds of billions of dollars to supporting other countries that are in theory wealthier than we are.\textsuperscript{57}

He also said,

No, I don’t want to pull [the United States] out. NATO was set up at a different time. NATO was set up when we were a richer country . . . . NATO is costing us a fortune and yes, we’re protecting Europe with NATO but we’re spending a lot of money. Number 1, I think the distribution of costs has to be changed. I think NATO as a concept is good, but it is not as good as it was when it first evolved.\textsuperscript{58}

In a January 15, 2017, interview with the \textit{Times of London} and Germany’s \textit{Bild}, President-elect Trump asserted,

[NATO is] obsolete because it wasn’t taking care of terror.\textsuperscript{59}

However, in a 2017 speech at U.S. Special Operations command, President Trump reconfirmed the United States’ traditional promises to defend its NATO allies:

We will make a historic financial investment in the Armed Forces of the United States and show the entire world that America stands with those who stand in defense of freedom. We have your back every hour, every day, now and always.\textsuperscript{60}

In the same speech, President Trump also commented on the fact that many of the United States’ NATO partners have not yet met their obligation to increase defense spending to 2 percent of gross domestic product (GDP):

That also means getting our allies to pay their fair share. It’s been very unfair to us. We strongly support NATO. We only ask that all of the NATO members make their full and proper financial contributions to the NATO Alliance, which many of them have not been doing. Many of them have not been even close, and they have to do that.\textsuperscript{61}

In July 2017 comments in Warsaw, Poland, President Trump again reiterated the U.S. commitment to NATO allies:

Today, the West is also confronted by the powers that seek to test our will, undermine our confidence, and challenge our interests. To meet new forms of aggression, including propaganda, financial crimes, and cyberwarfare, we must adapt our alliance to compete effectively in new ways and on all new battlefields . . . . Americans know that a strong alliance of free, sovereign and independent nations is the best defense for our freedoms and for our interests.


\textsuperscript{58} Post Opinions Staff, 2016.


\textsuperscript{60} The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, 2017b.

\textsuperscript{61} The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, 2017b.
That is why my administration has demanded that all members of NATO finally meet their full and fair financial obligation . . . To those who would criticize our tough stance, I would point out that the United States has demonstrated not merely with words but with its actions that we stand firmly behind Article 5, the mutual defense commitment . . . Just as Poland could not be broken, I declare today for the world to hear that the West will never, ever be broken. Our values will prevail. Our people will thrive. And our civilization will triumph.62

As of this writing, the Trump administration has chosen to continue the security guarantees and mutual defense commitments that the United States has traditionally made to its European allies. For example, the 2017 NSS states,

[t]he United States remains firmly committed to our European allies and partners. The NATO alliance of free and sovereign states is one of our great advantages over our competitors, and the United States remains committed to Article V of the Washington Treaty.63

Along with this increasingly favorable view of the value of NATO, President Trump has consistently voiced his concern that U.S. allies do not contribute sufficiently to their collective security. NATO allies have agreed to increase their spending to do so.64 Even if they do, however, it will take some time for those increased investments to produce the needed forces in the field. In the meantime, the United States must decide on the degree to which it is willing to bridge this gap with its own forces.

Since 2016, the United States and NATO have improved their force posture in the Baltics to deter potential Russian aggression. Nevertheless, as of this writing, Russia remains capable of causing sudden, catastrophic harm to the Baltic NATO allies.

The United States and its NATO allies also have improved readiness through exercises in the Arctic and in the Black Sea. The 2018 Trident Juncture exercise is an example.65 However, Russia poses a less immediate threat of overrunning key population centers in these areas.

Russia also poses myriad threats short of war, ranging from disinformation and cyberattacks to irregular and covert operations. The United States and its allies need to compete on a day-to-day basis if they are to deny Russia any measurable gain from these operations.

This leaves the Trump administration with some hard choices regarding how the United States upholds its commitment to the NATO alliance. The administration could resource the air, sea, and ground forces needed to defend our NATO allies, or it could proceed with less-resolute support for the NATO alliance—i.e., with some equivocation over when, how, and with what share of the required forces the United States would come to the aid of its allies. Finally, the administration could adopt a strategy in the middle: It could commit to defending NATO and

63 The White House, 2017c, p. 48.
increase the U.S. force posture there, while continuing to urge European allies to do more. These choices, and the environment within which they will be made, will be explored further in Chapter 3.

South Korea

The recent warming of relations between North Korea and South Korea and the United States raises hopes of a peaceful resolution to the Korean War and a reduction in military tensions and forces on the peninsula. In the meantime, however, the U.S. military must remain prepared to counter threats to the United States and its interests. North Korean use of nuclear weapons can be deterred by the threat of a massive U.S. nuclear response. In addition, the limited GMD could help defend the United States against the modest numbers of ICBMs that North Korea is likely to build.

South Korea and the United States must be prepared to degrade, delay, or deter military provocations, cyberattacks, and other criminal activity by North Korea or its agents on an ongoing basis. If provocations escalate to missile or artillery attacks, South Korea and the United States must be prepared to engage with the appropriate counterstrategy, including missile defenses, counterbattery fires, and, as a last resort, a combined air and ground campaign to neutralize North Korea’s fires complex. In this event, South Korea and the United States will need careful plans to safeguard civilians and evacuate them from areas exposed to catastrophic fires.

In a January 2017 phone call with then–acting South Korean President Hwang Kyo-Ahn, President Trump “reiterated our ironclad commitment to defend the ROK, including through the provision of extended deterrence, using the full range of military capabilities.” Further, “The two leaders agreed to take steps to strengthen joint defense capabilities to defend against the North Korean threat.”

The 2014 QDR addressed deterring a North Korean attack and countering WMD to some degree. However, the scope and scale of needed capabilities were not fully addressed. As an example, the QDR did not address the possibility of an attack by North Korea’s massive artillery forces, although North Korea demonstrated a willingness to strike South Korea with its 2010 attack on Yeonpyeong Island. A provocation cycle could escalate into another attack on South Korea and perhaps even on Seoul itself. Although such an attack seems increasingly unlikely given the warming relations between South and North Korea in 2018, a provocation that escalates could have devastating results. To this point, DoD observed in 2000 that

[w]ithout moving any artillery pieces, the North could sustain up to 500,000 rounds an hour against Combined Forces Command defenses for several hours. The artillery force includes 500 long-range systems deployed over the past

---

decade. The proximity of these long-range systems to the Demilitarized Zone threatens all of Seoul with devastating attacks.67

The numbers and ranges of North Korean artillery are reported to have increased since 2000, when this statement was made.68 Furthermore, 2017 ballistic missile tests make clear that North Korea has a variety of short- and medium-range missiles that it could employ to attack targets across South Korea and into Japan.

This threat could become worse if North Korea proved able to deliver chemical weapons with its artillery and ballistic missiles. The large arsenal of VX and other chemical agents that North Korea is believed to have might then be employed to disrupt and degrade U.S.-ROK military operations and greatly increase fear among civilians within range.69 The amount of destruction that North Korea could cause would increase exponentially if it succeeds in fielding nuclear weapons mated with its ballistic missiles or even its artillery rockets.

As mentioned earlier, North Korean nuclear weapons would continue to pose a problem even if the regime itself were to collapse. The current U.S. force was planned under a strategy that described the problem of “loose nukes” in terms of counterterror and special operations (which would be appropriate for one or a few potential targets), rather than in terms of securing an entire state program from theft and proliferation. The North Korean nuclear program comprises an estimated 200 separate sites, including the Yongbyon Nuclear Scientific Research Center, which by itself covers 16 square kilometers and hosts hundreds of buildings and bunkers.70 Although special operations forces would clearly be essential to find, seize, and secure nuclear weapons, such a WMD-elimination (WMD-E) mission would require a force with the size and capabilities that only general-purpose forces can provide.

The Trump administration’s options to address North Korea’s artillery threat to South Korea, as well as its nuclear threat to the world, will be evaluated in Chapter 4.

**Taiwan**

The United States is not bound by treaty to defend Taiwan, but the 2017 NSS states that the United States is committed to “provide for Taiwan’s legitimate defense needs and deter coercion.”71 In addition, the 2018 NDS states that

China is leveraging military modernization, influence operations, and predatory economics to coerce neighboring countries to reorder the Indo-Pacific region to

---


70 Bonds et al., 2014.

71 The White House, 2017c, p. 47.
their advantage. As China continues its economic and military ascendance, asserting power through an all-of-nation long-term strategy, it will continue to pursue a military modernization program that seeks Indo-Pacific regional hegemony in the near-term and displacement of the United States to achieve global preeminence in the future.\(^{72}\)

Although neither document guarantees that the United States would intervene to defend Taiwan, both indicate a broad U.S. interest in discouraging China from intimidating other neighbors or challenging the military status quo in the Indo-Pacific. We therefore designate deterring Chinese aggression against Taiwan as a Tier 2 priority because the threat to Taiwan ranks as both severe and urgent, and because either a U.S. decision not to defend Taiwan or a U.S. failure to deter or repulse a Chinese invasion would have global geopolitical consequences. Taiwan is discussed in further detail in Chapter 5.

**Tier 3 Priorities: Deter Aggression and Defend Broader U.S. Interests**

Tier 3 priorities include both routine operations and less urgent priorities. They may be extremely important but are ranked as lower-priority missions for DoD for three reasons. First, the threats they address, although potentially consequential, are less severe or urgent. Second, if the United States fails to accomplish its highest priorities, its tertiary priorities will become different, if not irrelevant. Third, in the case of such highly capable treaty allies and security partners as Japan, DoD can and should play a supporting role.

Tier 3 priorities are deterring Chinese aggression against Japan and the Philippines (although direct aggression seems highly unlikely); working with allies and partners to degrade and defeat VEOs; and deterring Iranian aggression against its neighbors and U.S. friends and allies in the region.

**Deter Chinese Aggression**

The United States has an ongoing interest in deterring Chinese aggression against Japan and the Philippines. The United States works with its allies and partners on a day-to-day basis to maintain freedom of navigation in international waters and to counter Chinese coercion or aggression in the South China Sea. If deterrence should fail, allies and partners in the region must be ready to counter the Chinese with their own military forces. The United States should be prepared to surge forces to the region to reinforce the defense of our allies. We discuss this topic further in Chapter 5.

**Degrade VEOs**

VEOs intent on attacking the United States are a continuing threat, and U.S. operations to counter them are a Tier 1 priority. Longer-term operations to degrade or defeat terror groups and deny them sanctuary are likely to continue indefinitely. Neglecting such operations could be

---

\(^{72}\) DoD, 2018a, p. 2.
dangerous to U.S. interests in the long run. The United States will continue operations to counter these threats on a daily basis—including countering Iranian support of terror groups—and will work with allies and friends to do so.

**Counter Iranian Bad Behavior**

The United States will continue to work with allies and partners in the region to counter Iranian military threats to its neighbors and to international shipping in the Persian Gulf and through the Strait of Hormuz. If Iran were to attack its neighbors (e.g., with ballistic missiles or conventional air, sea, or land forces), then the United States should be prepared to reinforce the defenses mounted by allies and partners in the region. We discuss this topic further in Chapter 6.

**Conduct Other Deployed Operations**

The United States has an interest in deterring aggression against friendly nations with whom it may have defense cooperation agreements and a broad interest in deterring all interstate aggression as a condition of global stability, although it usually chooses to pursue this interest by means short of armed conflict. To this end, the United States regularly deploys air, naval, and ground forces around the world in presence or stability operations. The 2018 NDS refers to “[s]ustaining Joint Force military advantages, both globally and in key regions;” “[m]aintaining favorable regional balances of power;” and “[e]nsuring common domains remain open and free” among its key objectives. These operations have several aims: First, they help underpin regional partnerships and position forces to be able to quickly respond to crises. Second, forces deployed abroad also conduct training engagements with U.S. allies and can help to develop partner capabilities. Finally, such interactions help to maintain the capability to conduct stability and counterinsurgency operations where and as needed.

Sometimes, U.S. forces deployed abroad are conducting a show of force or flexible deterrent operation to signal U.S. commitment to deter aggression against its allies and partners. One example would be air, naval, and ground forces operating in the Western Pacific to conduct freedom of navigation missions or to deter China from seizing islands from U.S. allies and denying them access to maritime areas. The Trump administration’s 2017 NSS states,

> China’s infrastructure investments and trade strategies reinforce its geopolitical aspirations. Its efforts to build and militarize outposts in the South China Sea endanger the free flow of trade, threaten the sovereignty of other nations, and undermine regional stability. China has mounted a rapid military modernization campaign designed to limit U.S. access to the region and provide China a freer hand there. China presents its ambitions as mutually beneficial, but Chinese dominance risks diminishing the sovereignty of many states in the Indo-Pacific.

Other deployed forces also may support missions to defend the U.S. homeland from overseas operating locations. Anti-submarine forces, air and missile defenses, and ballistic missile

---

73 DoD, 2018a, p. 4.
74 The White House, 2017c, p. 46.
submarines are some examples. These missions presumably would continue even if other operations in support of alliances did not, although other nations might be less willing to host these forces if they are deployed only for U.S. security.

Finally, the United States regularly conducts humanitarian relief operations to aid nations and people suffering the effects of disasters. These operations support a U.S. objective of being a humane and reliable partner in times of great need. We consider such operations insofar as they require additional resources or place additional demands on the capabilities of the United States and its allies.

Figure 2.1 presents Tier 1, 2, and 3 priorities in their regional contexts.

**Figure 2.1. U.S. Defense Priorities and Suggested Strategies in Key Regions**

### Europe - Russia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Russian Threat</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier-1</td>
<td>Nuclear forces</td>
<td>• Deter with ability for massive response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier-2</td>
<td>Attack on Baltics</td>
<td>• Credible NATO ability to blunt an attack and surge enough forces to win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier-3</td>
<td>Gray zone, cyber, propaganda</td>
<td>• Counter with improved US and NATO capabilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Indo-Pacific (North Korea)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>N Korean Threat</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier-1</td>
<td>Nuclear forces</td>
<td>• Massive response, BMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier-2</td>
<td>Missile/Artillery attack, Harm to US civilians</td>
<td>• Counter with RoK/US forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• NEO on a massive scale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Indo-Pacific (China)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>China Threat</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier-1</td>
<td>Nuclear forces</td>
<td>• Deter with massive response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier-2</td>
<td>Air/sea invasion of Taiwan, A2/AD capabilities</td>
<td>• Taiwan blunts with ground-based defenses; US reinforces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier-3</td>
<td>Multi-domain attack, A2/AD capabilities</td>
<td>• US allies degrade, deny, and deter; US reinforces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Middle East

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Iran/VEO Threat</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier-1</td>
<td>Terror attacks on US</td>
<td>Deny sanctuary and pre-empt attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier-3</td>
<td>• Support to VEOs • Attacks on regional partners • Attacks on commerce/shipping</td>
<td>Maintain sufficient forces to blunt attacks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Deterring Russian Aggression in the Baltics

As discussed earlier, Russia is one of the two long-term strategic competitors named in the NDS as a focus of U.S. security and defense strategy. For the foreseeable future, an overt Russian attack against any NATO nation appears unlikely. An attack on the Baltics would trigger some form of NATO response under Article 5 of the NATO Treaty, with the potential for escalation and catastrophic losses were the conflict to spiral out of control. Russia would not enter such a conflict with the United States and its European allies lightly or without full consideration of the risks incurred against potential benefits to be gained.

Ultimately, however, it is impossible to predict Russia’s intentions with certainty, and those intentions may change precipitously and without warning. Instead, defense planning should be based on a careful examination of Russia’s military strategy, behavior, posture, and the consequences of a war with a well-armed nuclear power.

Russia’s national security strategy identifies the expansion of the NATO alliance to its borders as the principal external threat and its security objectives include removing NATO forces and infrastructure from its borders.\(^{75}\) Russia’s observed behavior—first in Georgia, then in Crimea and eastern Ukraine—indicates its willingness to violate internationally recognized borders, allegedly to protect ethnic Russian populations, even at the cost of economic sanctions. In eastern Ukraine, Russia has demonstrated a sophisticated, multi-faceted strategy of using irregular forces backed by its regular army.

Then-Defense Secretary Mattis described the potential threat of Russian aggression in these terms:

> Since Yalta, we have a long list of times we’ve tried to engage positively with Russia. We have a relatively short list of successes in that regard.

> I think right now the most important thing is that we recognize the reality of what we deal with [in] Putin and we recognize that he is trying to break NATO and that we take the steps—integrated steps, diplomatic, economic, military—and working with our allies to defend ourselves where we must . . .

> I would consider the [principal] threat (to America) to start with Russia. And it would certainly include any nations that are looking to intimidate nations around the periphery, regional nations nearby them, whether it be with weapons of mass destruction or unusual, unorthodox means of intimidating them.\(^{76}\)

---


\(^{76}\) Leo Shane, “In His Own Words: Mattis on the Challenges Facing the Military,” *Military Times*, January 15, 2017.
The 2017 NSS also states that Russia poses a growing threat to Europe and the United States:

Although the menace of Soviet communism is gone, new threats test our will. Russia is using subversive measures to weaken the credibility of America’s commitment to Europe, undermine transatlantic unity, and weaken European institutions and governments. With its invasions of Georgia and Ukraine, Russia demonstrated its willingness to violate the sovereignty of states in the region. Russia continues to intimidate its neighbors with threatening behavior, such as nuclear posturing and the forward deployment of offensive capabilities.\(^77\)

Finally, the consequences of a war between modern air and ground forces in Europe would be devastating in terms of lives lost and damage to civilian infrastructure. As a nuclear power with more than 7,000 weapons, Russia also has the ability to escalate a conflict. At some particularly vulnerable point in the future, Russian President Vladimir Putin could believe that he sees a narrow window of opportunity to influence conditions along his borders through some coercive or aggressive action.\(^78\) Once begun, the ensuing crisis could escalate to conflict either deliberately or accidentally. To address the risks of miscalculation, escalation, and war with Russia, prudence demands that the United States and its allies ensure that no Russian leader sees an opportunity to successfully commit aggression against NATO states.

In this chapter, we assess alternative strategies to deter a Russian attack in the Baltics, potential outcomes of armed combat with Russia should U.S. deterrence fail, and the implications of those strategies for needed U.S. force posture and operational plans (OPLANs) to reinforce NATO. Although other regions and countries—such as Ukraine—are arguably more important to Russia, NATO is in a singularly weak position to defend the Baltics, as we will describe. Therefore, although a direct Russian attack on the Baltics is unlikely, the effects would be catastrophic for those nations and disastrous for the NATO alliance. We include a brief overview of U.S.-Russia relations in the appendix to this report.

Russian Strategy Choices

If Russia chose to pursue a more coercive policy, it might employ several different strategies. Perhaps most likely would be a strategy to coerce its neighbors, including NATO nations. For example, it could encourage separatists or other proxies to punish neighbors that exercise with

\(^{77}\) The White House, 2017c, p. 47.

\(^{78}\) For example, former Swedish Prime Minister Carl Bildt made the following observation:

I fail to see any immediate risk of Russia taking aggressive action against any of these countries. They are stable democracies and solid members of both the [European Union] and NATO. But we have a duty to look ahead a few years. The future is increasingly uncertain, and we may well be headed toward a period of maximum danger in our relations with Russia. In five to ten years, the Putin regime will face its unavoidable end, and will be considering its legacy. The country’s economic and social crisis will no doubt have deepened and its perception of its military might continue to soar. If Russia sees Europe fracturing, and the West waning, temptation to act will be high. It is important that we build up a solid defense today as a deterrent against these adventurist tendencies down the line (Carl Bildt, “3 Ways to Stop ’Revisionist, Militaristic’ Russia,” Politico, updated February 16, 2016).
NATO forces or allow NATO military infrastructure in their nations. Russia has effectively employed “separatist” forces in South Ossetia and Abkhazia to pressure Tbilisi and in Donetsk and Luhansk to pressure Kyiv. The effect is intended to punish these nations for moving toward the West and reduce NATO’s willingness to accept them as members.

Such actions also could derive from a narrative in Russia’s foreign policy that identifies “protecting the rights of compatriots abroad” as a principle it will uphold. This could constitute a possible precedent and pretext for future Russian action in the Baltics. Ethnic Russians are a minority in the Baltic states but represent sizable proportions of the total population in some enclaves. Moreover, there are frequent claims that ethnic Russians in the Baltics (e.g., in Latvia) face discrimination.

Another scenario might be for Russia to use its air, sea, and space forces to harass the operations of other nations in land or maritime areas important to Russia. Russian fighters have flown close to U.S. warships in the Baltic Sea on several occasions, and Russia has been accused of jamming the Global Positioning System (GPS) signals used by allied forces during exercises. In 2018, Russia captured Ukrainian naval vessels operating in the Sea of Azov. Some portion of Russia’s annexation of Crimea could have been motivated by fears of losing access to Sevastopol or having NATO gain some access to it.

A more provocative move would be a Russian action in Lithuania with the pretext of protecting access to Kaliningrad. A small strip of land, sometimes referred to as the “Suwalki Gap,” separates the Kaliningrad enclave from Belarus and has been mentioned by U.S. commanders as a place that Russia might act in order to secure continued access to that enclave. Russia has been expanding its military capabilities in Kaliningrad, and its forces have been conducting no-notice “snap exercises,” which improve their ability to act quickly and with little notice.

Alternatively, Russia could continue or expand its military operations in the Middle East or Ukraine. Its operations in Syria have bolstered Russia’s status as a global military power; supported the Assad regime and increased pressure on Assad opponents, causing them to flee and increasing refugee pressure on Europe; and provided arguments for Europe to prioritize military operations against violent extremist groups. However, Russia’s Syria operations and its campaign of armed aggression in Ukraine both tend to tie down significant Russian ground, air, and sea forces. So long as these operations continue, it seems unlikely that Russia will have

sufficient forces for a campaign against any NATO nation. (Conversely, if Russia does wrap up these operations, it could be a signpost that it is rebuilding strength for other missions.)

If Russia were to use force against NATO, it may choose to do so in a piecemeal fashion. In a piecemeal campaign, Russia might prefer such deniable means as irregular warfare tactics and other measures short of war in ethnic Russian areas (e.g., Narva). Russian goals might include increasing leverage over its neighbors, weakening the resolve of the United States and its allies, and sowing uncertainty and dissension within NATO about the applicability of Article 5 guarantees and what sort of response might be warranted. The campaign could parallel that in Ukraine, with ethnic Russian insurgents operating to undermine Baltic authorities with support as needed from Russian volunteers. Russian special operators could provide heavy infantry weapons and recruit, train, advise, and assist local irregular units.

However, it could be much more difficult in the Baltics for the Russian Army to provide covert support to irregular “little green men.” Estonia and the other Baltic states might use their militaries to resist such irregulars, thereby forcing regular Russian Army forces to overtly support their surrogates in order for them to succeed. If Russian military actions would increase the risks of strengthening NATO’s resolve and drawing reinforcements from the United States and other NATO allies. If Russian Army support to irregular operations caused the United States and other NATO allies to move additional heavy forces into the Baltics, the result might put Russia in a less favorable position.

Finally, Russia could choose to mount an offensive operation into some or all of the Baltic states. A Russian invasion could begin with a limited incursion into ethnic Russian areas, such as Narva, perhaps under the guise of protecting civilians from alleged mistreatment by Estonian and Latvian “gangs,” or perhaps by the Baltic governments themselves. Such a move could be designed to avoid engaging U.S. forces directly and would be calculated to end in forcing a negotiated settlement rather than escalating into a broader war. Russian aims might be to demilitarize the Baltic states, seek additional freedoms and rights for Russian nationals, or even redraw boundaries. The risk that Russia might start such a conflict increases to the extent that Russia believes its pretext for intervention is strong, its capture of territory would be quick, and that the determination of the United States and NATO to resist is weak.

Alternatively, Russia could seek to open a “Suwalki Corridor,” perhaps claiming it as necessary to prevent Kaliningrad from being cut off from the rest of Russia, a claim that would be more plausible if NATO threatens to cut air, land, or sea lines of communications prior to a conflict. By sending forces into Lithuania from Belarus and Kaliningrad, Russia would cut ground lines of communication between Poland and the Baltic states, thereby severing the one land link between the Baltics and the rest of NATO. It might be possible to begin such an operation under the pretext of rotating forces out of Kaliningrad. Russian leaders might believe

---

84 Sam Jones, “Estonia Ready to Deal with Russia’s ‘Little Green Men,’” Financial Times, May 13, 2015. In the article, GEN Riho Terras, Estonian Chief of Defence, is quoted as saying that “If somebody without any military insignia commits terrorist attacks in your country you should shoot him . . . you should not allow them to enter.”
that they could secure a land line of communication without much violence, so long as the operation is executed swiftly and is completed before Lithuania or NATO could forcefully intervene. Then, Russia could either seek a negotiated settlement that would allow some greater Russian presence in—and control over—this corridor or move in an even more aggressive direction.

Finally, Russia could mount a general invasion of the Baltics with the goal of seizing control of Tallinn, Riga, and perhaps Vilnius before the United States and NATO could mount an effective defense. To reduce the indications and warning of an imminent attack, Russian forces might first stage a large “snap exercise” close to their intended invasion routes. Russian ground and air units would then take advantage of their positions in the field to move quickly into the Baltic nations. If it did choose to attack NATO allies, Russia might be most likely to seek gains from a short, sharp campaign rather than risk a prolonged campaign that would expose any systemic weaknesses in personnel, material, or sustainment capabilities. Given the aggregate military and economic strengths of NATO, Russia could be at a severe disadvantage if the campaign were to last for months or years.

European Operational Situation

The combined ground and air forces of those NATO nations most likely to deploy forces to defend the Baltics dwarf those of Russia, as shown in Table 3.1. The selected NATO forces are those of the United States, Canada, France, Germany, Poland, the United Kingdom, and Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. These nations have committed forces to the Baltic states and are perhaps most likely to provide reinforcements in this region. Although other NATO nations, such as Spain and Italy, also have committed small units to the Baltics, they and Turkey might be more focused on the Mediterranean region if Russia increases its activities there.

---

Table 3.1. Comparison of Russian Air and Ground Forces with Those of Selected NATO Nations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>Selected NATO</th>
<th>Russia:NATO Force Ratio</th>
<th>Russia - Western MD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Ground Troops</strong></td>
<td>500K</td>
<td>1023K</td>
<td>0.5:1</td>
<td>185K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Armored Bde/Reg</strong></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.7:1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inf Bde/Reg</strong></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.7:1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tanks</strong></td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>4600</td>
<td>0.6:1</td>
<td>757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artillery</strong></td>
<td>2645</td>
<td>2571</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attack Helicopters</strong></td>
<td>348</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>0.4:1</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fighters</strong></td>
<td>974</td>
<td>4200</td>
<td>0.2:1</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


This aggregate comparison suggests that Russia would be at a disadvantage in a lengthy war against NATO and might favor a campaign in which it can quickly achieve its operational and strategic goals before NATO and the United States can effectively react. The Baltics might be one such place.

As shown in the last column of Table 3.1, the RAND team estimates that the Russian Western Military District could have 185,000 ground troops made available to it (including general-purpose, airborne, special forces, naval infantry, and supporting artillery and logistics units) with 757 tanks, nearly 1,000 artillery pieces and 115 attack helicopters supported by more than 300 fighters and possibly by Russia’s complement of 139 long-range bombers.\(^86\) As shown in Figure 3.1, Russia is organizing the ground forces under the 6th, 1st Guards Tank, and 20th Guards Armies, as well as around the 11th Corps, which is headquartered in Kaliningrad.

---

\(^{86}\) Scott Boston, Michael Johnson, Nathan Beauchamp-Mustafaga, and Yvonne K. Crane, Assessing the Conventional Force Imbalance In Europe: Implications For Countering Russian Local Superiority, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-2402, 2018.
At the tactical echelons, RAND researchers estimate that subordinate units will include a tank division, three airborne/airmobile divisions, three mechanized divisions and additional independent brigades (including headquarters, A2/AD forces, and selected maneuver units that are still forming). The overall force structure will presumably grow as the new divisions and brigades complete training and are deployed in the field. Additional units could be added with some movement of forces from other military districts.

Against these forces, the current NATO posture in the Baltics is at a severe disadvantage, as shown in Table 3.2. Together, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania currently can muster the equivalent of four U.S.-style infantry brigades supported by some older towed artillery pieces. They have no tanks (except a few obsolete systems for training), very few modern infantry fighting vehicles, and no fighter aircraft. Their capabilities are strengthened by three multinational battlegroups: one led by the United Kingdom, one by Canada, and a third by Germany. We estimate that these

---
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battlegroups together bring approximately 3,700 troops, 42 tanks, and 6 self-propelled artillery pieces.\textsuperscript{88}

Altogether, the current Baltics posture, including national forces and the three NATO battlegroups, is made up of approximately 17,000 regular troops (not counting reserves or militia). These forces would be at an 11-to-1 disadvantage in troops, an 18-to-1 disadvantage in tanks, and a 15-to-1 disadvantage in artillery.

Table 3.2. Potential Russian Posture Against NATO Forces in the Baltics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Russia - Western MD</th>
<th>Current Baltics with NATO BGs</th>
<th>Russia:NATO Force Ratio</th>
<th>VHRJTF, GRF and U.S. Forces in Europe</th>
<th>Baltics with VHRJTF and U.S. Forces</th>
<th>Russia:NATO Force Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Ground Troops</strong></td>
<td>185K</td>
<td>11K</td>
<td>26K</td>
<td>43K</td>
<td>4.3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Armored Bde/Reg</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>36:1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>10:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infantry Bde</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3:1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.4:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tanks</strong></td>
<td>757</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>18:1</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>4.8:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artillery</strong></td>
<td>997</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>15:1</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>6.3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attack Helicopters</strong></td>
<td>115</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2.4:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fighters</strong></td>
<td>321</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>2.2:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Data are from IISS, 2017.
NOTES: MD = Military District. Bde/Reg = brigade/regiment. BGs = battlegroups. VHRJTF = Very High Readiness Joint Task Force. GRF = Global Response Force. The ratios in column 3 are the result of dividing the number in column 1 by the number in column 2. Ratios in column 6 are numbers in column 1 divided by those in column 5.

With 7–10 days of warning, the United States could deploy the 173rd Airborne Brigade from Italy; the 2nd Stryker Cavalry Regiment from Germany; and the Global Response Force, made up of a brigade from the 82nd Airborne Division. The United States also has a rotational armored brigade combat team (ABCT) based in western Poland as part of Operation Atlantic Resolve. This armored brigade is a very capable formation, but on any given day its constituent companies and battalions may be spread across several nations conducting training exercises with U.S. allies and partners. If we assume that it can concentrate its forces into the Baltics with 7–10 days of warning, it would add 4,600 troops, 87 tanks, and 18 self-propelled artillery pieces to the Baltic forces. The aviation brigade assigned with that ABCT would add 48 attack helicopters. In

\textsuperscript{88} NATO, “NATO’s Enhanced Forward Presence,” factsheet, Brussels, Belgium: Media Operations Centre, August 2018.
addition, a battalion of the 278th ABCT is leading a U.S. battlegroup in Poland.\textsuperscript{89} Sending that unit to the Baltics would add another 1,000 troops and 29 tanks. NATO’s Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VHRJTF) could add 5,000 troops and additional artillery if it can deploy in time.\textsuperscript{90} Finally, we assume that the six U.S. Air Force (USAF) fighter squadrons stationed in Europe could support these ground forces as well.

These forces would add considerably to the current forces in the Baltics. Unfortunately, as shown in the far-right column of Table 3.2, these forces would still be decisively outnumbered by the Russian forces available in the Western Military District. Based on a series of wargames and analyses, RAND researchers estimate that, against NATO forces now in the Baltics or able to arrive within 7–10 days, the Russian Army could reach Tallinn and Riga in between 36 and 60 hours.\textsuperscript{91} Defending NATO forces that are outgunned, outmanned, and outranged by heavier Russian forces would need to retreat into the capitals in order to survive.

Doctrinally, a force should be at least one-third the size of an attacking force to ensure a successful defense, assuming that the attacker’s and defender’s quality of troops, morale, and equipment are roughly equal. As shown in Table 3.2, counting the forces that could plausibly arrive on short warning, NATO would have especially high deficits in tanks and artillery compared with Russian forces in the region. Currently, the NATO ground component does not have a tactical corps or full division headquarters to provide C2 for conducting integrated fire and maneuver operations with joint U.S. and allied forces. (Several NATO multinational headquarters do exist, but they do not operate the “U.S.-only” warfighting systems riding on the Secret Internet Protocol Router Network [SIPRNet]; consequently, they cannot perform the role of U.S. warfighting headquarters.)

NATO’s fighter aircraft could be reinforced to make up for some of the disparity in armor and artillery, but only after they succeed in breaking through the formidable Russian air defenses. We estimate that Russia would commit one-third of its total fighter force (321 fighters or 11.5 squadron equivalents) and some portion of its 139 bombers to support an invasion of the Baltics. (This represents roughly twice as many fighters than are normally deployed in the Russian Baltic fleet and 6th Air Force combined.) Once in combat, NATO fighters must suppress the ground-based air defenses in Kaliningrad and those advancing with Russian ground forces to a point at which NATO’s 4th-generation fighters can operate with acceptable risk.

This will be a challenge. The Russians have a formidable air defense force operating in the Western Military District, as shown in Table 3.3.\textsuperscript{92} In addition to the short-range air defenses that are organic to their maneuver brigades, Russia has four independent air defense brigades operating with their ground forces, three surface-to-air missile (SAM) regiments operating with

\textsuperscript{89} Jake Lowary, “1,000 from Tennessee National Guard to Deploy to Poland in 2018,”\textit{Tennessean}, November 9, 2017.

\textsuperscript{90} NATO, Allied Joint Force Command Brunssum, “NATO Response Force (NRF) Fact Sheet,” webpage, undated.


\textsuperscript{92} Boston et al., 2018.
their naval forces (including those in Kaliningrad), and seven more SAM regiments operating with the 6th Air Force and Air Defense Army. In total, these formations operate a dense, multilayered integrated air defense comprising 272 long-range S-300 and S-400 firing units, which are protected by 73 medium-range units, such as the SA-11 and SA-15, and 288 short-range units, such as the Pantsir and the SA-22. These Russian forces should be expected to use advanced tactics to frustrate attempts to target them and to minimize their vulnerability to anti-radiation missiles.

The best aircraft to attack the Russian air defenses would be NATO’s 5th-generation aircraft, such as the B-2, the F-22, and the F-35. The United States has 20 B-2s, 179 F-22s, and 175 F-35s. NATO allies have begun taking delivery of the F-35s with nine in their inventory for a combined NATO total of 184 aircraft. Although none of the U.S. 5th-generation aircraft are currently stationed in Europe, they would presumably be among the first to be deployed in the warning time before a war.

Table 3.3. Russian Western Military District Integrated Air Defenses Versus Total NATO 5th-Generation Aircraft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Russia Western MD Integrated Air Defenses</th>
<th>NATO 5th Generation Aircraft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long Range: 272</td>
<td>B2: 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Range: 73</td>
<td>F22: 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Range: 288</td>
<td>F35: 184</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Data are from IISS, 2017.
NOTE: MD = Military District.

As a historical example, in Operation Desert Storm (ODS), USAF planners estimated that it would take coalition air forces two weeks to gain air supremacy over Iraq. In the event, it took much less time than that, but the ODS coalition fighter and attack force numbered more than 1,800 aircraft compared with the initial NATO force of 144 fighters we have estimated in Table 3.2. Furthermore, Iraq possessed 65 SA2/3/6 launchers compared with Russia’s 272 vastly more capable S-300/400 launchers and the 350 advanced short- and medium-range systems protecting them. We estimate that it would take at least two weeks, and likely longer, to destroy enough of the Russian air defenses to allow 4th-generation aircraft to attack invading Russian ground forces.

The best weapons available today for suppression of enemy air defenses (an operation better known by its acronym, SEAD) are the high-speed anti-radiation missile (HARM) munitions

employed by aircraft and the Army tactical missile system (ATACMS) employed by ground forces. Unfortunately, the HARM has a range of about 100 km, forcing the launching aircraft to operate within the kinematic range envelope of Russian defenses. This would be a very dangerous operation for 4th-generation non–low-observable aircraft, although stealthy 5th-generation aircraft might be able to employ the HARM with acceptable risk.

Accelerating this campaign would either require more 5th-generation aircraft than planned or the use of artillery systems to bear a greater portion of the burden. The ATACMS missile would also be a good option to strike at air defense radars if one or more rocket artillery brigades were deployed.

This creates an additional problem for NATO’s ground forces, which have traditionally enjoyed the freedom to operate without the threat of attack from the air. U.S. ground forces have dramatically reduced their organic air defenses, making them vulnerable to these attacks. As long as the Russian integrated air defenses remain intact, Russian fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft can attack NATO ground forces with much less risk from defending NATO fighter aircraft.

**Geographical Considerations**

To make a NATO defense of the Baltics a bit more challenging, some unique problems stem from the Baltic states’ geography. Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania share a total border of approximately 1,000 km with Russia, Belarus, and the Russian enclave of Kaliningrad, as shown in Figure 3.2. This is similar to the former West German 1,100-km border with East Germany and Czechoslovakia.

However, while the Soviets during the Cold War would have had to penetrate 400 km of heavily defended terrain from Fulda to Luxembourg to cut West Germany in half, it is only 220 km across lightly defended terrain from the Russian city of Pskov to the Latvian capital and port city of Riga. Similarly, Russian forces based in the Kaliningrad enclave need only take a 70-km-wide strip of Lithuania to close the Suwalki Gap, which connects Lithuania to Poland via land routes. It would likely be infeasible to defend the Baltics if the Russians captured Tallinn and Riga and closed all land, sea, and air routes to the Baltics with their forces in Kaliningrad.
This geography also provides an opportunity for the Russians to employ an A2/AD strategy to contest operations in the air, sea, and space domains, as depicted in Figure 3.3. Advanced Russian SAMs, such as the S-400, can hit targets at ranges of 250 km or more, thereby allowing Russia to deny the airspace over Kaliningrad and most of the Baltic states. Non-stealthy NATO aircraft operating within the range of these systems would suffer severe losses. In addition to its integrated air defenses, Russia has capable anti-ship and surface-to-surface missiles (employed as A2/AD forces) to oppose U.S. entry into theater and attack its forces in rear areas. Long-range Russian anti-ship missiles operating out of Kaliningrad can threaten NATO vessels attempting to reinforce or resupply forces defending the Baltic states.

Russian A2/AD forces also can limit where U.S. air and sea forces may be safely based. In past conflicts, U.S. air and sea forces were based close to their operating areas. Long-range Russian rocket artillery and missiles, however, have the ability to strike these bases—and can push U.S. bases hundreds of kilometers away—reducing the effectiveness of its air forces.

In addition, Russia could use its Iskander or ground-attack cruise missiles to attack the ports, road, rail, and other infrastructure supporting allied military operations and the U.S. and allied reinforcements using them to get to the Baltics. Depending on how broadly Russia might define that infrastructure, civilian targets could be at risk. Russia also has submarines to attack ships coming from the United States.
Given these disparities, the current NATO force posture in the Baltics is insufficient to defeat a Russian invasion or to prevent invading forces from reaching and isolating the key port cities of Tallinn and Riga. The combination of Russian advantages and the small number of U.S. and NATO forces currently postured in the Baltics requires a careful consideration of the strategies that the United States and its NATO allies might employ. We will assess two main strategies with some variations: (1) deter by threat of punishment and (2) deter by denying Russian objectives.

**U.S.-NATO Strategy Alternatives**

*Deter by Threat of Punishment*

Because the currently deployed U.S. and NATO forces could not stop a determined Russian invasion, NATO’s current strategy is to deter by threatening to inflict enough military, economic, and diplomatic punishment so that the consequences of a war with NATO would far outweigh any potential gains. In theory, these threats could include sanctions and other diplomatic and
economic measures to coerce Russia to leave the Baltics; threatening a large conventional military counteroffensive campaign to defeat Russian forces and compel their withdrawal from NATO territory; and threatening various forms of escalation up to nuclear attack if Russian forces did not cease offensive operations and return to the status quo ante.

Sanctions

Imposing sanctions and other economic and diplomatic measures would avoid the immediate costs and risks of war with Russia. Unfortunately, even when they cause pain, sanctions can take time to work. Although sanctions imposed after the invasion of Ukraine arguably have damaged Russia’s economy, they have not yet forced Russia to stop its support of Ukrainian separatists, much less to withdraw from Crimea.\(^4\)

Perhaps worse, sanctions and other diplomatic measures—if utilized as the primary response to a Russian invasion or conquest of the Baltics—would effectively cede at least temporary control of these nations to an aggressor. If that time extended to months or years of negotiations, this response would appear to renege on the commitment to collective defense from the point of view of the Baltic states. Such a policy might be seen as particularly feckless if it was employed after a Russian attack, particularly if NATO and U.S. military personnel were killed. At the least it would damage the credibility of U.S. and European commitments and might imperil the legitimacy of NATO itself.

Trip-Wire Forces Activating a Counteroffensive Campaign

The forces that the United States and its NATO allies have deployed to the Baltics could serve as a “tripwire” that triggers some sort of NATO response if attacked. One response could be a counteroffensive by NATO forces.

Conducting a deliberate counteroffensive to defeat the Russian Army and retake the Baltics by force would take months to prepare. Ground forces would have to deploy from the United States, France, Germany, the United Kingdom, and other NATO allies and travel by road and rail for hundreds of kilometers to assembly areas in Poland. Air forces would have to be deployed to bases in Poland, Germany, and other NATO nations.

In the meantime, the attacking Russian units will have had several months to prepare their fighting positions. As NATO forces begin to arrive, Russia could bombard their assembly areas and the rail and road infrastructure over which they would travel. Furthermore, leaders in the United States have expressed worries that the Russians might threaten first use of nuclear weapons if its conventional forces face an imminent defeat or Russian territory is directly threatened.\(^5\) Even if Russia does not resort to the use of nuclear (or chemical) weapons, a conventional fight in the Baltics is sure to be costly in terms of lives lost and damage done to the


Baltics, other NATO nations serving as bases for the campaign, Russia, and perhaps selected targets in the United States.

For these reasons, a tripwire that is thousands of miles long and takes several months to result in a response is problematic. If the United States and its NATO allies are unwilling to put more than a tripwire force into the Baltic region before an attack, it might weaken the credibility of NATO’s commitment to a massive counteroffensive to beat back a Russian attack. That is, the Russians may be skeptical that an alliance unwilling to commit enough forces in peacetime to “blunt” a hypothetical offensive would then commit vastly more forces to reverse a successful invasion.

Horizontal or Vertical Escalation

Finally, the United States could threaten some form of escalation if Russia refuses to leave the Baltics after beginning an attack. Effective escalation requires identifying a compelling punishment or a Russian asset to hold at risk. As some examples of horizontal escalation, the United States could choose to attack Russian military forces elsewhere in the world, such as the Northern, Baltic, Black Sea, or Pacific fleets; block commercial shipping from serving Russian ports; or provide direct military support to Ukraine.

Of course, each of these actions involves substantial risks and raises practical problems of its own. Attacking Russian military forces might require U.S. attacks against ports, airbases, and other military facilities in the Russian homeland, unless those forces choose to deploy. Russia could respond in kind to some degree with attacks against similar facilities in the U.S. homeland and selected attacks against U.S. forces deployed worldwide. Differences in Russian air and sea force capabilities would probably make their attacks less effective, but they could still exact some military or political toll if targets were selected when particularly good opportunities arose.

Blockading commercial shipping also might become problematic: Would the United States be willing to sink third-party merchant ships bound to or from Russian ports if they refused to honor a blockade? What if they were Chinese ships or from another neutral nation?

Committing sea, air, and ground forces to fight in Ukraine also has been raised. However, it seems unlikely that the United States would sustain a military campaign in Ukraine for an extended period of time or deploy enough forces to make a decisive difference. If the United States were committed enough for such a campaign, then it would more likely choose to deploy forces in the Baltics to defend its treaty allies.

The most important question is whether any of these efforts would actually compel Russia to leave the Baltics. The Russians might be able to weather such punishments until they completed their conquest of the Baltics. By that time, the United States might tire of continuing a series of conflicts around the periphery of Russia, especially if such conflicts showed no signs of causing the Russians to quit their Baltics campaign.

Finally, the United States could threaten vertical escalation; that is, to greatly increase the damage inflicted on Russian forces in the Baltics. Vertical escalation threats must be assessed against their potential advantages and risks. In theory, the United States could reintroduce the
threat of employing battlefield nuclear weapons if faced with the imminent defeat of its conventional forces, much in the same way that Russia has. During the Cold War, the United States threatened to employ tactical nuclear weapons if Warsaw Pact forces were about to overrun NATO conventional forces. However, the Russian invasion force might not present an attractive target if it dispersed in conquered Baltic cities or was well dug-in and dispersed in the field. Attacking Russian forces on their bases might be an even worse option, as it is likely to draw a proportionate nuclear strike against U.S. and NATO forces and bases. Worst of all, such a strategy opens the possibility of an escalation to strategic nuclear warfare. In all, a U.S. threat to escalate to the use of nuclear weapons is unlikely to be credible.

With these questions immediately apparent to both sides, the great weakness of a deter-by-threat strategy is the risk that Russia would not believe the threat to be credible. If Russia were to call NATO’s bluff, then the United States and its allies face the choice of folding—i.e., admitting that they do not intend to make good on their threat—or committing themselves to a risky series of escalating military measures that would be costly in terms of lives lost and damage sustained but that do not directly interfere with a Russian offensive in the Baltics.96

**Deter by Denial**

An alternative to deterring by threat is to deter by denying Russia any potential gains from aggression. This would require that the United States and our NATO allies deploy sufficient forces in the Baltic region to stop Russian forces short of their objectives and hold them for long enough to allow reinforcements to deploy to theater. Here, we will use some of the language of the NDS, where “contact” forces “compete more effectively below the level of armed conflict;” “blunt” forces “delay, degrade, or deny adversary aggression;” and “surge” forces are “war-winning.”97

To implement this policy, the United States and its NATO allies must determine: (1) the size and capabilities needed in the “blunt” force to deny a quick Russian win; (2) how long the blunt force can reasonably hold out until reinforcements can arrive; (3) how large and capable the “surge” force needs to be to reinforce the blunt force and expel Russian forces; and (4) the combinations of U.S. and NATO forward-deployed forces, pre-positioned equipment, and fast air- and sealift capable of providing the needed blunt and surge forces in time.

NATO’s ability to rapidly reinforce its members if they are attacked and Russia’s recognition of NATO’s determination and ability to do so in a timely manner are both crucial to deterrence. The NATO defense ministers have agreed with a U.S. proposal to provide 30 mechanized battalions, 30 fighter squadrons, and 30 ships within 30 days of a deployment notice to reinforce

---

96 To sum up this strategy, each of these options begins by deterring with an explicit threat. If Russia attacks anyway, thereby calling our bluff, the United States will resort to sanctions (arguably reneging on our commitment to defend by force of arms), mount a counteroffensive, or threaten escalation. The first course of action might be called “Bluff. Lose. Leave angry,” the second might be called “Bluff. Lose. Demand a rematch,” and the third “Bluff. Lose. Double Down (or Bluff bigger).”

97 DoD, 2018a, p. 7.
the NATO units constituting the initial deterrent.\(^98\) As Alexander Vershbow, formerly the NATO Deputy Secretary-General, explained, the initial deterrent force would trigger the deployment of these reinforcements rather than be expected to conduct prolonged combat operations. He said, “Reinforcements are still the indispensable element. And it is clear that NATO’s capacity to reinforce is still far less than is required.”\(^99\) NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg expects NATO to implement this Readiness Initiative by 2020.\(^100\)

The NATO Four 30s forces are shown in the right-hand column of Table 3.4, and the Russian Western Military District forces they must be ready to defeat are shown in the left-hand column. In between are the NATO forces in the Baltics now and those able to deploy there rapidly.

### Table 3.4. Required NATO Surge Forces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Russia - Western MD</th>
<th>Current Baltics with NATO BGs</th>
<th>VHRJTF, GRF and U.S. Forces in Europe</th>
<th>NATO “Four 30s” Surge Reinforcements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Ground Troops</td>
<td>185K</td>
<td>17K</td>
<td>26K</td>
<td>118K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armored Bde/Reg</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>30 Bns (10 Bdes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infantry Bde</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanks</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Helicopters</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighters</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>30 Sqds (720 a/c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCE:** Data are from IISS, 2017.


RAND researchers have estimated that the 30 NATO mechanized battalions should be equivalent to ten U.S. Army ABCTs in terms of size and fighting capabilities, and the 30 fighter

---

\(^98\) This proposal is referred to as the “Four 30s” Plan. See Julian E. Barnes, “NATO Fears Its Forces Not Ready to Confront Russian Threat,” *Wall Street Journal*, March 28, 2018; Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty, “NATO Agrees to ‘Four 30s’ Plan to Counter Russia,” June 7, 2018.


squadrons should be equivalent to 30 U.S. Air Force 24-aircraft squadrons. These forces must be able to begin deploying to Poland and the Baltics immediately after a Russian attack for the last of these force elements to close in theater on day 30.

The problem is that the forces currently in the Baltics, or those able to arrive quickly (shown in the middle two columns of Table 3.4) are not capable of holding for 30 days against the Russian forces available in the Western Military District. (See column 2, “Current Baltics with NATO BGs.”) Even if they are reinforced by the NATO VHRJTF, the U.S.-based GRF, and the U.S. brigades already in Europe, NATO forces would still be decisively outnumbered by Russian forces (see column 3 of Table 3.4, “VHRJTF, GRF and U.S. Forces in Europe”). Our best estimate, based on quantitative analyses and wargames, is that these NATO forces would be hard-pressed to hold the Russian Army out of Riga for more than 60 hours. If the NATO defense in the Baltics cannot hold out for long enough to receive reinforcements, then its credibly in deterring a Russian attack would be seriously weakened.

In order to degrade, delay, or deny (or to “blunt,” as the NDS terms it) a Russian invasion for long enough for reinforcements to arrive, the NATO forces in the Baltics must be strengthened significantly, as shown in Table 3.5. Prior RAND wargames and analyses have concluded that NATO would need to deploy three armored brigades; four infantry or Stryker brigades; and supporting artillery, helicopter, and fighter forces to stop a Russian advance for 28 days. (See the middle column of Table 3.5, “Needed Blunt Force.”) Adding two fires brigades would reduce Russia’s artillery advantage and, more importantly, would provide long-range rockets to fire against Russian air defense systems. Employing six squadrons of fighters, or 144 aircraft—especially if they featured 5th-generation fighters with air-launched SEAD weapons—would add crucial capabilities to the NATO force.

As mentioned earlier, we assume that the 30 mechanized battalions in the surge force would be the equivalent of ten U.S. armored brigades (shown in the far-right column of Table 3.5, under the heading “NATO ‘Four 30s’ Surge Reinforcements”). Such a force would include supporting combat units; three fires brigades and three combat aviation brigades would be

101 RAND researchers have estimated that three ABCTs and four Stryker or infantry brigade combat teams (IBCTs) would be required to stop a Russian attack short of Riga and Tallinn, and reinforcements of another 9–14 brigade combat teams (BCTs) comprising a mix of armor, infantry, and Stryker units would be needed to expel the invading forces along with supporting fires, aviation, and logistics units. The NATO Four 30s reinforcements, if organized as ten U.S.-sized armored brigades, would be roughly equivalent to the 9–14 BCTs of reinforcements that RAND researchers estimated. See David A. Shlapak, “Deterring Russian Aggression in the Baltic States: What It Takes to Win: Testimony Before the House Armed Services Committee, Subcommittee on Tactical Air and Land Forces,” Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, CT-467, March 1, 2017.

102 Shlapak, 2017.

103 Shlapak, 2017.

104 The NATO Readiness Initiative includes 30 squadrons of fighter aircraft to be ready within 30 days to reinforce NATO’s defense of the Baltics. Because aircraft can deploy to a theater relatively rapidly, we include a portion of these 30 squadrons of fighters in each of the “contact,” “blunt,” and “surge” forces to account for the increase in their numbers over time. For related work, please see David Ochmanek, Peter A. Wilson, Brenna Allen, John Speed Meyers, and Carter C. Price, U.S. Military Capabilities and Forces for a Dangerous World: Rethinking the U.S. Approach to Force Planning, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-1782-1-RC, 2017.
consistent with similarly sized U.S. formations. We assume that 30 fighter squadrons would each comprise 24 aircraft to be similar to USAF formations. Altogether, we estimate that this Four 30s force would provide NATO with 870 additional tanks, 276 artillery pieces, 144 attack helicopters, and 720 fighter aircraft.

Based on a series of wargames and analyses, RAND researchers estimate that the blunt force shown in the middle column of Table 3.5 could hold out for up to 28 days before it must be reinforced (roughly equivalent to the 30 days in which NATO plans for reinforcements to arrive). The needed blunt force would still be outnumbered by 2.4 to 1 in ground troops, 3 to 1 in tanks, 5 to 1 in artillery, and more than 2 to 1 in fighter aircraft, as shown in Table 3.6.

Once the Four 30s surge reinforcements arrive, force ratios would swing in NATO’s favor. Total blunt plus surge troops would be a bit better than parity, with NATO achieving a 1.5-to-1 advantage in tanks, 2-to-1 advantage in attack helicopters, and a 2.7-to-1 advantage in fighter aircraft. (The Russians would continue to have a more than 2-to-1 advantage in artillery.) These forces would need to be “prepared to counterattack to restore lines of communication from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Ground Troops</th>
<th>NATO Forces in Baltics Now</th>
<th>Needed Blunt Force</th>
<th>NATO “Four 30s” Surge Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russia-Western MD</td>
<td>185K</td>
<td>17K</td>
<td>78K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armored Bde/Reg</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>9 Bns (3 Bdes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf Bde/Reg</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 S/IBCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanks</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Helicopters</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighters</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6 Sqds (144 a/c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Data are from IISS, 2017.
Poland towards Riga, reinforce defense, and eventually conduct a counteroffensive to drive the Russians back behind their prewar borders.”\textsuperscript{105}

### Table 3.6. Required NATO Blunt and Surge Forces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Russia Western MD</th>
<th>Needed NATO Blunt Force</th>
<th>Russia:NATO Force Ratio</th>
<th>NATO Blunt + Four 30s Surge Reinforcements</th>
<th>Russia:NATO Force Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Ground Troops</td>
<td>185K</td>
<td>78K</td>
<td>2.4:1</td>
<td>196K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armored Bde/Reg</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3 ABCT</td>
<td>6:1</td>
<td>13 ABCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf Bde/Reg</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4 S/IBCT</td>
<td>~3:1</td>
<td>4 S/IBCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanks</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>~3:1</td>
<td>1131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>~5:1</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Helicopters</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1.2:1</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighters</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>2.2:1</td>
<td>864</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCE:** Data are from IISS, 2017.

**NOTE:** We are using a U.S. ABCT as a standard measure here because the armored units of other NATO nations vary considerably in their equipment and organization.

RAND researchers’ analyses suggest that this somewhat-better-than-parity NATO force could win if the following conditions are met:

- The NATO blunt force succeeds in stopping invading Russian forces outside of Riga and Tallinn and the chosen defensive positions in Lithuania.\textsuperscript{106}
- Once the Russian offensive has been stopped, NATO defenders are able to maintain their defense until the full NATO surge force arrives.
- NATO air and artillery forces are able to significantly reduce the Russian air defenses, allowing NATO air forces to attack Russian ground forces.
- NATO air and ground forces are then able to limit the ability of Russian ground forces to fire, maneuver, or be reinforced by other military districts, allowing NATO to achieve local superiority at critical times and places on the battlefield.

\textsuperscript{105} Shlapak, 2017.

\textsuperscript{106} Vilnius would be the most politically desirable stopping point in Lithuania, but its position close to the border of Kaliningrad and Belarus could expose it to quick overrun depending on the chosen direction of an attack and whether Belorussia chooses to join. Kaunas or the port city of Klaipeda might be necessary alternatives.
France, Germany, and the United Kingdom eventually should be able to put one armored brigade each into the field, but previous analyses estimate that it would take several months for them to make the troops and equipment ready for combat.\(^\text{107}\) Therefore, at present, the United States would need to provide the three armored brigades for the blunt force while our NATO allies continue to provide the battalion task forces operating in each of the Baltic states. We assume that the United States also would commit the 2nd Stryker Cavalry Regiment, the 173rd Airborne Brigade, and an additional Army infantry brigade, as well as two rocket artillery fires brigades and two combat aviation brigades. The USAF would contribute the six fighter squadrons already postured in Europe. The initial contributions of the NATO allies would be the VHRJTF, which includes an additional infantry brigade with artillery, as well as the battalion-sized battlegroups and the Estonian, Latvian, and Lithuanian forces in the Baltics now.

For the surge force, the RAND team estimates that Canada, France, Germany, the United Kingdom, and Poland should together be able to commit the equivalent of five armored brigades, with perhaps some help from the other NATO members or by bringing the Baltics battlegroups up to the size of a U.S. Army ABCT equivalent. Canada, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom have a combined total of 11 armored brigades and more than 800 tanks.\(^\text{108}\) At present, sustaining five armored brigades forward (roughly 40 percent of their total combined force) will be a stretch for our allies because of the extraordinarily deep cuts they made after the Cold War. Given the large and capable armored forces our allies fielded during the Cold War, it is clear that Britain, France, and Germany should be able to increase their capabilities, but this will take some time.\(^\text{109}\)

The NATO allies also should be able to provide one-third of the combined artillery and attack helicopters and 12 squadrons of fighter aircraft. The United States would then need to provide a total of eight armored brigades and three infantry brigades (including armor, Stryker, and airborne units already in Europe). In addition, we estimate that the United States would need to contribute four fires brigades, four attack aviation brigades, and 24 fighter squadrons. Depending on the Russian land threat in the Arctic, the United States also might need to deploy a Marine Expeditionary Brigade to Norway.

Furthermore, the NATO force will require echelon-above-brigade field headquarters able to command and control NATO air and ground forces engaged in combined-arms fires and


\(^{108}\) We chose these nations because of the leading role they play in the multinational battalion task forces in the Baltics and the contributions made in past allied operations. See IISS, 2017.

\(^{109}\) We should note that we are not including Polish armored brigades in our estimates of the forces needed to either blunt or defeat a Russian invasion for three reasons. First, Poland shares a long border with Kaliningrad and Belarus, which must be defended against potential maneuver threats to NATO’s rear areas. Second, Poland is essential to NATO’s strategic depth in any war with Russia, and NATO will rely on the Polish Army to secure the vital air- and seaports, supply routes, and logistics nodes in these areas. Finally, to rely overmuch on the Polish Army could leave Poland in the position of facing the Russian Army more or less on its own on the ground at some points along its border, with much of the rest of NATO operating at a comfortable distance. The danger and difficulty of facing the Russian Army must be shared among NATO allies.
maneuver. It is likely that the United States will need to provide at least one corps and several division headquarters, with perhaps additional headquarters coming from the United Kingdom, France, or Germany.

It is important to note that the Trump administration has made it clear that it expects its NATO allies to increase their military contributions. Therefore, the current disparity in force contributions will not be acceptable to the United States indefinitely. Over the next several years, the NATO allies should make a sustained investment in the forces and equipment needed to grow their contributions. A reasonable goal might first be 40 percent of the needed blunt and surge armored forces (i.e., five armored brigades in addition to the three NATO battlegroups in the Baltics), then a 50-50 share (i.e., six armored brigades plus the battlegroups), and, ultimately, the majority of the force. The amount of time allowed for this load rebalancing should be part of the negotiation, although the United States should expect a minimum of five years for its allies to reach parity and perhaps as many as ten years to exceed the U.S. contribution. In the meantime, the United States would have to provide most of the needed ABCTs if the defense of the Baltics is to be ensured.

With a bit of time, it also should be possible to increase the contribution of NATO air forces. Most NATO nations have maintained modern air forces that should be able to provide effective support to combined operations. The United Kingdom, France, Germany, and Canada alone have maintained a combined force of nearly 800 land-based fighter aircraft. (It is interesting to note that these nations have kept nearly as many fighters as tanks, despite the much greater unit cost of aircraft over tanks.) Using a 50-percent readiness rate would yield 396 aircraft, or 17 24-aircraft squadron equivalents. Better still, these nations tend to equip their air forces with higher-end aircraft, including the introduction of 5th-generation F-35s. Contributing 50 percent of their forces to the Baltics would still leave them with 396 aircraft at home—as well as the air forces of Denmark, Belgium, Italy, and the Netherlands—to patrol NATO’s airspace and serve as replacements or reinforcements.

For several reasons the total blunt plus surge forces proposed in our analysis would be a bit higher than the surge force agreed upon by the NATO defense ministers in July 2018. First, other RAND analyses describe the “notable” improvements that Russia has made in its force structure, especially in its armored forces. These improvements include the three field armies (the 6th, 1st Guards, and 20th Guards) and the 11th Corps recently organized within or deployed to Russia’s Western Military District, as shown earlier in Figure 3.1. These formations include an existing armored division and three airmobile divisions, as well as three newly formed mechanized infantry divisions and several independent brigades. All of the Russian maneuver brigades, including its airmobile units, provide tanks and armored transport for its infantry. Perhaps more significantly, these field armies feature a great deal more tube and rocket artillery than do NATO’s forces.

---

110 Boston et al., 2018.
Second, by the time reinforcements arrive, the initial forces defending the Baltics might have suffered significant attrition. Their tanks and other heavy equipment are likely to be reduced by the effects of combat and the wear and tear of high operations tempo and sporadic maintenance support. If it takes more than 30 days for the NATO surge reinforcements to arrive, then the initial defenders might not be able to participate in counterattack operations, leaving that task entirely to the relief force.

Finally, Russia also may be able to significantly reinforce its initial invasion force. RAND researchers have estimated that Russia could deploy additional forces from its 60 maneuver brigades to reinforce operations in the Baltics, particularly if it suspends operations in Ukraine.\footnote{Boston et al., 2018.} In theory, the United States and NATO allies could send additional reinforcements if needed. In practice, though, at current levels of readiness, the NATO allies will be hard-pressed to maintain six maneuver brigades (five armored and one infantry) in combat against a major power. The United States, as we will discuss in Chapter 7, would have a hard time providing more than eight armored brigades for NATO unless it reduces other deployment demands on U.S. armored forces around the world.

**Additional Campaign Considerations**

**Russian Naval Threats**

The main Russian naval threats are shown in Table 3.7. We compare them with the naval and air forces of the United States and the naval and air forces of selected northern-tier and Mediterranean NATO nations.\footnote{See IISS, *The Military Balance*, Vol. 118, No. 1, 2018. We include the naval and air forces of Belgium, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, and the United Kingdom in the “North” category. For the purposes of this comparison, we include the naval and air forces of France and Italy in the Mediterranean Sea. Other NATO signatory nations, including Turkey, Greece, and Spain, also may contribute crucial capabilities to operations in the Mediterranean.} NATO must maintain sea lines from the United Kingdom and the United States to continental Europe against attack by Russian submarines and must trail Russian ballistic missile submarines in case the war escalates to the nuclear threshold. One carrier strike group (CSG), along with long-range anti-submarine warfare (ASW) patrols based in Greenland, Iceland, and the United Kingdom, should be able to close the Greenland-Iceland-UK (GIUK) gaps. If Russian submarines succeed in breaching these defenses and reaching the open Atlantic, then a second CSG would be needed to hunt these submarines and provide escorts, if and as needed, for supplies and reinforcements arriving from the United States by sea. An additional CSG or long-range patrol aircraft operating out of Japan may be required to check the Russian Pacific fleet and trail its submarines. (This CSG will be considered in Chapter 7 as part of the Indo-Pacific capabilities needed.)

Swedish naval and air forces, especially if aided by NATO, should be able to defend against Russian amphibious operations against Gotland and other Swedish territories. NATO naval and
Air forces should be able to contain Russian naval activities to the Baltic. Acquisition of land-based anti-ship missile systems by NATO partners (such as Poland, Norway, Denmark, and Germany) could help check those Russian naval activities shielded by anti-air missile systems.

Table 3.7. United States and NATO versus Russian Air and Sea Forces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>US</th>
<th>North</th>
<th>South</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
<th>Russia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fighters</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3284</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Land-based ASW</strong></td>
<td>122</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed-wing Carriers</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Helicopter Carrier</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surface Combatants</strong></td>
<td>103</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SSN/SS</strong></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SSBN</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Data are from IISS, 2018.
NOTE: SSN/SS = nuclear-powered attack submarine/submarine. SSBN = ballistic missile submarine.

The Russian Black Sea fleet can be prevented from entering the Mediterranean Sea so long as Turkey denies passage through the Bosporus and Dardanelles. If elements of the Black Sea fleet do enter the Mediterranean—for example, before hostilities begin—they would be vulnerable to attacks by NATO sea and air forces. The naval and air forces of France and Italy by themselves should be sufficient to neutralize Russian Black Sea fleet vessels operating in the Mediterranean Sea. Forces from Spain, Greece, and Turkey also may contribute to NATO control of this area.

U.S. and NATO Reinforcements

As discussed earlier, timely reinforcements will be crucial to the success of NATO in denying Russia a successful invasion. NATO ground forces deployed to the Baltics must hold out for long enough for NATO air and sea forces to break through Russian A2/AD forces based in Kaliningrad or to stop advancing Russian ground forces. They must be able to continue fighting for long enough to be relieved by NATO air and ground reinforcements.

The NATO agreement to have reinforcements available to surge to the Baltics within 30 days of a deployment order should be feasible for forces already present in Europe. For example, the 3rd BCT of the 4th Infantry Division successfully moved from the port of Bremerhaven to its assembly area in Zagan, Poland, in 14 days. It should be noted, however, that this move was uncontested by air and missile strikes against important ports and rail lines. It may be possible

---

for German, French, and British armored units to move from their respective nations by rail and road to the Baltic region in roughly the same amount of time, so long as they can withstand Russian kinetic, cyber, and information attacks and are given a high priority for logistics and the necessary diplomatic clearance processes. Under similar assumptions, NATO fighter squadron reinforcements should be able to stage to forward airbases within the prescribed 30-day timeline.

Forces deploying by ship from the United States and Canada, however, will require much more time to arrive in the Baltic region. As a historical comparison, the United States was able to deploy 450 fighter aircraft and the 82nd Airborne Division by day 33 of Operation Desert Shield (see Table 3.8).

### Table 3.8. U.S. Deployment Time for Operations Desert Shield and Vigilant Warrior

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C-day</th>
<th>C+3</th>
<th>C+6</th>
<th>C+20</th>
<th>C+33</th>
<th>C+40</th>
<th>C+49</th>
<th>C+61</th>
<th>C+68</th>
<th>C+88</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Desert Shield</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVIII ABC start</td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; ship arrives POE</td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; ship departs POE</td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; ship arrives POD</td>
<td>82&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt; ABD closed</td>
<td>24&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; ID closed</td>
<td>101&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; ABD closed</td>
<td>3 ACR closed</td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; CAV closed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; AF start</td>
<td>~100 aircraft</td>
<td>~250 aircraft</td>
<td>~450 aircraft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USMC start</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; MEB Arrives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 CVBG in theater</td>
<td>3 CVBG in theater</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vigilant Warrior</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24ID start</td>
<td>Brigade ready to fight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**NOTES:** ABC = Airborne Corps. POE = port of embarkation. POD = port of debarkation. ABD = Airborne Division. ID = Infantry Division. ACR = armored cavalry regiment. CAV = cavalry division. AF = U.S. Air Force. USMC = U.S. Marine Corps. MEB = marine expeditionary brigade. CVBG = carrier battle group. 24ID = 24th Infantry Division.
A marine expeditionary brigade (MEB) arrived on day 40, and the 24th Infantry Division (comprising 3 ABCTs, a fires brigade, an aviation brigade, and supporting forces) arrived by day 49.114 Two more divisions and an armored cavalry regiment arrived by day 88. It would likely take a similar amount of time for U.S. forces to deploy by sea to a European contingency, absent any significant Russian interference, such as cyberattacks, submarine attacks against ships in transit, or air and missile attacks against European ports of debarkation.

It may be possible to shorten the deployment time for U.S. forces by placing additional equipment sets and supplies for the surge force in theater. This has the advantage of greatly reducing the amount of material that must be shipped by sea on warning while unit personnel can then be shipped by air. The United States already has one such armored brigade equipment set in the Netherlands to augment the rotational armored brigade.115 This concept was demonstrated in Operation Vigilant Warrior, when the United States was able to deploy personnel from the 24th Infantry Division to pre-positioned equipment in Kuwait and have the division ready to fight within 72 hours of the deployment order.116 It is important, of course, that the pre-positioned equipment be placed in a secure area that could not be quickly overrun in a short-notice attack, sabotaged by special operations forces, or destroyed by artillery. Western Poland or eastern Germany may be suitable locations.117

*European Infrastructure Considerations*

The success of any defensive strategy also depends on a highly developed system of bases and transportation infrastructure within Germany, Poland, and the Baltic states to deliver combat forces and sustain combat operations. It is vital for NATO to assess the logistics infrastructure that it will need and begin planning for it now. First, NATO needs approved OPLANs that identify operational logistics and posture requirements. Important to these OPLANs will be the air- and seaports; rail- and roadways; and facilities able to move an enormous quantity of troops, equipment, and supplies to the battle areas.

Germany, Poland, and—perhaps to a lesser extent—other European nations would need to serve as the staging bases for any counterattack. Their sea- and airports would be filled with reinforcements arriving from the United Kingdom, Canada, the United States, and other overseas allies. Their rail- and roadways would be needed to transport troops and supplies from continental European allies, and their territory would become extended bases for the air and ground forces marshaled to launch the counteroffensive to retake lost NATO territories.

---

117 The United States currently has one armored brigade equipment set pre-positioned at sites split between Germany and the Netherlands. See Jacob McDonald, “Prepositioned Equipment Site Officially Opens in Netherlands,” U.S. Army, webpage, December 16, 2016.
Poland and Germany’s strategic location would, in turn, expose them to the worst of Russian preemptive attacks. Ports and airfields would be subjected to missile and air attacks to destroy or delay incoming units and equipment. Railyards and marshaling areas would be targeted, and bivouac areas and material stockpiles would be placed at great risk. To make a counteroffensive possible, Poland, Germany, and other NATO nations would have to harden their infrastructure to survive a series of attacks. The United States and our NATO allies also should be prepared to invest in an integrated long-range theater air and missile defense system.

For each of the strategies described, NATO will need to make difficult decisions regarding when and how heavily to attack Russian air defenses, anti-ship missile defenses, long-range rocket artillery, logistics, and second-echelon forces in Russia and the Kaliningrad enclave (and Belarus, if it were to allow the use of its territory for Russian operations). Any such attacks carry risks of Russia escalating the war. However, these Russian units will inflict significant casualties among NATO forces: Failing to attack them may undermine the viability of NATO’s defense.

Perhaps more difficult will be deciding whether and how to attack Russian dual-use tactical forces (i.e., forces able to employ both conventional and nuclear weapons). Such forces embody one possible Russian escalation option and their presence keeps this option close at hand. Such systems as the Iskander surface-to-surface ballistic missile could be targeted by NATO forces, much as the Russians are expected to target dual-use U.S., British, and French fighters and bombers. (Those same NATO aircraft comprise NATO’s principal tactical nuclear deterrent now that U.S. Army artillery forces are no longer equipped with nuclear shells.)

An even more significant risk would be attacking with ground forces through Kaliningrad. It may prove both unnecessary and unwise to take this step, but the NATO command must at some point consider the circumstances under which it might feel compelled to hold Russian forces in the region at some risk if it were to counterattack Russian forces occupying NATO member territories.

Finally, perhaps the most grave and serious decision that the United States and our NATO allies must consider is whether to posture tactical nuclear-capable air and sea forces in the theater. Presumably, these systems would deter Russia from striking NATO nations and military forces with nuclear weapons. However, it may be less convincing to threaten a nuclear response to Russian use of chemical weapons because Russia presumably would respond with a nuclear strike of its own. Russian possession of chemical weapons, then, may present the United States and its NATO allies with an unconventional threat that will be difficult to counter except through the use of massive conventional attacks.

Investments in Near-Term Capabilities, Development of Breakthrough Technologies, and Geopolitical and Conceptual Innovation

U.S. forces will need some near-term improvements. U.S. and NATO forces are currently outranged and outgunned by Russian artillery, as shown in Figure 3.4. Adding fires brigades with rocket artillery to the NATO force would help, but the numbers of self-propelled artillery
pieces in these units and the NATO maneuver brigades must be increased to make them a match for Russian artillery forces.

Figure 3.4. The United States and NATO Are Outgunned by Russian Artillery in the Baltics

In addition, it is important to invest in sufficient munitions to enable these units to sustain fires over the course of a campaign. For example, the U.S. Army has accelerated its acquisition of guided rockets and now intends to purchase a total of 44,000 rockets through 2019. Deducting the 3,000 rockets that have been fired to date leaves a U.S. worldwide inventory of 41,000 rockets. If the U.S. Army were to deploy two-thirds of its rocket artillery systems, it would comprise a mix of 250 High Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems (HIMARS), each capable of launching six rockets per salvo and 150 M270s, each capable of launching 12 rockets per salvo. These 400 launchers could then fire a total of 3,300 rockets in a single salvo. The entire

---

worldwide inventory therefore would provide enough rockets for an initial salvo and 11 reloads. Whether this is enough rockets will depend on how intensely DoD expects to use them.

These and other improvements that NATO will need to make to its posture, infrastructure capabilities, forces, and equipment and munitions are shown in Figure 3.5. Short-range air defenses also need to be rebuilt and integrated with U.S. armored, Stryker, and infantry forces to protect them from attack by Russian fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft. Although Russian aircraft are no match in quality or numbers to NATO air forces, they will be able to operate under the protection of an integrated air defense early in the campaign. Therefore, during this crucial phase, U.S. and NATO ground forces will need organic air defenses.

**Figure 3.5. Required NATO and U.S. Investments**

**Posture**
- 3 armored bdes, 4 infantry/mech bdes, Div hq, 2 fires and 2 aviation brigades to reinforce Baltic States before D-day
- Prepared defensive positions for “Blunt” force
- Pre-positioned munitions and heavy equipment for “Blunt” and 4-30s “Surge” reinforcements

**Forces**
- Short-range air defense units
- Medium and long-range rocket artillery brigades
- Electronic warfare
- Air and missile defenses to protect theater bases, air- and seaports, and logistics networks

**Infrastructure Capabilities**
- Improved air- and sealift to speed “Surge” forces from home bases to theater
- Improved air- and seaports to receive incoming forces and sustainment
- Improved road and rail infrastructure to speed incoming forces and material to battlefield
- Ready bases to accommodate “Blunt” forces in defensive positions and equipment for “Surge” reinforcements

**Equipment/Munitions**
- Artillery and air-delivered anti-personnel and anti-armor area effects weapons
- Long-range anti-ship missiles
- Long-range SEAD missiles
- Advanced airborne sensors
- Increased war-fighting stocks of artillery rockets, air/missile defense missiles and radars, air-delivered long-range missiles

NOTES: bde = brigade. mech = mechanical. Div hq = division headquarters.

The U.S. Army and USAF also need to recreate the electronic warfare capabilities that they have drawn down since the end of the Cold War. Russian forces have the ability to locate and target U.S. radars, command posts, headquarters and other units that emit electromagnetic
radiation with relatively simple direction-finding techniques. These capabilities need to be
brought back into U.S. units so that they can similarly target and hit Russian forces.

In addition to the forces mentioned earlier, NATO will need prepared defensive positions for
the blunt force to be postured in the Baltics. Pre-positioned equipment sets are needed to ensure
that reinforcements can arrive in time to make a difference on the battlefield. And sufficient
munitions, including the artillery rockets mentioned earlier, will need to be stockpiled in the
United States and Europe to support extended combat operations for air, sea, and land forces.

Deploying and supporting the blunt and surge air and ground forces will almost certainly
require a more robust basing and logistics infrastructure than currently exists in central Europe.
Improvements to German and Polish air and seaports will likely be needed to receive incoming
forces and to sustain ongoing combat operations. Bases able to accommodate the blunt and surge
forces must be established, and those bases will need to be hardened, distributed, and defended to
mitigate the effects of Russian attacks.

The air- and sealift to transport forces to Europe, as well as the road and rail networks to
transport them to their combat locations, will need improvement. The capacity of each mode
must be sized to meet the operational timelines for the needed reinforcement arrivals. Each link
and node in the logistics infrastructure also must be hardened or diversified to make the system
able to withstand damage or disruptions because of Russian kinetic or cyberattacks.

The types of munitions available to NATO also will be important. U.S. and allied artillery
and air forces will need area-effects weapons like the Dual-Purpose Improved Conventional
Munition to quickly stop Russian ground forces fighting a mobile battle with dispersed units. (A
new generation of such weapons will be needed to be effective in the face of new Russian armor
and active defense systems and to reduce the dud rate to acceptable levels.) Although the United
States is not yet a signatory to the Ottawa Convention on land mines and cluster munitions, it has
stopped producing these weapons and embarked on a significant effort to develop weapons with
dud rates complying within the specified limits of 1 percent. However, these weapons remain
under development and it will be years before they can be purchased in the quantities needed to
stop an armored invasion. In the meantime, the United States must carefully consider whether to
rebuild its cluster munitions inventory to counter a potential Russian invasion. Important to this
decision will be an assessment as to whether the humanitarian benefits of reducing the
unexploded munitions hazard outweigh the additional military and civilian casualties that may be
incurred in a war.¹¹⁹

The United States and its NATO allies also will need to expand their purchases of long-range
and precision munitions. The warfighting stocks of artillery rockets and air-delivered long-range
missiles of all types must be sized to sustain what could be a lengthy campaign to evict invading

¹¹⁹ Ironically, even if the United States and NATO forego the use of cluster munitions and land mines—possibly at
the cost of incurring additional casualties—they may still find themselves dealing with unexploded ordnance from
Russian mines and submunitions. The worst of ironies would be if Russia were to win (in part because NATO did
not use cluster munitions) and the Russian Army (victorious in part because it did use cluster munitions) compelled
defeated NATO troops to clean up these unexploded Russian weapons, which are likely to have a much higher dud
rate than U.S. or NATO munitions.
Russian forces. Rocket artillery munitions; Patriot, THAAD, and other air defense missiles; and anti-armor munitions will all be in short supply. These stocks may take years to build and must be purchased now ahead of a potential conflict.

The United States and its NATO allies should focus on improving their effectiveness at finding and destroying or suppressing the Russian air defenses that would deny NATO air forces from accessing or operating in the Baltics. One of the main threats to NATO’s air forces is the high-quality Russian air defenses located in Kaliningrad or moving forward with advancing Russian ground forces. These defenses are up to three levels deep; beginning with long-range Russian S-300 and S-400 systems, which are protected by such medium-range systems as the S-15, which in turn are protected by short-range air defenses like the Pantsir. A significant portion of the U.S. and allied effort will consist of suppressing these systems. This is a difficult and dangerous mission and will almost certainly consume a greater portion of the allied air effort—and cause more losses—than similar tasks in ODS. (As an example, roughly 20 percent of targets on the Master Target List for the allied air effort in ODS were associated with strategic air defenses and SAMs. The coalition lost 38 aircraft to these Iraqi defenses.)

Several investments might help to mitigate these losses. First, the United States and its NATO allies should invest in the very best signals intelligence systems to detect, locate, and target hostile radar systems. All NATO powers should support this acquisition in an urgent manner. Second, the United States and its NATO allies should acquire long-range anti-radiation missiles able to engage advanced Russian SAMs while their parent aircraft remain outside the SAMs’ lethal radius. Third, the United States and NATO should invest in long-range air-, sea-, and ground-fired missiles with area-effects munitions able to strike mobile SAMs and their radars once they have been discovered and before they can move out of a firing position.

Finally, U.S. forces will need smaller-footprint, mobile C2 nodes that can evade Russian targeting and destruction and maintain communications with dispersed units while under electronic attack.

**Geopolitical Considerations**

Although the United States would provide the bulk of alliance combat capabilities in the Baltics in the near term, NATO member states should begin several initiatives to support those forces, unburden U.S. forces in other areas, and increase their share of NATO’s deployable forces in the medium term. Germany, Poland, the Netherlands, and the Baltic states are already improving their physical infrastructure to host more U.S. and NATO equipment sets and combat units and to swiftly move them over roads and railways to where they may need to fight. Further improvements will be needed to air- and seaports, storage sites, and operating bases to increase their capacity and harden them against attack.

NATO member states should make a concerted effort to increase their ability to reinforce the Baltics and other areas of the Alliance, such as the Arctic, the Balkans, the Mediterranean, and
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the Black Sea. This will have several beneficial effects: In the near term, increased allied
capabilities across the NATO region will allow U.S. forces to concentrate in the Baltics, where
the Alliance is most vulnerable. In the longer term, these improvements will make the burden-
sharing more equitable between the United States and its alliance partners and send an
unequivocal message of a unified commitment to potential aggressors.

NATO should carefully consider when and how it might offer Sweden and Finland defensive
assistance and invitations to join alliance operations. At present, both Sweden and Finland have
decided to work more closely with NATO but not to formally join the Alliance. Russian actions
that could prompt Sweden to join the Alliance include expanded Russian air and sea operations
in Swedish home waters and overt threats to Swedish territory, such as Gotland Island.

Sweden in particular could offer a valuable strategic base for providing logistical support to
operations in the Baltic states. NATO seagoing logistics convoys could disembark in Oslo, be
transported by road and rail to Stockholm, reembark onto coastal shipping, and arrive in Riga
while remaining out of range of missiles launched from Kaliningrad or St Petersburg. In
addition, Sweden’s unique location could offer valuable bases for fighter aircraft and long-range
surface-to-surface missiles. Swedish airbases would offer short flight distances for attacking
invading Russian ground forces, as well as access to the Baltics without passing through Russian
A2/AD forces based in Kaliningrad. Sweden’s Gotland Island is in a remarkably strategic
location for launching fires into the air, sea, and land domains and could put Russian air and sea
operations within NATO’s own A2/AD umbrella.

Summary and Recommendations

To deter Russia from attacking the Baltics, NATO must demonstrate the ability to actually
defend them—as well as any other NATO member at risk of attack. As we have described in this
chapter, the Estonian, Latvian, and Lithuanian host-nation forces and NATO battlegroups in the
Baltics at present would be decisively overmatched by the forces in the Russian Western Military
District.

NATO must improve its current posture and its ability to send reinforcements to defeat a
Russian invasion should deterrence fail, as shown in Table 3.9. NATO must add three armored
and four infantry brigades, along with a division headquarters, artillery, aviation, and other
supporting forces to effectively blunt a short-notice Russian invasion. If deterrence fails, NATO
will need to surge an additional 30 armored battalions—or ten armored brigade equivalents—and
30 fighter squadrons within 30 days. These armored brigades, together with artillery and attack
helicopter reinforcements, would tip the force ratios into NATO’s favor.

NATO should begin to deploy the 30 fighter squadrons in its Four 30s surge force as soon as
combat begins so that they can achieve a favorable force ratio in the air and begin immediate
operations to reduce Russian air defenses and attack advancing Russian ground forces. The
United States should be prepared to provide the first six squadrons of the blunt force and 18 of
the 30 land-based fighter squadron equivalents for the Four 30s surge reinforcements. These
squadrons should include most of the 5th-generation aircraft needed to destroy or suppress
Russian air defenses. In addition to these land-based fighters, the United States would commit the air wings from the three CSGs and bombers mentioned earlier, along with an additional NATO CSG. Some portion of the U.S. bomber fleet likely would be required in a conventional role to help defeat Russian air defenses in Kaliningrad; they also may be needed to deter Russian escalation to tactical nuclear weapons.

Table 3.9. Required NATO and U.S. Forces to Deter or Defeat a Russian Invasion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>Blunt Forces Needed</th>
<th>Needed 4-30s Surge Reinforcements</th>
<th>Total NATO Blunt + Surge Forces Needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Western MD</td>
<td>Total NATO</td>
<td>U.S. Portion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Ground Troops</td>
<td>185K</td>
<td>78K</td>
<td>69K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armored Bde/Reg</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3 ABCT</td>
<td>3 ABCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf Bde/Reg</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4 S/IBCT</td>
<td>3 S/IBCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanks</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Helicopters</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighters</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier Strike Groups</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Data are from IISS, 2017.

NATO should be prepared to commit four CSGs along with long-range ASW patrol aircraft. One CSG would close access through the GIUK gaps by the Russian Northern Fleet, another would counter the Russian Pacific Fleet, and a third would counter the Russian Black Sea Fleet if it should move into the Mediterranean. A fourth CSG should be made available as needed if Russian submarines succeed in penetrating into the Atlantic Ocean. The U.S. Navy should be prepared to provide three of those four CSGs. (The CSG in the Pacific will be included in the Korea total: We will later track that CSG in the Indo-Pacific force.)

Finally, as mentioned previously, the United States will bear a disproportionate share of the burden to defend the Baltics until other NATO nations can rearm. NATO should anticipate that
the United States will tire of maintaining this burden without clear progress by its European allies toward increasing their military capabilities. It would be helpful if NATO agreed to a timeline by which European NATO countries would relieve some of the U.S. burden, especially for the ground and air forces described in this chapter.
North Korea has been a dangerous enigma over the past 65 years. From time to time, North Korea has attacked its neighbors, but then made peaceful overtures; appeared vulnerable to economic collapse, but then showed surprising resilience in the face of famine; maintained a vast war machine assumed to be largely obsolete, but then demonstrated rapid advances in nuclear weapons and ballistic missile technologies. A thaw in its relations with the United States and South Korea appears to have begun with the April 2018 meetings between Moon Jae-in and Kim Jong-un at the demilitarized zone (DMZ) separating North and South Korea and the June 2018 Trump-Kim summit in Singapore. As a result, these leaders promised to work toward complete denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula and President Trump has promised to halt joint military exercises with South Korea “unless and until we see the future negotiation is not going along like it should.”

How long this thaw lasts, whether it leads to a continuing improvement in U.S.–North Korean relations, and whether real changes will be achieved in North Korea’s military posture and nuclear programs remains to be seen. The 2018 summit, and, more importantly, the process of dialogue that could possibly emerge from it, could significantly shift the context for defense planning in Korea. However, such an outcome is hardly guaranteed: In fact, given historical North Korean interests and statements, it remains unlikely despite Kim Jong-un’s recent proclamations of a desire for peace. Nonetheless, it is important to recognize that this analysis begins from the strategic situation in place as of May 2018. (It is unclear at the time of this writing how the February 2019 summit, which ended abruptly with President Trump leaving without an agreement, will alter the trajectory of DPRK-U.S. relations. That is, is it a minor setback on the way to an end of hostilities, a return to tenser relations with the United States taking a tougher line, or a diminishment of U.S. influence on the Korean Peninsula?) Dramatic new agreements resulting in real changes—such as severe constraints on North Korean nuclear forces or broader arms reductions in a more comprehensive “peace regime”—would require a modification of this analysis.

Historically, North Korea has proven to be unpredictable, and it is impossible to be certain what North Korea would do as a result of (or to cause) future crises. Therefore, until clear progress is made toward peace on the Korean Peninsula, and so long as the United States remains committed to South Korea’s defense, the U.S. military remains obliged to be prepared to counter a wide variety of threats and potential contingencies. In this chapter, we will point out capabilities that North Korea has built that pose a particular threat to the United States and its
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allies and what they collectively should do in order to be adequately prepared for a resumption of hostilities.

North Korea has improved its nuclear arsenal and long-range missiles with the stated purpose of enabling it to attack the U.S. homeland. If North Korea succeeds in mating these missiles and nuclear weapons, the combination would pose a direct nuclear threat to the U.S. homeland. U.S. nuclear forces should be made sufficient to deter these threats and to extend deterrence to South Korea and Japan.

North Korea’s proximity to South Korea provides a range of nonnuclear options with which to coerce the South Korean government, provoke a conflict, or escalate an existing conflict. Apart from its nuclear program, one of the most dangerous North Korean capabilities is its massive artillery force, which is within range of Seoul and other South Korean population centers. This artillery could cause heavy casualties in Seoul and outlying South Korean cities close to the DMZ. An attack could prompt civilians to flee southward, resulting in a humanitarian emergency requiring a relief effort that could potentially become massive. More than 200,000 U.S. citizens living in South Korea, including the families of service members, could be in imminent danger, requiring the U.S. military to be ready to conduct a NEO.\textsuperscript{122} The United States has a security interest in any potential contingencies in which American citizens come under direct threat, whether abroad or in the U.S. homeland.

Thus far, North Korea has proven to be surprisingly resilient, despite decades of predictions of its imminent collapse.\textsuperscript{123} Still, the United States must prepare for instability in the future and even a potential collapse. Although Kim Jong-un seems securely in power, the North Korean government apparatus could become unstable as a result of war or the reemergence of economic, social, and political pressures. One of the worst outcomes of a North Korean collapse—and the main threat for which the United States should be prepared—would be a nuclear program left unsecured, with weapons and materials open to theft, proliferation, and use.

We consider each of these threats in this chapter and assess the forces and capabilities that might be required to meet each one. We find significant gaps between potential missions and U.S. and allied capabilities—gaps that could be closed with investments in additional capability and capacity on the part of the United States or South Korea, with revised concepts of operations that would seek to fulfill potential missions in new ways, or with geopolitical initiatives designed to change essential aspects of the regional context.

An important assumption of this analysis is that, as long as North Korea threatens the United States with nuclear weapons and as long as the United States remains committed to its alliance relationship with South Korea, Washington may not have much leeway in choosing whether to become involved. In other words, regardless of current U.S. preferences or plans, U.S. defense planning must take seriously the potential requirements imposed by each of these missions.


Countering North Korea’s Nuclear and Ballistic Missile Threat to the United States

North Korea is reported to have added a uranium enrichment capability to its plutonium production.\textsuperscript{124} Together, these two sources of fissile materials are estimated to give North Korea the capacity to produce between two and 14 additional weapons each year. In total, North Korea is believed to be capable of producing enough nuclear material to build between 20 and 100 nuclear weapons by 2020 (see Figure 4.1).

\textbf{Figure 4.1. Estimates of North Korea’s Nuclear Weapons Arsenal}

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure4.1.png}
\end{center}

\textit{SOURCE: Data are from Albright, 2015.}

\textit{NOTE: These estimates are based on the amounts of plutonium and uranium North Korea is believed to be capable of producing by 2020 given their proven facilities, as well as their efficiency in building weapons from these materials.}

The differences in these estimates are important. A small arsenal of 20 weapons, if mated with ballistic missiles, would provide North Korea with sufficient weapons to employ one or two as demonstrations and to hold another 18 in reserve in order to threaten the United States or its allies if they imperil the DPRK regime’s survival. For demonstration purposes, a nuclear weapon might be exploded at high altitude, perhaps over the Pacific Ocean, to prove North Korea’s ability to successfully mate, launch, and detonate a nuclear weapon onboard a ballistic missile. Such a demonstration would serve as a warning to the United States and other potential adversaries that North Korea is both able and willing to use nuclear weapons against its enemies.

As noted, the remaining reserve weapons could be used to threaten South Korea, Japan, and—once the DPRK possessed credible means of long-range delivery—the United States with nuclear strikes if the United States moved directly against North Korea’s regime. Targets could include population centers of nations directly participating in any action against North Korea or of nations allowing their bases to be used to support warfighting operations. With only a small force, and given past public statements to this effect, North Korea would perhaps be most likely to launch an attack in one coordinated salvo to maximize the probability that at least some of the missiles and warheads functioned properly and made it through allied ballistic missile defenses. Perhaps to demonstrate such a capability, North Korea has practiced salvo launches of its missiles over the past several years.\(^{125}\)

A medium-sized arsenal of between 50 and 100 weapons would provide North Korea with added weapons for coercive threats and tactical warfighting. In addition to a weapon or two for demonstration purposes and about 20 weapons to assure regime survival, between 30 and 80 weapons could be devoted to a range of strike missions. These weapons could be employed to attack theater air bases or ports to disrupt U.S. force flow, and such strikes could be threatened before a conflict to discourage Japan and South Korea from allowing the United States to use their bases. Once a war was underway, these weapons could be launched on rockets, delivered by aircraft, or employed as underground atomic demolition munitions (i.e., “nuclear land mines”) to attack massed ground formations advancing into North Korea. In addition to partly offsetting U.S. and South Korean superiority in conventional arms, a tactical nuclear arsenal would serve as an intermediate rung in the escalation ladder. That is, by employing these weapons against conventional forces, North Korea would signal that it intended to fight to the finish and inflict maximum damage on its adversaries. Its aim would be to create significant doubt about the viability of an advance into North Korean territory.

Along with its nuclear program, North Korea has defied United Nations (UN) sanctions by launching several long-range ballistic missiles into the ocean, some in the direction of Japan. A series of these launches, a salvo of four, was claimed by North Korea to be practice for striking U.S. bases in Japan.\(^{126}\) North Korean officials have declared their intent to develop an ICBM with the range to reach the U.S. homeland, and 2017 tests have shown North Korean missiles to have an estimated range of approximately 10,000 km.\(^{127}\) Some experts speculate that North Korea may succeed in developing the necessary reentry technologies to successfully integrate its nuclear weapons with its long-range missiles within the next five to ten years.\(^{128}\)
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As shown in Figure 4.2, North Korea’s arsenal of Scud, Nodong, and Musudan missiles, with ranges from 300 to 3,000 km, allow it to hit all of South Korea. (Chinese and Russian cities also could be at risk, if for some reason North Korea wished to target them.) At 1,000 km, the SCUD-ER missile also could hit cities in southern Japan. The Nodong missile extends North Korea’s reach to all of Japan from its northeast bases. The Scud and Nodong classes of weapons have been under development for years, have been extensively tested, and are believed to be fairly reliable, although their accuracy is not precisely known in the open-source literature. The Hwasong-13 and -14 missiles, once operational, are projected to be able to reach Alaska, Hawaii, and perhaps significant portions of the continental United States.

### Figure 4.2. Potential Ranges of North Korean Ballistic Missiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ballistic missile</th>
<th>Est. range</th>
<th>Est. quantities</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOKSA (KN-02)</td>
<td>160 km</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCUD (B/C)</td>
<td>~300–500 km</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCUD-ER</td>
<td>1,000 km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODONG (NODONG)</td>
<td>1,500 km</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSUDAN</td>
<td>3,000 km</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HWASONG 12</td>
<td>4,800 km</td>
<td>Unk.</td>
<td>(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HWASONG 13 (KN-08)</td>
<td>10,000 km</td>
<td>Unk.</td>
<td>(2-STAGE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HWASONG 14</td>
<td>9,700 km</td>
<td>Unk.</td>
<td>(2-STAGE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUKKUKSONG 1*</td>
<td>1,200 km</td>
<td>Unk.</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**NOTE:** The asterisk notes that our counterforce capabilities will also need to address nuclear weapons employed by submarines or covert operations.

Given the growing threat of North Korean nuclear-tipped missiles to the United States—as well as to U.S. allies, facilities, and citizens throughout the region—from time to time, both U.S. officials and outside experts have signaled the potential for military action if diplomatic means do not resolve the issue. Such a strike represents one potential U.S. mission on the Korean Peninsula.
Striking some portions of North Korea’s ballistic missile development effort could be fairly straightforward. Although test articles could be launched from mobile vehicles, the complete long-range test systems have been launched from fixed facilities. These launch facilities should be easily identifiable and must be in the open in order to perform their function, making them especially susceptible to air strikes. The missile, subcomponent, and fuel production facilities may also be in the open; but they could be disguised or camouflaged, located within civilian areas, or may even have portions of their facilities in hardened, underground locations. The U.S. intelligence community should be able to identify at least some of the various facilities conducting fabrication work, but concealment, hardening, and comingling with civilian populations may complicate the targeting process and limit the effectiveness of any attacks. Some static elements of the North’s nuclear production complex, such as uranium enrichment, plutonium production, and nuclear research facilities, would be vulnerable to preemptive strikes as well. As far as can be determined from unclassified sources, such strikes would appear to be well within the capability of existing South Korean, U.S., and allied aircraft, precision-guided munitions, and cruise and ballistic missiles.

Although it is plausible that airstrikes could disable or destroy test and production facilities, destroying North Korea’s completed mobile missiles poses a much greater challenge. The United States and its allies have had very little success attacking mobile Scud launchers before they fired their missiles. In ODS, for example, the U.S.-led coalition had no reported success in destroying Iraqi Scud missiles prior to launch, despite conducting nearly 2,500 air sorties in the “Scud hunt.”\textsuperscript{129}

This dismal record improved only slightly in OIF. The Combined Forces Air Component Commander dedicated an average of 72 coalition aircraft fighter sorties per day (10 percent of total daily sorties) to “suppress[ing] Iraqi [Theater Missile Defense]/WMD delivery systems” and “neutralizing/controlling WMD infrastructure and [sensitive site exploitation].”\textsuperscript{130} In total, the coalition struck 832 desired mean points of impact (DMPIs) suppressing WMD delivery systems and executed 102 missions against WMD as time-sensitive targets (TSTs).\textsuperscript{131} Special operations forces also were employed in western Iraq to hunt for Scud missiles.\textsuperscript{132} The result was the destruction of only four mobile missiles on their launchers, with three mobile missiles struck at the very beginning of U.S. air operations (and presumably before Iraqi forces knew the war
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\textsuperscript{131} The OIF air campaign struck a total of 19,898 DMPIs and executed four missions against terrorists and 50 against Iraqi leadership as TSTs.
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had started, so moving without wartime precautions), and one more destroyed over the course of major combat operations (with two more launchers reported destroyed). A mobile ICBM would be significantly larger than the Scud missiles that Iraq shot at U.S. and coalition forces. It requires a much longer and heavier launch vehicle, and the wheeled versions must move on good roads, of which there are few in North Korea. Furthermore, their hiding sites will need to feature long and fairly large tunnels for entrance and exit of the launchers. Together, these features should make it easier to spot ICBM launchers and their hiding sites. On the other hand, the forested, mountainous terrain in North Korea presents a much more formidable targeting challenge than the flat deserts of Iraq. Moreover, North Korea has become expert at building hardened underground bunkers and is believed to have thousands of bunkers hidden in the mountains. If North Korea uses such bunkers to hide ballistic missiles, it may be possible for them to swiftly emerge and fire their missiles before the tunnel has been identified or before the emerging missile can be targeted by U.S. aircraft. With nuclear weapons, one such successful shot is enough.

Finding nuclear weapons detached from launch systems would present even greater difficulties because they are relatively small, can be shielded to reduce their radiation signature, and can even be disassembled to better hide them. Furthermore, their component parts remain an extremely grave proliferation risk even if the missiles are damaged in an airstrike. (For example, even if a weapon is struck with high explosives, the refined fissile materials at its core could be collected and reused.) Nothing short of a comprehensive search on the ground is likely to succeed in finding and securing these weapons once they are moved from their production sites—a fact that was acknowledged by DoD in 2017.

Any preemptive attack on North Korean nuclear facilities or weapons, moreover, would pose significant risks of escalation. North Korea has repeatedly threatened retaliatory attacks in response to such a step, which poses a significant dilemma for U.S. leaders: To escalate further in response would risk all-out war and perhaps the North Korean use of any remaining nuclear weapons; to stand pat would leave North Korea with the strategic initiative and potentially allow any casualties from North Korean retaliatory strikes to go unpunished. Planners of such strikes confront a related dilemma: To undertake a very small attack would at best delay the North Korean program by several years, while launching more-comprehensive strikes—against sites including North Korean C2 and leadership targets—would be indistinguishable from the early stages of an all-out U.S. and South Korean decapitation attack. Even a small U.S. attack could lead North Korea to believe it has only one chance to shock Washington and Seoul into backing off, thus prompting Pyongyang to escalate.

32nd Army Air and Missile Defense Command, “Operation Iraqi Freedom: Theater Army Air and Missile Defense History,” Fort Bliss, Tex., September 2003, p. 3. Three transporter erector launchers (TELs) were destroyed by airstrikes on February 13, 2003, before war was declared, as they moved south of the 32nd parallel (and so became legitimate targets within the no-fly zone). Three other TELs were reported as destroyed during combat operations by Predator drones on Iraq Route 6—one with a missile still onboard, and the other two post-launch.

In short, any effort to preemptively destroy North Korea’s nuclear arsenal, or a significant part of it, would run extreme escalatory risks. Shortcomings in U.S. and allied abilities to conduct such an attack stem from the inherent difficulties in terrain, intelligence, and targeting that are likely to remain, regardless of U.S. defense investment strategies.

Therefore, we recommend a revised strategy for dealing with the North Korean nuclear threat. It combines efforts to

- constrain North Korean capabilities through negotiations, knowing that the effort will be imperfect
- deter North Korean aggression against the United States and South Korea through continued clarity in deterrent statements and improvements in specific capabilities
- develop technologies to mitigate the threat of North Korean nuclear-tipped missiles in the future.

During the administrations of Clinton, George W. Bush, and Obama, the United States had a strategy toward North Korea that combined elements of containment with various incentives for nonaggression. It offered the North the prospect of relief from economic sanctions in exchange for verifiable denuclearization. The strategy sought to deter excessive troublemaking, preserve a unified group of diplomatic partners, and encourage China to exert its presumed leverage on Pyongyang (despite Beijing’s insistence that its influence was overestimated). The strategy, which was marginally better than any available alternative, neither risked precipitating a war nor required unacceptable concessions. Yet North Korea’s nuclear arsenal and missile program have both continued to expand.

The Trump administration has adopted a new strategy: one of increased threats first and then personal presidential diplomacy. Our assessment of the U.S. options suggests that the new policy should be based on several foundations.

**The long-term strategy to contain North Korea and deter aggression remains appropriate.** U.S., South Korean, and Japanese policy has assumed that, at some point, North Korea would cease to exist and the peninsula would be reunified. Natural trends—e.g., the flow of information into the DPRK, the decaying legitimacy of the Kim dynasty, and the marketization of the DPRK economy—may slowly bring this about. This strategy worked in the Cold War: Contain and await transformation.

**The goal of U.S. nuclear policy should be to keep this long-term strategy from being invalidated.** This analysis suggests that, as desirable as an immediate dismantlement of the North’s nuclear capability might be, no near-term solution is available at acceptable cost. U.S. policy can aim to reduce the risk of North Korean attack through diplomacy, attempt to win specific North Korean concessions, and avoid backing any actor into a corner. The policy should rule out—at least in internal deliberations, if not public pronouncements—preventive war and preemptive strikes.

**The United States can settle on specific, mostly quiet activities to demand from China as a signal of its commitment to dealing with the issue.** Beijing will not “cut off” North Korea, but it might be persuaded to crack down on any missile-related technologies, send specific
coercive signals (such as refusing DPRK coal), and encourage civilian and military leaders to join in multilateral dialogues about escalation control and crisis management.

U.S. policymakers can then seek specific, targeted concessions from North Korea to slow the clock on its most destabilizing nuclear advances while retaining the goal of denuclearization. These concessions could include deferring further ICBM tests, new nuclear tests, or fresh provocations. China and the ROK government would make clear that better ties are contingent on such restraint. The United States would then work with the ROK government and China to begin a long-term dialogue with North Korea on more-complete disarmament over time.\textsuperscript{135}

Now and for the foreseeable future, the United States should enhance its regional deterrence and crisis-management capabilities. It can reiterate, with allies and others, the actions that would promote decisive responses and bolster local deterrent and active defense capabilities. Because conflict is more likely to emerge through unintended escalation, the United States can increase exercises and dialogue with allies and China to enhance the shared picture of how escalation could happen, build processes and procedures for managing it, and develop new crisis-management channels with those countries and North Korea.

This strategy amounts to using negotiation to slow North Korea’s nuclear ambitions—and reduce the direct threat such ambitions pose to the United States—while strengthening deterrence and investigating the potential for longer-term ways of mitigating the North’s missile-borne nuclear threat. Additional capacity or capabilities seem unlikely to change the essential dynamic surrounding the North’s nuclear program. This specific mission therefore does not highlight major gaps in U.S. capabilities, although it does point to several possible additional investments at the margins:

The United States should enhance its ISR capabilities on the peninsula to gain the sharpest possible insight into the status and deployment of North Korea’s nuclear forces. That picture is never likely to be clear enough to support anything like a preemptive attack. But in the event of conflict through miscalculation or accident, the United States will want the best possible information about North Korean nuclear capabilities, ranging from production sites to deployed weapons (as well as related assets, such as C2 facilities).

DoD should ensure a sufficient supply of preferred munitions for any possible contingencies in Korea. U.S. commanders on the peninsula have historically expressed concern about this issue. Ensuring an adequate supply of the most up-to-date munitions is not an expensive proposition and would improve U.S. forces’ capacity for conflict.

DoD should carefully develop a range of operational concepts for neutralizing a DPRK nuclear force of 100 to 120 weapons spread across multiple delivery means. At the moment, the default approach involves a combination of offensive capabilities (similar to the approach used in OIF and the “kill chain” under development by the ROK) combined with ground- and

\textsuperscript{135} The rapprochement between North and South Korea beginning in April 2018 may be the start of such promising dialogues. Only time will tell.
Given current technologies and DPRK concealment techniques, there seems to be little possibility that this layered approach could offer future U.S. or ROK leaders a reliable option for neutralizing the DPRK arsenal. Preemptive strike technologies are destabilizing and would potentially encourage the DPRK to adopt an even more hair-trigger launch-on-warning posture. Therefore, DoD should develop a new set of concepts and technologies able to contribute more to neutralizing the DPRK force. Attack options, along with missile defenses, would likely provide only a partial solution. The goal would be to raise the costs and risks to North Korea of employing their nuclear forces.

Any war plan that assumes the automatic transition of operations from South Korea into North Korea, with the goal of regime change, must be reassessed. Open sources suggest that U.S. war plans in Korea have long assumed that the endgame of a full-scale war would be entry into North Korea and comprehensive victory against the regime. Such plans may soon be infeasible because the DPRK is likely to retain a nuclear reserve force capable of threatening to destroy South Korea’s major cities and do other damage if the regime believes its survival is truly at stake. Part of the response to North Korean nuclear forces can therefore be innovation in operational concepts and considering a broad range of war plans, some of which do not assume “going North” in the event of major conflict.

DoD must be able to provide the President with multiple options in the event of escalation or full-scale war, options that take into account nuclear escalatory possibilities. The United States and the ROK will no longer be in a position of deciding to “turn the key” on a default and elaborate war plan. Even in a major conflict scenario, they will likely be finding their way through a complex set of options and decisions. DoD should therefore develop a wide range of options, supported by scenario analysis, to inform this range of choices.

The United States should expand bilateral crisis-management links with the DPRK. The risk of miscalculation in an escalatory situation is very great, and the lack of reliable channels of communication significantly exacerbates that risk. In a nuclear crisis, decisions to employ nuclear weapons could be made in a matter of minutes. During the Cold War, the United States and the Soviet Union set up a “red phone” to address such emergencies. The United States needs such an assured means of communicating messages directly to the North Korean leadership. Establishment of such a communications link can be part of a broader initiative to enhance crisis stability.

**Countering Long-Range Missiles**

North Korea has a significant store of chemical weapons that it is likely able to employ with ordinary artillery, and perhaps with ballistic missiles, although the latter capability has not been

---

demonstrated in public.\textsuperscript{137} If North Korea were to successfully mate these chemical weapons with ballistic missiles, it could threaten to use them to attack air- and seaports and military bases throughout South Korea and Japan. Although North Korea has not demonstrated its mastery of such persistent chemical agents as VX, it has demonstrated crude chemical capabilities to intimidate Japan. Unsophisticated chemical weapons of the type employed by Iraq in the Iran-Iraq War or by Syria in its civil war might be used in a larger and more systematic way for coercive purposes.\textsuperscript{138} North Korea could demand that South Korea or Japan deny the United States use of their bases, then perhaps launch missiles with conventional warheads to demonstrate reach and intent and threaten to follow them with chemical weapons. North Korea also could threaten to use these missiles to launch chemical terror attacks against civilian population centers within range.

North Korea has an estimated 900 short-, medium-, and intermediate-range ballistic missiles that can reach targets from 160 km to 3,000 km. These include 36 300 mm artillery rocket launchers (with an unknown number of reloads) and an estimated 100 Toksa (KN-02) missiles with 160-km range. Both of these systems are capable of hitting airports at Incheon, Gimpo, Seoul, Suwon, Gangneung, Osan, Jungwon, and Seosan. The Scud B/C can strike all the way to Busan, while the Scud ER also can strike targets in the western half of Japan. The estimated 450 Nodong and Musudan missiles bring all of Japan within range of North Korea. See Table 4.1.

At present, South Korea does not have a good counter to an attack using these ballistic missiles. It can muster only 48 PAC2 guidance-enhanced missile (GEM) launchers and three Aegis destroyers to defend itself and has traditionally relied on its defense treaty with the United States to deter North Korea from launching conventional, chemical, or nuclear attacks. Although this is appropriate to deter a North Korean nuclear threat, it is questionable whether the United States would use nuclear weapons in response to a North Korean chemical attack (and, if the United States did, it is possible that North Korea would then use nuclear weapons against South Korea). South Korea is developing a new kill chain concept to attack North Korea’s ballistic missiles before launch, although these kinds of preventative counter–theater ballistic missile attacks will suffer from the same limitations that such operations have experienced in the past.\textsuperscript{139}

Japan has more-significant capabilities, with 120 PAC2 GEM/PAC3 launchers capable of defending against Scud ER. However, these systems are likely too few with too small of a defended area to counter the 450 Nodong and Musudan missiles that can hit anywhere in Japan.


\textsuperscript{138} Iraq’s chemical weapons proved to be somewhat clumsy in operations against Iranian ground forces in the field, requiring large amounts of mustard and sarin to saturate small areas. However, attacks against ports and airfields using even such crude weapons might be useful for the purposes of intimidation. It is likely that defending against such attacks would become a priority for the South Korean and Japanese militaries. See Javed Ali, “Chemical Weapons and the Iran-Iraq War: A Case Study in Noncompliance,” \textit{Nonproliferation Review}, Vol. 8, No. 1, Spring 2001.

The six Japanese Aegis ships, if fitted with the appropriate SM-2, -3, and -6 missiles, can help defend against these threats. But, even if all six could be put on station for an extended period, there is a limit to how much of Japan’s territory could be defended.

Chemical weapons also might be carried by some of the 545 North Korean combat aircraft. Any chemical-capable North Korean aircraft might be masked by other North Korean aircraft in flight. In addition, North Korean combat aircraft, attack submarines, and warfighting naval vessels pose a risk to Aegis ships deployed at sea in a BMD role. For all of these reasons, South Korea’s and Japan’s air and naval forces will need to patrol air and sea-lanes around North Korea to intercept any ships or vessels attempting chemical attacks or posing potential threats to missile defense forces.

South Korea and Japan could significantly improve their defenses against ballistic missile attack. Defense of their citizens and territory is, of course, primarily their responsibility. South Korea and Japan would need to purchase many more interceptors; update their concepts for operating in the presence of nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons; and improve their civil defenses to mitigate the harm of WMD used against their civilian populations.

Table 4.1. Long-Range DPRK Threats, Current ROK and Japanese Defenses, and U.S. Reinforcements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DPRK Threats</th>
<th>Defensive Systems</th>
<th>RoK</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>USFK (Reinforced)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artillery</td>
<td>48 PAC2 GEM 3 Aegis DDG</td>
<td>100 - 240 PAC2 GEM/PAC3 10 - 24 THAAD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCUD B/C/ER:450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRBM: 450</td>
<td>120 PAC2 GEM/PAC3 6 Aegis CG/DDG</td>
<td>21-42 Aegis CG/DDG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICBM-SLBM Under development</td>
<td></td>
<td>(44 GMD-CONUS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft: 545 combat 1400 all types</td>
<td>487 Fighters 16 Long-range ASW</td>
<td>576 Fighters (land) 160 Fighters (sea) 122 Long-range ASW 30 Global Hawk 150 Predator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack subs: 72 SSBN: 1</td>
<td>23 Attack Subs</td>
<td>19 Attack Subs</td>
<td>13 Attack Subs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships: ~380 combat ~700 all types</td>
<td>23 Surface Combatants</td>
<td>50 Surface Combatants</td>
<td>2 Carrier Strike Groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Data are from CSIS, 2017; and IISS, 2017.
NOTES: USFK = United States Forces Korea. IRBM = intermediate-range ballistic missile. SSBN = ballistic missile submarine. DDG = destroyer. CONUS = continental United States.
It may be in the U.S. interest to deploy more of its ground- and sea-based defenses to help. For example, if North Korea were to threaten missile strikes against South Korea or Japan in response to a U.S. strike on North Korea’s ballistic missile development, then the United States might feel inclined to offer some assurances, including augmenting its allies’ missile defenses. More broadly, the United States might offer missile defenses in return for access to South Korean and Japanese bases in a variety of Korean contingencies. This would parallel U.S. operations during OIF, when the Army surged 40 batteries of Patriot missiles to defend coalition forces and the territory of U.S. allies and partners in the region who provided base access or support to U.S. operations.

Assuming an average of six launchers per battery, a similarly sized force in Korea and Japan would comprise 240 launchers, or 60 percent of the total U.S. force of 400. If the United States surged 60 percent of its THAAD force, it could surge four (of six or seven batteries) and 24 launchers to regional defenses. For prolonged deployments of an indefinite length, DoD standard is to deploy at a 1-to-3 (months deployed to months home) rate. This would reduce the available U.S. force to 25 percent of the total, or 100 PAC2/3 launchers and ten THAAD launchers.

The U.S. Navy should be able to deploy 21 of its 85 Aegis cruisers and destroyers at a 1-to-3 ratio, or up to 42 Aegis ships if it surges 50 percent of its total force. The United States has improved the missile defense capabilities of Aegis cruisers and destroyers and sold this technology to South Korea and the Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force. The United States and South Korea, as well as the United States and Japan, can sustain BMD patrols near potential target areas with guidance assisted by a large and powerful seagoing missile tracking radar. South Korean, Japanese, and U.S. air and naval forces would be needed to protect the Aegis ships from North Korean submarines, surface ships, and aircraft.

Securing “Loose Nukes” in the Event of a DPRK Regime Collapse

North Korea’s nuclear weapons could imperil the United States and its allies if they were transferred to rogue states or violent extremist groups. North Korean officials might sell nuclear weapons or materials, although such a choice would be very risky for the regime and could expose them to counterforce attacks if their nuclear program were found to be the source of weapons used by terrorists. Nuclear weapons also could be lost or stolen if the government were to collapse.

It is not the purpose or intention of this analysis to predict the collapse of North Korea. As mentioned earlier, past predictions of an imminent DPRK collapse have been premature. However, it is prudent to have plans in place to hedge against the possibility of precipitous and calamitous events, such as the collapse of the North Korean government. This collapse could be caused by a conflict among military and ruling elites, perhaps beginning with a coup against Kim Jung-un, followed by open warfare among would-be successors and the military units supporting them. The ruling regime might collapse from economic and social pressures, such as a crop failure followed by famine. Finally, a war on the Korean Peninsula might end with the fall of the DPRK regime.
Whatever its cause, a collapse of the DPRK regime could lead to North Korean populations in distress, reflexive attacks by remnants of North Korean military forces, and the loss of control of nuclear weapons, fissile materials, and other dangerous items from the massive North Korean WMD program. It is prudent for South Korea, the United States, China, and other interested parties to discuss what each country would do in such a contingency, when it would begin operations, and which confidence-building measures it would agree to implement with other concerned states. China has been reluctant to engage in such discussions, although it has not ruled out the possibility of discussions if and when necessary.\footnote{David Tweed and Ting Shi, “There’s One North Korea Taboo China’s Leaders Won’t Talk About,” Bloomberg, September 26, 2017.}

Knowing when South Korea, the United States, other allies, and China should actually begin a combined operation would not be clear-cut. Central DPRK regime control could slowly erode rather than evaporate all at once, and it might not be immediately apparent when the North Korean government ceased to function. Clear indications of chaos within North Korea and general agreement among intervening nations would be crucial: Attempts to enter North Korea too early would risk starting a war; entering North Korea too late would allow the suffering of civilian populations to worsen and make the task of finding and securing loose nukes harder.

South Korea, the United States, China, and perhaps other allied nations will have several objectives in responding to a North Korean collapse. They may allocate forces as shown in Table 4.2. South Korea may first need to address a massive flow of refugees trying to move into the South. Although many of its citizens may wish to unite the two peoples and territories into one Korean nation, South Korean leaders may become concerned that former regime elements could attempt to slip into South Korea with hostile or criminal intent. Therefore, South Korea may determine that it must close its border to control movements of refugees and other people crossing from the North while it grapples with the monumentally difficult task of uniting the peoples of the North and South.

This would require a significant effort and a dedicated security force. The limited available numbers to inform an estimate include the border patrol of 50,000 paramilitary troops that East Germany imposed to prevent its citizens from escaping to West Germany during the Cold War, although South Korea’s purposes would be very different, and it would presumably want to avoid the use of lethal force.\footnote{Gordon L. Rottman and Chris Taylor, The Berlin Wall and the Intra-German Border 1961–89, Oxford, UK: Osprey Publishing, February 6, 2008.} Securing the border with a collapsed North Korea might include providing assistance to desperate refugees and countering those trying to enter for nefarious or illicit purposes.

At the same time, South Korea may have to build and maintain sites on the north side of the border to offer humanitarian assistance to displaced persons. Additional troops would be needed to proceed north of the border to provide services, secure refugee settlements, and take control of North Korean military and political organizations.
One of the first priorities would be to coax North Korean artillery and other military forces out of the Kaesong Heights and other positions within range of South Korea. This would likely include all forces within 60 km north of the DMZ to remove the threat to Seoul and other South Korean population centers. In the best of cases, this would be accomplished peacefully, perhaps with the offer of money or other forms of aid. However, some hard-core military units might refuse to surrender and attack advancing South Korean military elements or Seoul itself.

Table 4.2. ROK, U.S., and Chinese Troops Needed to Deal with a DPRK Collapse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DPRK Issues</th>
<th>Dealing with DPRK Collapse</th>
<th>RoK</th>
<th>USFK</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 million citizens IDPs and refugees</td>
<td>50K border troops</td>
<td>50K</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>170K+ troops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5700 short, medium, and long-range artillery with conventional and chemical warheads</td>
<td>260K – 400K stabilization troops</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M soldiers and 88K special operations forces</td>
<td>6 ABCT, 13 IBCT, 188K – 250K troops PAC2/3, THAAD</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 – 100 nuclear weapons 141 Major WMD-related sites Unknown number of garrisons</td>
<td>576 Fighters (land) 160 Fighters (sea) 30 Long-range ASW 30 Global Hawk 150 Predator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>536 ballistic missiles with conventional or chemical warheads</td>
<td>487 Fighters 16 Long-range ASW</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft: 545 combat 1400 all types</td>
<td>23 Attack Subs 23 Surface Ships</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13 Attack Subs 2 Carrier Strike Groups</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships: 380 combat 700 all types</td>
<td>23 Attack Subs 23 Surface Ships</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13 Attack Subs 2 Carrier Strike Groups</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Data are from IISS, 2017, and RAND analysis.
NOTES: USFK = United States Forces Korea. IDPs = internally displaced people.

At best, this campaign would be painstakingly slow and dangerous. South Korean forces would make their way through North Korean minefields and prepared fighting positions on the northern side of the DMZ. As they encountered North Korean military units, South Korean forces would need to disarm and take command of them, feed and care for them, and probably give them carefully monitored tasks to do in support of South Korea’s movement north. (Examples of such tasks might include clearing North Korean minefields or other defensive obstacles, removing artillery and munitions from caves and bunkers, and erecting bivouac areas.) Assuming that South Korean forces could clear a depth of 5 km per day, this phase of the campaign would take roughly two weeks.
A movement further north of the Kaesong Heights and other fortified border areas in North Korea might serve several purposes. First, it would enable South Korea and the world to provide relief to what would almost certainly be among the worst of humanitarian catastrophes. A North Korean collapse would most severely affect rank and file workers and soldiers. Without a working government, North Koreans would lose access to food, clean water, and other services, and would be vulnerable to random or organized acts of violence. Second, this movement north would be the initial step that South Korea must take if it wishes to begin reunification. A third, related purpose could be to establish a southerly limit to China’s control of North Korean territory. Although South Korea lacks the military capability to directly contest Chinese control, it could move up to China’s positions in an attempt to forestall any Chinese movement south. South Korea would likely be on its own in this mission; the United States would be reticent to move its own forces north in a way that might be perceived as a threat by Beijing.

Extending security control north would severely strain the whole of South Korea’s military. The ratio of 20 police and military personnel to 1,000 civilians has proven necessary to ensure security and control in past intervention operations. This would imply a need for 500,000 South Korean police and soldiers just to control North Korea’s 25 million civilians (or perhaps somewhat fewer if millions fled to China’s zone of control). One estimate of the South Korean forces needed for multiple stabilization missions inside a chaotic North Korea produced somewhat lower but still daunting numbers, suggesting a need for between 260,000 and 400,000 troops. More South Korean troops could be needed to deal with the remnants—and perhaps whole units—of the 1.2 million regular North Korean troops and 8 million paramilitary and reserve troops. This could require a sizable mobilization of South Korea’s reserve forces and help from South Korea’s air and naval forces.

Given South Korean troop requirements to control its border, demilitarize North Korean areas adjacent to South Korea, and exert control over North Korean military units and populations in these areas, it is unlikely that South Korea would be able to help secure North Korea’s nuclear assets while performing these other missions. Moreover, because of limitations attendant to its status as a nonnuclear power under the Nonproliferation Treaty, South Korea has some constraints in its ability to legally take possession of certain nuclear materials and perform other relevant tasks. That mission would therefore likely fall to the United States and any allies that choose to send forces to help.

Given the risks of loss or theft of North Korean WMD, the United States and allies should begin counter-WMD operations as soon as possible. Weapons and materials could be stolen by former regime members from many research and development, manufacturing, testing, and

---


weapons storage sites and sold to nations aspiring to become nuclear powers. Or, worse, weapons could be sold to terror groups intending to sneak them into the population, political, and economic centers of their enemies, especially those of the United States.\textsuperscript{145}

North Korea is estimated to have 100 to 200 sites engaged in its WMD enterprise.\textsuperscript{146} These include the research and design, production, test, and storage of chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons and the short-, intermediate-, and long-range systems to employ them (see Table 4.3 for one estimate).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Category</th>
<th>Total Sites</th>
<th>Highest Priority Sites</th>
<th>Other Sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missile</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.3. North Korean WMD-Related Fixed Sites**

Entrepreneurial officials of the collapsed regime might move and hide whole nuclear weapons, fissile materials, and other key components for later sale or to extort money from those nations most worried about WMD-armed terrorists. If such proliferators believed it to be easier to sell and physically transfer weapons and fissile materials once dedicated interdiction operations had been reduced or had ceased, they might attempt to wait out the coalition by keeping weapons and components in hiding until coalition members withdraw.

The greater the number of sites secured early in an operation, the lower the risk that nuclear weapons could be employed, or that weapons, components, materials, technologies, or know-how could be proliferated or transferred. On the other hand, the greater the number of sites that must be controlled, the greater the associated force requirements. Reliable intelligence will be critical to prioritize the sites to be seized and secured to reduce the risk of leakage or use.

In addition to the estimated 100 to 200 fixed sites that must be secured, weapons at temporary storage sites—for example, in artillery bunkers, with mobile missiles deployed to their


\textsuperscript{146} South Korean officials have stated that there are 100 North Korean sites related to their nuclear program alone. See Bruce W. Bennett, *Preparing for the Possibility of a North Korean Collapse*, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-331-SRF, 2013. Some of these sites are co-located as parts of a single, larger complex. See Bonds et al., 2014.
firing locations, or at pre-planned or ad-hoc dispersal sites—might well be discovered only after operations begin. U.S. and allied forces might encounter such sites at unexpected times or have to search for them if their existence was reported but their exact location was unknown. Discovery operations would need to continue while personnel from North Korea’s nuclear program were identified, interrogated, and debriefed. Although the UN and/or representatives of the International Atomic Energy Agency, the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons, and other international organizations presumably would help, it could take years to uncover all of North Korea’s nuclear program and materials. The United States should be prepared for a prolonged effort.

Specially-designed task forces would be needed to find, secure, search, and remove weapons and materials from nuclear sites and operational locations. Each task force likely would include forces able to perform such tasks as armed reconnaissance, force protection, cordoning off sites to be searched, and security provision for searching potentially hundreds of buildings and bunkers at each site. To be effective, the task forces also should include technical experts to find, identify, and safely remove weapons, fissile materials, and other key weapons components as well as experts to identify and safely remove chemical or biological weapons that may be present or employed at each site.147 If the United States must begin operations immediately, it would have to move these WMD-E task forces deep into North Korea in the presence of hostile populations and potentially intact military forces. Some of the North Korean nuclear sites could be close to wherever China establishes the southern limits of its line of control, requiring careful coordination of U.S. and Chinese operations.

Past RAND analysis has estimated that it would require 12 reinforced WMD-E task forces to search the 100 to 200 suspected sites in the space of a few months. U.S. forces would be dangerously exposed if they had to conduct these operations far out in front of South Korean efforts to gain control of the North Korean military. Therefore, these task forces would need to be supported by combat forces to secure the sites, protect U.S. supply and communications routes while operating deep in a potentially hostile environment, and counter attacks by remnants of the North Korean Army. (Or, if relations deteriorate, to deter aggression by Chinese forces that could be operating nearby.) Additional engineering, aviation, and logistics units would be needed to support and sustain each of these efforts. In all, U.S. ground forces would need to comprise between 188,000 and 250,000 troops and should include up to six armored brigades to protect the task forces, supporting units, and lines of communication from attack by more numerous, if perhaps disorganized, North Korean forces.148

---

147 See Bonds et al., 2014. For example, the 20th Support Command might provide its chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and explosive defense (CBRNE) Analytical and Remediation Activity (CARA); C2 for WMD-Coordination Elements; and the U.S. Army Reserve Consequence Management Unit, which is under its operational control, as well as decontamination units.

148 Bonds et al., 2014.
A capable U.S. missile defense and air and naval presence also would be needed to guard against rogue missile launches; support Allied ground forces under attack; and intercept ships and aircraft attempting to smuggle weapons, materials, or fugitives out of North Korea.149

These operations would require sophisticated technical and human intelligence to help find nuclear weapons that had been hidden in North Korea, as well as any that might be smuggled across the border to China or Russia en route to other states or violent extremists.

China’s role looms especially large in such a mission to find and secure WMD. China would likely want to establish a buffer zone on its border with North Korea to keep North Korean refugees on their own side of the border and keep U.S. forces away from Chinese territory. How far south China would wish to establish this buffer zone is an open question. Estimates range from 50 km, as the minimum area needed to control refugees, to 100 km, to give Chinese forces some maneuver depth to ensure that U.S. forces are well away from their border. If we assume that China would maintain the same ratio of 20 soldiers and police per 1,000 civilians as in past successful stability operations, then China would need to deploy 170,000 troops to take control of territory including 8 million North Korean civilians. (If China did so, this might then allow a reduction of South Korean forces needed for similar tasks.)

If China wished to minimize the areas controlled by South Korean and U.S. forces, it could even come as far south as the “narrow neck” of North Korea, or a line connecting the major ports of Nampo and Wonsan, as shown in Figure 4.3. This would require taking yet more responsibility: The further south China comes, the more of North Korea and its problems China would own. If China took control of cities, it might have to run them until it could reestablish something resembling a functioning civil infrastructure.

If China took control of nuclear sites, it should secure them against the pilfering of nuclear materials or theft by organized criminals employing long-established smuggling networks. Better still would be for China to dismantle the critical nuclear facilities within its area of control and remove the most dangerous contents. But the extent to which China would dismantle these facilities—and has the technical skills to do so if it encountered dangerous levels of radioactivity—is unknown. In such a contingency, the United States should be prepared to offer China assistance to complete these tasks in Chinese-controlled areas.

Whether or not China chose to undertake cooperative efforts, the United States would have to deconflict operations with China even as it worked closely with South Korea on a more comprehensive joint plan. It would be better if the United States and other interested nations achieved a set of common objectives and established complementary campaigns. Best of all might be a truly combined and integrated China-Korea-U.S. campaign, but that might prove impossible given tensions in other areas, such as Taiwan and the South China Sea.

149 During OIF, 70 aircraft sorties per day were allocated for this mission. Air and missile defense operations grew to include more than 7,200 soldiers manning more than 30 missile batteries and providing additional capabilities for chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) mitigation.
Figure 4.3. Potential Chinese Buffer Zones

Deterring Major Conventional Aggression and North Korea’s Artillery Threat to South Korean Population Centers

The United States has committed to South Korea’s defense against conventional arms and has maintained forces in South Korea for this purpose since 1950. President Trump reaffirmed this commitment, referring to it as “our ironclad commitment to defend the ROK, including through the provision of extended deterrence, using the full range of military capabilities.”

Fortunately, the prospects of a North Korean ground invasion of the South have receded over the past 40 years. North Korea maintains a much larger Army than does the South, although the army is believed to be poorly trained and equipped (see Table 4.4). Although it is still possible that North Korea would launch a conventional military invasion of South Korea, it would be very

---

150 The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, 2017a.
difficult for North Korea to sustain an offensive campaign into the South, given its aging mechanized forces.

North Korea’s advancing forces would have to cross a heavily fortified border, be very vulnerable to attack by South Korean and U.S. artillery and air forces, and have to mount an effective logistics effort under fire to sustain combat operations. The advancing North Korean force would be weakening and vulnerable to counterattack by South Korean and U.S. ground forces.

Table 4.4. Comparison of North and South Korean Armed Forces and U.S. On-Peninsula Forces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Ground Troops</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>495K</td>
<td>19K</td>
<td>2:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armored/Mechanized Brigades</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infantry Brigades</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.8:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanks</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>2434</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>1.4:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery</td>
<td>13600</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.7:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Helicopters</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighters</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>0.7:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Data are from IISS, 2017.
NOTE: Forces listed as “U.S. On-pen” reflect only those troops and units forward-deployed onto the Korean Peninsula.

U.S. intelligence and defense assessments have concluded that North Korean leadership accepts that the forcible reunification of the Korean Peninsula is an unattainable objective.\(^\text{151}\) Pyongyang views its national objective of unification as necessarily achieved by long-term and peaceful means.\(^\text{152}\) And, North Korea could not count on Chinese support if it launched an unprovoked attack. For example, an editorial by the Chinese state-owned newspaper *Global Office of the Secretary of Defense*, *Military and Security Developments Involving the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea: Annual Report to Congress*, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Defense, February 4, 2014, p. 6.

warned that “if North Korea launches missiles that threaten U.S. soil first and the U.S. retaliates, China will stay neutral.”\textsuperscript{153} DoD has come to the same conclusion, explaining in a 2012 assessment of DPRK military policy that the DPRK “has largely abandoned unilaterally enforced reunification as a practical goal. North Korean goals and strategies reflect the reality of political isolation, significant economic deprivation, a deteriorating conventional military, and the increasing political and military power of nearby states.”\textsuperscript{154}

For these reasons, the United States and South Korea appear to have succeeded in deterring a North Korean invasion with conventional forces and can presumably maintain this deterrent with current ROK and U.S. forces in a ready posture. We did not identify any significant gaps that must be urgently closed, although South Korea’s planned cuts to its ground forces, which we discuss later in this chapter, might undermine the current deterrent posture.

However, North Korea remains capable of more-limited attacks short of an invasion. It could launch ballistic missiles, as discussed earlier in this chapter, although several factors might weigh against it: North Korea might prefer to reserve its finite missile arsenal to deter a U.S. or South Korean invasion; South Korea could partially counter the ballistic missile threat by expanding its missile defenses; South Korea and the United States could inflict devastating air strikes in retaliation; and China might not come to North Korea’s aid if it strikes first. North Korea could resume sending special operations forces operatives into South Korea, although these, too, are valuable strategic assets that might be reserved for use at a critical moment. Finally, North Korea could lob a few cheap and plentiful artillery shells onto South Korean soil.

It is unclear why North Korea would want to shell South Korea, but for that matter, it is not completely clear why it shelled Yeonpyeong Island in 2010. At the time, experts theorized that the current leader’s father, Kim Jong-il, hoped to coerce concessions from the international community, impress his own military, and improve the credibility of Kim Jong-un as his successor.\textsuperscript{155} Since then, much has changed, with the election of South Korean President Moon and his initiatives with Kim Jong-un to seek a rapprochement between the North and the South.

Despite this warming of relations, North Korea might attack South Korea in response to a U.S. action; for example, a strike on North Korea’s ballistic missile or nuclear facilities. If the United States persisted, North Korea could increase the number of shells it would fire into the South and promise to continue until the United States ceased its campaign. The resulting South Korean outcry, along with the pressure exerted by China and perhaps others, might convince the

\textsuperscript{153} The same semi-official source went on to say that “if the U.S. and South Korea carry out strikes and try to overthrow the North Korean regime and change the political pattern of the Korean Peninsula, China will prevent them from doing so.” Hence, this should be viewed as a warning to both sides to avoid starting a conflict. See Simon Denyer and Amanda Erickson, “Beijing Warns Pyongyang: You’re on Your Own If You Go After the United States,” \textit{Washington Post}, August 11, 2017.

\textsuperscript{154} Office of the Secretary of Defense, 2012, p. 5.

\textsuperscript{155} Jack Kim, and Lee Jae-won, “North Korea Shells South in Fiercest Attack in Decades,” Reuters, November 23, 2010.
United States to cease its operations. Indeed, fear of North Korean reprisals against South Korea kept the United States from attacking the Yongbyon nuclear reactor in 1994.156

If future provocations followed the Yeonpyeong model, North Korea might conduct a short surprise attack, which might be followed by an immediate South Korean counterattack. Unless or until they are rescinded, South Korean retaliation policies put into place by former South Korean President Park Geun-hye might make such an exchange escalate rapidly. President Park had issued orders for tactical units to respond to North Korean artillery fires with “countermeasures three to five times stronger than an enemy attack.”157 That is, for every round that lands in South Korea, their Army has been ordered to fire up to five back.

This could lead to profound instability in a crisis and to rapid escalation if North Korea were to respond in kind. At some point in this escalation process, even a small DPRK artillery attack could hit a populated area of South Korea close to the border. Civilian casualties would be likely, but how many, where, and whom would vary with the vagaries of inaccurate, unguided fires. Unless its policy changes, South Korea’s response would likely be swift—perhaps striking at some known artillery sites in the Kaesong Heights or other North Korean forces that presented themselves as both vulnerable and valuable targets.

Ultimately, this is a fight that South Korea would be likely to lose. North Korea has more than 14,000 multiple rocket launchers and tube artillery pieces, about 10,000 of which are garrisoned within 100 km of South Korea. DoD has estimated that North Korean artillery could land 500,000 rounds per hour on South Korea for several hours.158 In order to succeed, North Korea merely needs to land a shell somewhere on a South Korean town or city. Even if South Korea were willing to respond in kind by shelling North Korean civilian areas, no targets with the number of citizens or the economic value of Seoul and its outlying population centers are within range of South Korean artillery. For South Korea to succeed, it must be able to neutralize all or nearly all of the North Korean artillery pieces that hold Seoul and other South Korean towns and cities at risk. As we will discuss further, the North Korean artillery pieces are believed

---

156 Barbara Demick, “Former Defense Secretary William Perry on Why We Didn’t Go to War with North Korea,” Los Angeles Times, April 14, 2017.


South Korean officials cite Yeonpyeong as an instance in which their forces returned fire too late and too timidly—a mistake that they pledge will not be repeated. If faced with a similar attack, President Park Geun-hye has told her military, the South should strike back “without political consideration” and without waiting for top-level approval . . . . South Korea’s new stance is not just rhetorical. After the Yeonpyeong shelling, Seoul revised its rules of engagement, allowing front-line commanders to “take aggressive action . . . and then report it up the chain of command,” (Chico Harlan, “Island Attack Toughened S. Korea’s Will to Strike Back Against North,” Washington Post, April 14, 2013).

158 According to Office of the Secretary of Defense (2000),

[w]ithout moving any artillery pieces, the North could sustain up to 500,000 rounds an hour against Combined Forces Command defenses for several hours. The artillery force includes 500 long-range systems deployed over the past decade. The proximity of these long-range systems to the Demilitarized Zone threatens all of Seoul with devastating attacks.
to be in hardened underground bunkers, making them difficult targets for long-range fires from the ground or the air.

If such an artillery duel were to take place and begin to escalate, South Korea and the United States would have a limited set of options with which to respond. It is important, then, for South Korea to ensure that the few options it does have are credible, effective, and can begin soon after an attack. We will describe and assess some of the available choices below.

Possible South Korean and U.S. Responses

*Threaten North Korea with Conventional Counter-Value Air and Missile Strikes*

Seoul and its surrounding population centers are close to the border with North Korea and are thus easy targets for DPRK artillery attacks that could threaten millions of South Koreans. South Korea can hold no similarly valuable or precious North Korean targets at risk with ground-based weapons. However, South Korea could use its superior air and naval forces to destroy North Korean air and sea forces and other military targets in order to compel North Korea to stop its artillery attacks. If North Korea persisted, South Korea could begin to strike North Korean factories, mining operations, power plants, and other economic targets. South Korea could then escalate to North Korean government centers, and other symbols of the Kim Jong-un regime. However, such wider attacks on North Korean military and leadership targets could cause North Korea’s leaders to panic, which would have unpredictable consequences. Among the most dangerous of these consequences would be a conviction that the United States had joined these strikes with the intent of removing the Kim regime, thereby increasing the prospects that North Korea would use nuclear weapons in response.

Ultimately, this South Korean strategy does not directly neutralize the North Korean attack. Instead, it seeks to compel North Korea to stop by causing unacceptable damage to the North Korean state. Its success depends on North Korea valuing its military and civilian infrastructure as much as South Korea values Seoul and the 21 million people living within 60 km of the DMZ; as well as on the South’s ability to continue punishing air attacks for as long as North Korea can continue punishing artillery attacks. Objectively, North Korea can hold more lives and valuable infrastructure at risk than can South Korea. In our judgment, therefore, this strategy is unlikely to definitively end North Korea’s ability to hold South Korea’s population at risk of artillery strikes.

*Employ Counterbattery Attacks with Long-Range Air and Ground Fires*

The most direct response would be for South Korea and the United States to directly attack and neutralize the batteries firing on South Korea. Combined South Korean-U.S. forces could attempt to do this with long-range air and ground fires, striking artillery pieces as they left their caves and bunkers to execute a fires mission.

The area in which North Korean artillery operates is large, and this area would need to be kept under nearly constant surveillance. As shown in Figure 4.4, artillery within range of striking
Seoul’s Route 100 beltway could operate from a triangular area that measures about 80 km in length across the border by 50 km at its deepest point, and more than 2,200 square kilometers in total area.

Figure 4.4. Kaesong Region and Areas of South Korea Vulnerable to Attack

It would take a minimum of 30 Predator unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) orbits of 10 km in diameter to cover this area continuously, and 30 such orbits could be sustained with a force of 90 to 150 aircraft, depending on mission-capable rates and combat attrition. The artillery would be most vulnerable as it moves out of its underground bunkers to attack. These aircraft would need to have advanced sensors that could spot and identify artillery pieces as soon as they moved into the open and be armed with hellfire missiles to attack them. A limitation of these UAVs would be their inability to cover all areas under their orbits continuously. Artillery pieces emerging behind them may not be detected until the next completion of their orbits, which could take ten or more minutes.

However, if the purpose of an artillery attack is to terrorize civilian populations, rather than striking precise military targets, North Korean artillery would not need to spend time finding targets. Commanders could therefore limit artillery exposure time to the minimum needed to egress from their bunkers, shoot, and return. We estimate that North Korean artillery could
conduct such a mission in ten minutes or less, making it extremely difficult for ROK and U.S. forces to detect and destroy them. This mission could be even more challenging than destroying Scuds in Iraq: North Korean artillery systems are smaller than the Scuds and they will be operating in mountainous Korean terrain. Given a ten-minute exposure time, with perhaps only six to seven minutes remaining once a North Korean artillery piece has fired and its shells can be traced back to their firing location, there is very little time for ROK or U.S. systems to successfully target and strike them, as shown in Figure 4.5.

**Figure 4.5. North Korean Artillery Within Range of South Korean Population Centers**

![Figure 4.5](source_image)


**NOTES:** Does not include command and control delays. JSOW = Joint Standoff Weapon. GMLRS = Guided Multiple Launch Rocket System. MLRS = Multiple Launch Rocket System. SPH = Self-Propelled Howitzer.

Manned aircraft and rocket artillery also may be able to help. To attack artillery pieces operating 20 km north of the border, it takes 6.5 to 8.5 minutes for fixed-wing aircraft operating in an orbit to reach their targets. If we add on a minute for counterfire radars to detect artillery fires, and perhaps another minute for the aircraft to receive the order, little or no time remains for the aircraft to acquire the target, line up an attack, and strike. Moreover, the artillery pieces might be defended by man-portable air defenses, which could force aircraft to operate at higher altitude, and thus with less effectiveness. The North Koreans also should be expected to operate
with camouflage and decoy targets, both of which proved effective when employed by Serbia in its 1999 war with NATO.

Rocket artillery units have a faster timeline but need to be within range. The Guided Multiple Launch Rocket System (GMLRS) rockets could reach a target 20 km deep in three minutes, if it happens to be aimed more-or-less directly at its target. If the GMLRS needs to attack targets significantly to the right or left of its position, it will take time to change its launch azimuth and its range could become a limiting factor. The ATACMS rockets have a much longer range and are faster but are limited to one rocket on a HIMARS platform and two on an M270 platform. Depending on these factors, rocket systems may be able to reach their targets in two to five minutes. If we add a minute for detecting incoming fires and another minute for returning fire and rocket artillery, the ATACMS may catch some portion of attacking North Korean pieces. By the time a GMLRS or ATACMS munition lands, though, the North Korean artillery piece may already be moving back into its shelter. Given this target location uncertainty, rocket artillery should be armed with area-effects munitions.

North Korea could drag out an attack on South Korea by utilizing a small percentage of its available forces each day, as shown in Table 4.5. North Korea has approximately 900 long-range 170 mm artillery and 240 mm multiple-rocket launchers (MRLs) that can put downtown Seoul at risk and 300 mm MRLs that can hit targets 200 km deep into South Korea. In their normal military function, these systems would be assigned to each of the combined-arms corps deployed along the DMZ. However, if North Korea chose to concentrate them within range of Seoul, perhaps in the Kaesong area, the estimated 900 long-range artillery could put nearly 8 million South Koreans within range of the 170 mm guns; 20 million in range of the 240 mm rockets; and more than 30 million within range of the 300 mm rockets.
Table 4.5. Even 10 Percent of North Korean Artillery Could Land 1,000 Shells per Day on Seoul and 10,000 Shells per Day on Closer South Korean Populations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Set</th>
<th>DPRK System</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Total Inventory</th>
<th>1,000 in 10 Minutes Force</th>
<th>10,000 in 10 Minutes Force</th>
<th>Rounds Fired in 10-Minute Exposure</th>
<th>Population Threatened (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downtown Seoul</td>
<td>300-mm MRL</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>240-mm MRL</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>836</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>170-mm self-propelled artillery</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>900</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>998</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inchon, Gimpo, Chorwon, and Paju</td>
<td>152-mm self-propelled artillery</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1,667</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>130-mm self-propelled artillery</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1,667</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>122-mm self-propelled artillery</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1,667</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>152-mm towed artillery</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>1,667</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>122-mm towed artillery</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1,667</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>122-mm MRL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>1,667</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>~10,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Data in rows 4 and 11 are subtotals.


The remaining 4,848 North Korean systems are shorter-range 122 mm, 130 mm, and 152 mm tube artillery and MRLs that can hit nearly 1 million people living in Inchon, Gimpo, Chorwon, Paju, and other rapidly growing cities within 20 km of the DMZ.

North Korea could choose to extend a bombardment by shooting only a percentage of its artillery on any given day. Its artillery could drop 10,000 shells per night somewhere in South Korea, including about 1,000 on downtown Seoul, while using less than 10 percent of its available artillery and exposing each system for just ten minutes. That is, 79 long-range artillery pieces could drop 1,000 shells on Seoul every night and 414 medium-range pieces could drop 10,000 shells on cities bordering the DMZ each night while risking exposure to counterbattery fire for only ten minutes. (The number of shells fired each night could be increased or decreased by varying the percentage of artillery firing and length of time they fired, which also would affect their time exposed to counterbattery fires).

Even if counterbattery fires were 50-percent effective, killing half of the attacking artillery pieces each night, a strategy of only exposing a fraction of its artillery systems each day would allow North Korea to strike South Korean population centers close to the DMZ for 35 days and
Seoul for 25 days (see Figure 4.6). If the effectiveness of counterbattery fires were reduced to 10 percent, then North Korea could prolong these attacks for more than 75 days. (Both estimates assume that, as the North Korean forces are drawn down, the remaining artillery pieces can be made to function. As the North Korean forces dwindle in numbers, individual system reliability will become important).

Worse, these North Korean attacks would appear to continue unaffected for many days in the face of a massive air and ground counterbattery campaign. From a psychological point of view, even the best counterbattery efforts of South Korea and the United States might appear to have no effect if it did not noticeably change the number of rounds hitting South Korea each day.

Figure 4.6. Effect of Counterbattery on North Korean Artillery Remaining Within Range of South Korean Population Centers

Attack Artillery Pieces in Hardened Bunkers

Although operations to attack North Korean systems outside their bunkers should be a feature of an allied counterbattery campaign, another approach would be to attack the hardened artillery sites themselves. A 2001 report indicated that North Korea had built 11,000 underground facilities to shield its military forces and other assets from allied airpower, including 4,000 such facilities close to the DMZ. Much of North Korea’s artillery, particularly those pieces deployed within range of South Korea, is believed to be located in hardened artillery sites (HARTS).

These HARTS can be sizable underground structures, with artillery tunnels extending for hundreds of meters behind steel blast doors. These facilities are built of reinforced concrete;

---


sometimes using “cut and cover” construction, and other times tunneled deep inside a mountain. Some of these HARTS might provide each artillery tunnel with more than one door that can be used to leave the tunnel and reach firing positions. Several firing positions are often grouped together around an interconnected series of tunnels, defensive positions, ammunition bunkers, and personnel quarters. Together, these features would make it difficult to target the critical inner components of an underground facility and ensure that, even if successfully penetrated, the actual artillery systems are destroyed.

For our analysis, we assume that each of the more than 5,700 rocket and artillery pieces within range of South Korean population centers will be located in a bunker hardened in some fashion. Each piece is likely to have at least one door that must be attacked to put that piece out of action. This becomes a high-volume job for long-range air and ground fires.

The USAF has a variety of weapons it can use to attack underground facilities, as shown in Table 4.6. The GBU-28 “bunker buster” was developed for use in ODS. It can penetrate 6 m of reinforced concrete or 20 m of soil. The newer and more capable Massive Ordnance Penetrator (MOP), or GBU-57, can penetrate up to 20 m of reinforced concrete or 60 m of soil. Although both are very capable weapons, the USAF is reported to have procured only 125 of the GBU-28 and 30 of the GBU-57. These and any additional weapons that may have been acquired are likely to be reserved for more-important strategic targets, including those tied to national military leadership, C2, and nuclear weapon arsenals and long-range missile garrisons.

Table 4.6. U.S. Penetrating Weapons Inventory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GBU-28</th>
<th>BLU-109</th>
<th>Mk 84</th>
<th>JDAM</th>
<th>GBU-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 m hard</td>
<td>6 m hard</td>
<td>2 m hard</td>
<td>1 m</td>
<td>137535</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 m soft</td>
<td>20 m soft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


NOTE: JDAM = Joint Direct Attack Munition.

This leaves such weapons as the Mk-84 2,000 lb bomb and the BLU-109 hardened penetrator munition for closing artillery tunnels. A standard Mk-84 can penetrate around 1 m of reinforced concrete, while the BLU-109 can penetrate around 2 m of concrete. Either weapon can be mated with the GBU-10 to make a precision weapon, or a Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM) tailkit
to provide near-precision weapons capabilities. A total of 11,000 GBU-10 and nearly 138,000 JDAM packages were in the combined USAF and USN inventories according to the most recently available information.

The most visible and easily attacked features of the North Korean underground facilities might well be their tunnel entrances. We therefore assessed the effort required to dig out tunnels that have been attacked with a 2,000 lb weapon. Because JDAMs represent 90 percent of the available guidance kits, we will base the following analysis on the 5 m circular error probability (CEP) of these weapons. A 5 m CEP means that half of the JDAM weapons sent to a given target will hit within 5 m of their intended aim point, so two weapons would need to be dropped onto each target to ensure that one bomb falls within 5 m of the aim point. We further assume that one 2,000-lb bomb dropping within 5 m of an entrance will cause that entrance to be closed and have the rubble effects we estimate below.

We considered three different cases to estimate the debris that workers must remove from a doorway or tunnel collapsed by an impact crater approximately 15 m across (see Table 4.7). In the first scenario, workers would need to remove large chunks of concrete, but very few additional rocks and little soil have collapsed into the bunker. If heavy machinery is available, this debris could be cleared in an hour or less. Without heavy machinery, we estimate that a crew of 20 miners on the outside working inward, along with a second crew of 20 artillerymen on the inside working out, could clear the area in four hours with hand tools. If the space was big enough for five such crews to work on the outside simultaneously—if, for example, the tunnel opening led out onto a large flat surface—then 100 miners and 20 artillerymen could clear the area in just over an hour.\textsuperscript{161}

It becomes much more challenging if the weapon detonation fills the resulting crater with tons of loose soil and rocks along with concrete structure rubble, especially if the resulting pit is beyond the reach of an excavator working by itself. In this scenario, it would take 1.5 to 14 hours to clear the rubble using heavy equipment, two days to clear it with two crews of 20 miners and artillerymen working in shifts, or 14 hours if six such crews could work simultaneously.

More challenging still would be weapons detonations that cause the hills or mountains above artillery tunnels to collapse over them. In this case, the hill- or mountainside would need to be stabilized before the crater could be excavated. It would take up to 2.5 days to do this with heavy equipment, or 2.5 to 7.5 days to do by hand, depending on whether six crews of 20 miners each or only two crews could work simultaneously.

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{161} Major Michael Do, Ph.D., provided the estimates for debris removal.}
The available stocks of U.S. and ROK air-delivered ordnance could be expended rapidly depending on the intensity of aerial bombardment, as shown in Figure 4.7. If the U.S. and ROK forces choose to attack all 5,700 artillery tunnels, requiring 11,400 weapons to be expended, the supply of JDAM and GBU-10 will run out in just over 30 days (see blue line). However, in half of the cases described in Table 4.7, the tunnels could be cleared within 24 hours of an airstrike. Considering that 5,700 such tunnels are assumed in this analysis, clearing 2,300 tunnels per day would easily provide the 79 tunnels needed to continue firing 1,000 shells per day on Seoul. Therefore, a tunnel-closing strategy, by itself, would not be effective.

If just the long-range tunnels are struck, a campaign to close the artillery tunnels protecting the 900 long-range systems would utilize 1,800 weapons on the first day before settling to about 770 weapons per day to restrike tunnels that have been cleared. A sufficient worldwide inventory of JDAM exists to sustain this rate of expenditure (see red line in Figure 4.7), but the United States and ROK would need to purchase enough munitions to ensure their availability for use in Korea.
Clearing the Kaesong Heights with a Combined Air-Ground Campaign

If long-range air and ground fires could not by themselves force North Korea to halt a bombardment, South Korea might feel compelled to take and clear North Korean territory within range of Seoul and other populated areas. As described earlier in Figure 4.4, that area would be large and, depending on how it was defined, could include just that portion of the Kaesong Heights within range of Seoul proper or any portion of North Korea within artillery range of South Korea.

Clearing and holding this area would remove the threat to Seoul of attack by artillery with a range of 60 km or less. However, South Korean citizens in the northern suburbs of Seoul, within 20 km of the DMZ, or in cities and towns to the east would still be within striking distance. To clear all threats from South Korea would require clearing a buffer zone that is 200 km wide and 60 km deep into North Korea, or approximately 12,000 square kilometers.

The terrain over which this campaign would be fought is remarkably difficult and was the scene of some of the most bitter combat during the Korean War. Today, this terrain is believed to host the bulk of the North Korean Army, including tanks, infantry, and anti-aircraft weapons that would defend the massed artillery already mentioned. Although their equipment is obsolete by modern standards and is likely in disrepair, these North Korean forces would have the advantage of defending from prepared and hardened positions.

To gain some idea of the magnitude of this challenge, we compare it with the battle for Okinawa in World War II. Approximately 77,000 Japanese regular army troops in field fortifications with 800 artillery pieces were able to defend an area of approximately 150 square kilometers for 82 days against a force of more than 200,000 assault troops backed by thousands of artillery pieces and tanks; 1,800 aircraft; and naval gunfire from dozens of surface ships,
including battleships. U.S. casualties were very high: more than 65,000 in total, including more than 7,000 troops killed in action.

A ROK-U.S. ground campaign would face the North Korean II and IV Corps in the vicinity of the Kaesong Heights. In addition, the 815th Mechanized Corps, 806th Mechanized Corps, 820th Tank Corps, and 620th Artillery Corps should be expected to participate in the defense. We estimate that these units comprise 92,000 infantrymen as well as supporting troops and forces, including 1,200 tanks and the 5,700 artillery pieces described earlier, along with many more mortars and other direct-fire weapons. These forces could be further reinforced by elements of the eight additional regular corps and paramilitary and reserve forces North Korea is believed to have. The combination of a large armored and infantry force, deployed in fortified bunkers in mountainous terrain with few and narrow roads and covered by massed artillery placed at advantageous positions would make clearing this area a very difficult campaign.

Most militaries seek to achieve a 3-to-1 ratio at minimum while attacking prepared or fortified defenses. This would imply that South Korea would need to field a force of more than 270,000 infantrymen well supported with tanks and artillery. The South Korean Army has the First ROK Army (FROKA) and the Third Republic of Korea Army (TROKA), constituting 16 regular Army infantry divisions, six regular mechanized divisions, and five separate armor and seven artillery brigades (see the active units shown in blue in Figure 4.8). If all of these forces could be committed to a Kaesong campaign, we estimate that these regular ROK Army units would comprise more than 205,000 infantrymen, 900 tanks, 1,300 artillery pieces, and 130 long-range rocket artillery pieces, as well as 64 attack helicopters.

---

Table 4.8. ROK Forces

If South Korea could commit all of its active Army units to a campaign to clear the Kaesong region of artillery, the resulting forces would be as shown in Table 4.8. Without reinforcement, these regular South Korean forces cannot achieve a 3-to-1 advantage over the defending North Korean forces. Furthermore, committing all of the regular Army units to an operation against the North Korean II and IV Corps regions would require the eastern half of the peninsula (facing the North Korean I and V Corps) to be secured by a combination of mobilized reserve divisions and ROK marines. Upon mobilization, South Korea lists 18 reserve divisions as available, adding perhaps another 200,000 reserve infantry men. The ROK marines comprise an estimated 29,000 troops operating in two divisions and one independent brigade.

If the United States were willing to commit a force similar in size to that deployed for major combat operations in OIF, it could add the capabilities shown in the third column of Table 4.8. A force of six armored and 13 infantry brigade combat teams (IBCTs) and six marine infantry battalions could provide 31,000 infantry supported by more than 60,000 additional troops, more than 500 tanks, and more than 500 artillery pieces. (This is roughly comparable to the 11 armored, five infantry brigades, and four marine regiments in OIF.) Committing one-third of the Army’s rocket artillery and attack helicopters would add 192 rocket artillery systems and 192 attack helicopters. The combined ROK-U.S. force could achieve a 2.6-to-1 advantage in infantry.
Although the advantage in tank numbers would be small (1.3 to 1 in favor of the ROK/U.S. force), the qualitative superiority of the ROK-U.S. systems should be decisive. Similarly, the proposed USAF contingent of 576 fighters and 48 bombers, along with 487 ROK fighter aircraft, is vastly superior to North Korea’s 465 older-model fighters and 80 bombers.

ROK and U.S. forces would still be at a substantial disadvantage in artillery (on average, 2.7 to 1 in favor of North Korea). Although the reliability of North Korean artillery and munitions is highly questionable, they would be firing from prepared and hardened positions against narrow approaches, thus increasing their effectiveness against advancing ROK-U.S. forces. In addition, they are likely to be equipped with chemical munitions, which could seriously hamper assaulting forces if employed.

Table 4.8. Potential DPRK, ROK, and U.S. Ground Forces in a Kaesong Campaign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Infantry</td>
<td>92K</td>
<td>205.5K</td>
<td>31K</td>
<td>1:2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanks</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>1:1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short/Medium-range artillery</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>2.6:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-range artillery</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>2.8:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Helicopters</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighters</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>1:2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bombers</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCES: IISS, 2017; Worden, 2008; and Minnich, 2005.
NOTE: R/W = rotary wing.

Planning for Massive Noncombatant Evacuation Operations

A sudden attack by North Korea against civilian population centers would thrust the people and leadership of South Korea into a dangerous dilemma. A small attack that ended quickly would not necessarily cause an exodus from towns and cities, but it is difficult to conceive of Seoul’s citizens going about their normal lives if hundreds or thousands of shells landed in their city, especially if the bombardment could begin again the following night. The next night’s
attack could be far worse and could be accompanied by attacks with ballistic missiles, aircraft, or infiltration by North Korean ground forces. Even if halted, the bombardment could be swiftly resumed without warning unless or until the North Korean artillery was permanently neutralized.

If such attacks generated a perceived requirement for noncombatant evacuation, evacuating citizens out of harm’s way would be a massive undertaking. Once evacuated, citizens would face significant hardships until they reached encampments able to provide food, water, shelter, and medical care.

The combined ranges of North Korean tube and rocket artillery put practically the whole Seoul Metropolitan Area (SMA) and its 25 million inhabitants at some degree of risk. The potential humanitarian catastrophe of hundreds of thousands to millions of people living in temporary camps, with imperfect access to food, water, and sanitary facilities—especially if the evacuation persisted through the Korean winter—would be staggering.

In the event of an attack, the United States would be expected to make its best efforts to evacuate all American civilians in harm’s way, including businesspersons, students, visitors, and others on long-term visas. More than 200,000 U.S. citizens are believed to be living in South Korea. In this discussion, we will focus on the approximately 55,000 of these U.S. citizens who are civilian employees of the U.S. government, contractors, retirees, or their dependents, and the civilian dependents of U.S. service members living in South Korea. The U.S. government has the greatest obligation to evacuate the civilian employees and the families of its military members and civilian employees that it has sent to Korea on official business.

Conducting a comprehensive NEO under the aforementioned conditions would be enormously difficult. The operation’s success would depend on detailed planning to identify, assign, and control exit routes from populated areas and air- and seaports. Ensuring that adequate ground, air, and sea transportation exists for each leg of the evacuation would be crucial, and each segment of the evacuation must be protected from North Korean attack.

One approach to this herculean task would be for a marine expeditionary unit (MEU) to deploy for each of the major sites at which U.S. civilians reside—a list that is planned to be reduced to six sites in 2020, as shown in Figure 4.9. Civilians would need to be transported from these sites to evacuation ports. Given that the evacuations might take place under fire, and that the roads and railways south from the DMZ and Seoul may already be choked with civilians streaming south and soldiers moving north, it may be necessary to move the estimated 55,000 evacuees from their assembly points to designated evacuation ports by helicopter.

---

163 Gamel, 2018.
165 Two of these sites, Osan Air Base and Camp Humphreys, are described together as the “Pyeongtaek Hub.” However, they are 14 km apart by air and are separated by a river and densely populated areas. In addition, they are the two largest concentrations of DoD civilians and family members. Therefore, we count each as a separate site for the purpose of our analysis. The estimate of 55,000 civilians does not include the approximately 29,000 uniformed personnel currently assigned, which together compose the DoD population of more than 84,000 total personnel."
166 As noted in Figure 4.9, the total number of evacuees could grow to 84,000 in the future.
that a force of 600 helicopters, including a mix of 400 medium-sized UH-60s and 200 larger CH-47s and CH-53s, would be able to move these evacuees in four lifts. Such an effort could call on between one-fifth and one-half of all transport helicopters in the U.S. inventory in the various categories.\textsuperscript{167} Of course, half of that number would be needed if the United States used eight lifts instead.

At the designated evacuation sites, which could include multiple seaports, the United States would need sufficient sealift available to remove these civilians from harm’s way. They might utilize either USN vessels or leased commercial ships that have already landed troops. Commercial ocean liners might be especially good for this purpose if leased in advance. If civilian or USN amphibious vessels were able, on average, to accommodate 2,000 civilians each (including, on an emergency basis, in hangar and vehicle ramp areas), it would take a fleet of 30 to evacuate these citizens in one lift or 15 ships in two lifts. Although it would be convenient to transport these evacuees to Japan, it may be necessary to take them to Guam or Hawaii if Japan is threatened or already under attack.

\textsuperscript{167} CBO, Modernizing the Army’s Rotary-Wing Aviation Fleet, Washington, D.C., No. 2898, November 2007; DoD, Annual Aviation Inventory and Funding Plan, Fiscal Years (FY) 2017–2046, Washington, D.C., March 2016a.
Other U.S. citizens in Korea not on official business also will be attempting to flee. And, as already mentioned, nearly half of the South Korean population may be running away from North Korean attacks. They too will flood the roads, rails, air- and seaports. So will other foreign civilians seeking safety, including an estimated one million citizens of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and another 400,000 citizens from other nations.

The United States might work with South Korea, China, Japan, and other nations to help evacuate the civilians fleeing North Korean attacks. For its part, the United States might arrange for civilian ship capacity to evacuate the remainder of the more than 200,000 U.S. citizens. Of course, the United States could expand its participation as part of an international effort to evacuate all civilians in harm’s way. South Korea, for its part, should improve the capacity of its air- and seaports and the road and rail infrastructure needed to speed the movement of U.S. forces to their warfighting areas and civilians out of harm’s way.
Summary of Required Forces and Capabilities

Countering North Korea’s Nuclear and Ballistic Missile Programs

To counter North Korea’s nuclear arsenal, the best approach among unsatisfying options centers on classic nuclear deterrence based on the threat of massive retaliation. If North Korea employs nuclear weapons against the territory or forces of the United States, South Korea, Japan, or other allies for which the United States has extended its nuclear umbrella, the U.S. nuclear force must be ready to conduct a massive counterforce strike against suspected North Korean nuclear arsenals, missile garrisons, and other sites associated with nuclear warfighting.\(^\text{168}\) It will require modern nuclear forces, together with capable reconnaissance, surveillance, intelligence, and C2 systems to enable a credible counterforce deterrent.

South Korea, Japan, and the United States also should put in place the forces needed to deny North Korea the ability to attack with ballistic missiles armed with conventional or chemical weapons. This could include conventional counterforce operations to detect, identify, and target mobile missile launchers but must include defenses to intercept missiles prior to reaching their targets. Japan and especially South Korea need to do much more to protect their populations from attack by large and growing numbers of North Korean missiles. The scope and scale might be similar to OIF, which included 44 U.S. and allied Patriot batteries employed to defend fixed sites in Kuwait (ten batteries), Saudi Arabia (three batteries) Bahrain (two), Qatar (one), Jordan (five), Israel (three), Turkey (five), and maneuver forces (15 batteries). Anti-missile capabilities also might be increased by reinforcing the single THAAD battery currently in South Korea and by deploying more Aegis surface ships with anti-missile capabilities. The United States should prepare to assign the forces as shown in the left-hand column of Table 4.9.

Securing Loose Nukes

In the event of a North Korean collapse, U.S. air and ground forces will be needed to find, seize, and secure suspected nuclear sites, weapons, materials, and personnel. This is likely to be a very large operation involving 188,000 to 250,000 ground troops, as discussed earlier. If U.S. forces must begin operations far ahead of advancing South Korean forces, then they must be reinforced with armor and more maneuver forces. Wide-area ISR aircraft will be needed to detect movements of ground vehicles in areas where nuclear weapons or ballistic missiles might be hidden. Focused-area ISR aircraft will be needed to track vehicles moving into or out of these areas until they can be intercepted by air or ground forces. Air and sea forces also will be needed to prevent any planes or ships from smuggling weapons or related materials out of North Korea.

\(^{168}\) Although a North Korean demonstration shot into space or over an ocean would probably not draw a U.S. nuclear response, any use of nuclear weapons against U.S. or allied territory or forces most likely would.
Table 4.9. U.S. Force Requirements to Meet Four DPRK Threats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Missile Defense</th>
<th>Loose Nukes</th>
<th>Counter-Battery</th>
<th>NEO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ground forces</td>
<td>100-240 P2 GEM/PAC3 10 – 24 THAAD</td>
<td>4 ABCT, 13 IBCT 188k-250K troops</td>
<td>6 ABCT,13 IBCT, 2 MR 192 HIMARS/M270 192 AH64</td>
<td>6 MEU for 55K DoD dependents and civilians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air forces</td>
<td>576 Ftrs 48 Bombers</td>
<td>576 Ftrs 48 Bombers</td>
<td>576 Ftrs 48 Bombers</td>
<td>600 tpt helicopter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea forces</td>
<td>2 CSG 20 - 40 Aegis</td>
<td>2 CSG 20 - 40 Aegis</td>
<td>5 wide-30 focused-area ISR orbits</td>
<td>15 amphib; 150 – 300 shiploads</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Employing Artillery Barrage Counterbattery**

As discussed, both air and ground forces will be required to halt the barrage of South Korean cities and population centers. Artillery and air-delivered ordnance will be crucial to reducing the firing rate of North Korean artillery forces within range of Seoul and other towns and cities, but may not be able to completely end the barrage. A concerted attack on North Korea’s military and war-supporting infrastructure may be enough to coerce the DPRK regime to halt an artillery barrage. If not, then a combined air and ground offensive to completely stop this bombardment might be required. South Korea must provide the bulk of forces for such an offensive operation, but it would still require that the United States provide a ground force about equal in size to OIF. We estimate that 21 brigade equivalents of U.S. ground forces, along with rocket artillery attack aviation and other supporting forces would be needed. Air support also would be needed for the ground operation, as well as focused-area ISR orbits to target North Korean ground forces and wide-area ISR orbits to spot North Korean forces attempting to move south to reinforce the Kaesong area.

**Performing Noncombatant Evacuation Operations**

In the case of a North Korean attack on Seoul, South Korea, the United States, and China must be prepared for a massive NEO. This would include 55,000 U.S. civilian workers and military and civilian dependents. Civilians would have to move up to 200 km south of the DMZ to be safe from the longest-range rocket artillery, which has sufficient range to put up to 30 million South Koreans at risk. The United States should be prepared to deploy up to six MEUs—one for each major U.S. site in South Korea—to secure and organize civilians and move them to evacuation ports. Movement to those ports may only be possible on helicopters, and it might take a mixed fleet of 600 medium and large helicopters to move these civilians in four or more lifts. Fifteen major amphibious ships may be required to evacuate 55,000 civilians. One hundred and
fifty or more commercial shiploads may be needed to evacuate the remainder of the more than 200,000 U.S. civilians believed to be in South Korea at any one time.

**Investments in Near-Term Capabilities, Development of Breakthrough Technologies, and Geopolitical and Conceptual Innovation**

The United States and South Korea should make additional investments in posture, forces, equipment and munitions, and infrastructure to improve the defense of South Korea (see Figure 4.10). First, the forces should be improved, including airborne sensor platforms like the Global Hawk for wide-area surveillance and the Predator for focused-area coverage to target and kill North Korean artillery and to help find and monitor suspected nuclear sites and weapons. They and more human intelligence (HUMINT) will be needed to conduct the enduring efforts to find hidden weapons before they can be moved off the peninsula and sold. More long-range rocket artillery is needed to hit North Korean forces when they are out of their bunkers and most vulnerable, and more missile defenses are needed to protect cities, theater bases, and air- and seaports.

Rocket artillery forces will need area-effects munitions, and South Korea needs greater supplies of rockets and munitions than are currently being bought. Advanced sensors better able to identify vehicle targets in all weather also will be needed.

As described in Chapter 3, it took the United States almost 90 days to deploy 450 aircraft and 14 brigade equivalents of ground forces. The quickest way to speed these deployments would be to pre-position the heavy equipment and munitions for these air and ground units. The investment for extra equipment sets is not cheap, but an investment in additional counterbattery radar and pre-positioned rocket artillery forces with plentiful munitions should be considered by both South Korea and the United States.

South Korea also will need improvements to its infrastructure. This includes improvements to its ability to warn civilians of artillery and missile attacks and to evacuate its citizens from areas under attack. The United States should improve its air- and sealift capabilities to speed the flow of troops to theater and to evacuate civilians to safety. South Korea should improve the capacity of its air- and seaports and the road and rail infrastructure needed to speed the movement of U.S. forces to their warfighting areas. Finally, South Korea should improve the infrastructure to house incoming forces and civilians evacuated from combat areas.
One worrisome trend is South Korea’s reductions of its armed forces, especially its regular Army. Combined South Korean Army, Navy, Marine, and Air Force regular troops are continuing a planned decline from 677,000 in 2006 to 522,000 in 2022, with virtually all of these troops from the South Korean Army. South Korea cut its regular Army from 541,000 troops in 2006 to 490,000 troops in 2016. South Korea plans to reduce its regular Army further to 387,000 troops in 2022.169 This is troubling, given that North Korea’s ability to threaten South Korea is increasing. What makes these cuts even more puzzling is that, over this same period, South Korea appears to expect the United States to contribute a constant 690,000 troops while South Korea is reducing their own forces. In its Defense White Paper, South Korea noted that170

The U.S. augmentation forces to be deployed to the Korean peninsula in the event of a war to support the defense of the ROK, consist of 690,000 ground, naval and air force troops, 160 vessels and 2,000 aircrafts [sic].

---


To some degree, the decline in South Korea’s armed forces may reflect adverse youth demographics. However, it is important to note that South Korea also has reduced the mandatory service period for the Army from 36 months in 1968 to a planned 21 months. And, while fewer male youth may be available for military service, South Korea is not utilizing the female population as aggressively as it might. Its goal for the participation of female officers and noncommissioned officers is 7 percent and 5 percent of the force, respectively, versus 18.3 percent female officers and 13.6 percent enlisted in the U.S. Army.\textsuperscript{171}

It might be possible to make up these declining regular Army troop numbers by relying more heavily on the nearly 3 million reservists counted on the ROK Ministry of Defense rolls. However, these reservists are required to attend only three days of training per year for the first four years of their reserve duty and have no mandatory training days per year in their 7th and 8th years of obligatory reserve services. With so little time to maintain combat skills, it is doubtful that they can effectively substitute for a declining number of regular soldiers.

Finally, it is worth considering the role that China might be able and willing to play to address each of the four problems outlined in this chapter. China has an interest in avoiding a war on its border and should surely be a voice of restraint in any confrontation or conflict between North Korea and the United States and South Korea. If war on the Korean Peninsula did resume, China might help evacuate civilians from conflict zones and may perhaps be willing to host some of the people displaced by fighting. Perhaps most importantly, Chinese forces might be willing to help secure nuclear sites and weapons and materials left or hidden there.

5. Deterring an Aggressive China in the Western Pacific

The threats facing the United States and its allies and interests in the Asia-Pacific region are multifaceted, and a regional strategy must be equally multidimensional. Although Russia and North Korea pose urgent threats that require some near-term fixes in U.S. and allied defense capabilities, China is a long-term competitor that will require a more nuanced approach. The United States wishes to cooperate with China to resolve such problems as North Korea while it aims to thwart Chinese attempts to coerce its neighbors. Short-term U.S. military fixes will not be enough to help U.S. allies and friends resist Chinese aggression while continuing to pursue mutually beneficial economic ties with Asia’s leading power. This chapter will address the requirements of a long-term strategy both broad and subtle enough to deal with an increasingly assertive China that may sometimes be an ally, other times an adversary, and at all times a force to be reckoned with.

China is the largest Asia-Pacific nation in land mass, population, and economic might, and the rapid growth in its importance and influence over the past 25 years has reshaped international relations. China has edged out Canada to become the top U.S. trading partner, accounting for 12 percent of all U.S. foreign trade in 2017.\textsuperscript{172} Meanwhile, trade among the Asian nations also has been increasing.

However, this growing economic interdependence has coincided with rising concerns about Chinese intentions in the region and its propensity for military adventurism. Territorial disputes have flared up in recent years in both the South China Sea, where multiple overlapping claims of sovereignty remain unresolved, and the East China Sea, where China and Japan have territorial and maritime sovereignty disputes. And Taiwan remains a source of contention between the United States and China.

The United States sees a national interest in prosperity and stability in the region. It works with partners bilaterally and multilaterally to address regional security problems that have become more complex and perhaps less amenable to U.S. influence.

Its strategy toward China mixes engagement with deterrence. The United States seeks to cooperate with China on issues where there is agreement, but to dissuade China from using force to settle disputes with its neighbors. Thus, U.S. strategy must establish regional security ties and capabilities that deter such aggression, help China’s neighbors withstand aggression should it occur, and yet not contribute to bringing about a conflict that all seek to avoid.

China sometimes demonstrates a strain of insecurity that is surprising for a country of its size. Its perceptions of regional security tensions are shaped by a national narrative about China’s historical victimization and foreign efforts to contain its recent rise. Without ceding the

Chinese anything on the sovereignty of disputed territory, U.S. security policy in the region should recognize that Chinese leaders believe that their actions are necessary to protect China’s territorial integrity, a core interest and key pillar of their legitimacy. A successful U.S. strategy also needs to account for the views of regional actors. Regional economic interdependence gives Asia-Pacific countries strong incentives to cooperate with both the United States and China.

China’s neighbors have a diverse range of political systems, legal norms, and ethnic compositions that affect their foreign policies. Some—like Japan and South Korea—are democracies that embrace elections, rule of law, internet freedoms, and, at least to some extent, intellectual property rights. Others—like Vietnam—are communist, authoritarian states that seek to limit their citizens’ access to information and tightly manage their economies. The Philippines is a democracy with an elected government that is increasingly authoritarian and pro-Chinese.

Our analysis of the possible defense requirements necessitated by Chinese ambitions does not presume that conflict is inevitable, that U.S. and Chinese interests are irreconcilable, or that China is destined to launch wars in the region. U.S. defense requirements should not be based solely on worst-case scenarios about countries with powerful ambitions. Although this analysis identifies significant gaps in U.S. abilities to fulfill traditional missions, the risk posed by those gaps is a function of China’s intentions and other constraints on its activities, including its economic interests. The optimal solution to them might not be increased defense investments. As suggested by the framework for defense analysis used in this report, we have tried to identify areas where geopolitical or conceptual innovation can help close gaps between ends and means in U.S. national security strategy.

Convergence or Conflict? Mapping U.S., Chinese, and Association of Southeast Asian Nation Interests in the Asia-Pacific

In evaluating U.S. security challenges in the Asia-Pacific, it helps to understand the goals and interests of each actor in the region. In this section, we sketch out U.S. and Chinese interests in the region and the interests of other key states. Our analysis suggests that the interests of the major players in the region can be reconciled, at least in theory, and that it might be possible for China to fulfill its goals in ways that do not threaten core U.S. interests. Helping allies and partners to develop adequate military capabilities for deterrence in the region continues to be an important component of any U.S. strategy. But there are opportunities, with both geopolitical initiatives and revised operational military concepts, to set the context for the military competition in ways that are advantageous to the United States.

In fact, current trends point to two dominant U.S. advantages in Asia as the competition and rivalry with China deepens. One such advantage stems from the fact that China’s aggressive behavior over the past decade has frightened some neighbors and put all others on notice. Many of these countries have approached the United States for help in shaping China’s behavior and balancing Chinese power—in many cases because they share values and goals with the United States, and in some cases because the United States is a distant power that poses no immediate
security threat. Although the regional powers do not want to be forced to “choose sides,” they do wish to help convey deterrent messages to Beijing and may be willing to help enforce some especially critical rules of conduct.

The second U.S. competitive advantage is related to the first: In addition to enjoying multilateral support in the region, the United States continues to operate as the leader of a widely supported rules-based international order. Most of the countries in Asia believe that the rules, norms, and institutions of this order have served their interests and are anxious to keep it healthy. When the United States works to shape Chinese behavior on such issues as exclusive economic zones and free transit of maritime shipping, therefore, it can anchor its approach in international law and norms and use established institutions (including such regional institutions as the Association of Southeast Asian Nations [ASEAN]) to magnify their impact. These tools, when properly employed, can allow the United States to approach the challenge of a rising China from a normative and institutional foundation that is widely perceived as legitimate and in the collective interests of Asian nations.

The nature of those U.S. advantages points to the right way to conceive of the defense-planning challenge in the region. Given issues of time and distance, and the fact that China’s burgeoning economy allows it to focus rapidly growing defense resources on a handful of specific military tasks, while the United States must be concerned with global responsibilities, the United States is unlikely to be able to sustain the sort of regional military predominance it has enjoyed for several decades. Therefore, it must do more than just add up capabilities that would be required to recapture such predominance. U.S. policy planners should first seek to set the regional context in the most advantageous manner and then target defense investments very precisely to gain the greatest competitive advantage in those areas. They must devise strategies that can thwart Chinese operations below the threshold of major war, as this is how China is currently working to achieve its objectives at lower risk.

**U.S. Interests**

The United States has several overarching interests in the Asia-Pacific region. The United States’ stated objectives are:

[R]edouble our commitment to the established alliances and partnerships . . . .

[R]einforce our commitment to freedom of the seas and the peaceful resolution of territorial and maritime disputes in accordance with international law.

[M]aintain a forward military presence capable of deterring and, if necessary, defeating any adversary. We will strengthen our long-standing military relationships and encourage the development of a strong defense network with our allies and partners. For example, we will cooperate on missile defense with Japan and South Korea to move toward an area defense capability. We remain ready to respond with overwhelming force to North Korean aggression and will improve options to compel denuclearization of the peninsula.
[M]aintain our strong ties with Taiwan in accordance with our “One China” policy, including our commitments under the Taiwan Relations Act to provide for Taiwan’s legitimate defense needs and deter coercion.¹⁷³

The United States seeks to strengthen its existing alliances with Japan, South Korea, Australia, Thailand, and the Philippines and aims to increase security engagement with other key partners in the region, including Indonesia, Vietnam, Singapore, and Malaysia. Finally, it hopes to discourage China from challenging the status quo in the region.

**China’s Core Interests**

Since the early 2000s, China has developed a series of “core interests,” which PRC State Councilor Dai Bingguo articulated at the July 2009 U.S.-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue.¹⁷⁴ These core interests include the following three goals:

1. preserving China’s basic state system and national security
2. protecting national sovereignty and territorial integrity
3. maintaining international conditions for China’s continued stable social and economic development.¹⁷⁵

The second core interest—protecting national sovereignty and territorial integrity—has been most frequently emphasized as a “core interest” since 2009. With this particular definition in mind, China has named three territories—Taiwan, Tibet, and Xinjiang—as core interests. Recent disputes, however, have centered not on these three territories, but on China’s maritime claims in the East and South China Seas. To date, China “has not unambiguously identified the South China Sea as one of its core interests.”¹⁷⁶ However, during a press conference in April 2015, Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Hua Chunying stated that, “China has indisputable sovereignty” over the Nansha Islands “and their adjacent waters” (the Nansha Islands, also known as the Spratlys, are located in the South China Sea). Hua also stated that the construction work underway on some of the islands would contribute to “better safeguarding [Chinese] territorial sovereignty and maritime rights and interests.”¹⁷⁷

The tremendous concern over territorial integrity and national sovereignty highlights Chinese leaders’ primary fear: that the loss of a territory could undermine the basis for Chinese Communist Party (CCP) rule and lead to the unraveling of the state. China’s claims in the East

---

¹⁷³ The White House, 2017c, pp. 46–47.


and South China Seas are not as central to CCP legitimacy as is its claim to Taiwan. However, statements from Chinese officials that firmly assert China’s willingness to defend its maritime rights and territorial sovereignty over disputed areas have narrowed leaders’ room for negotiation in future crises, because these leaders will face a credibility problem with their citizens if they are seen as backing down in the event of a standoff.

The third core interest, ensuring the conditions for China’s continued economic development, is arguably the most important for understanding the general thrust of China’s strategy toward ASEAN states, particularly those maritime states critical to freedom of navigation. To maintain high economic growth rates and secure access to oil and other resources from the Middle East and elsewhere—especially in the face of what it perceives as U.S. encirclement—China invests heavily in the development of infrastructure to physically and technologically link the economies of Southeast Asia with the Chinese mainland.

Non-Interference: A Constant Narrative in PRC Foreign Policy

One concept of PRC foreign policy that dates back to the Mao Zedong era remains important in China’s foreign policy lexicon: the principle of “mutual non-interference in internal affairs” (“互不干涉内政原则”), which first appeared in China’s foreign policy toward its Asian neighbors in the 1954 “Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence.” The general idea is that a state’s sovereignty is paramount and cannot be infringed upon by outside powers. In order to maintain China’s state system and national security, then, China aims to resist what it perceives as external interference in its internal affairs. For example, China frequently contests U.S. efforts to promote democracy, human rights, and the rule of law, branding these initiatives as tools of Western subversion and hegemony. In fact, Beijing has frequently stated its adherence to a principle of “mutual non-interference in internal affairs” in conducting its foreign policy since the 1950s, although there are some indications that this stance might be changing as China’s interests spread across the globe. Still, many of Beijing’s decisions to avoid taking a stance on foreign civil wars or other contentious political issues are directly linked to China’s own domestic anxieties: Chinese officials remain perennially concerned about the possibility that the United States or the international community might intervene in a future crisis over Taiwan, Tibet, Xinjiang, or other sensitive areas, potentially threatening the stability and legitimacy of the Chinese state. With respect to the East and South China Sea disputes, Chinese leaders and the Chinese public do not consider Chinese behavior to constitute interference in other countries’

180 Mathieu Duchatel, Oliver Brauner, and Zhou Hang, “Protecting China’s Overseas Interests: The Slow Shift Away from Non-Interference,” Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, No. 4, June 2014; Oriana Skylar Mastro, “China’s Military Is About to Go Global,” The National Interest, December 18, 2014. We should clarify that China stands by noninterference for specific issues (responsibility to protect, sanctions, democracy promotion/protests, etc.). However, China interferes a lot in its own backyard—see Myanmar, Indochina, South China Sea, etc.
affairs because they perceive the disputed territories to be legitimate Chinese claims. However, U.S. attempts to propose or lead multilateral efforts to resolve disputes in these areas are perceived as interference in China’s internal affairs.

**Biding Its Time: PRC Foreign Policy from the 1980s to 2000s**

Although the principle of noninterference has guided China’s foreign policy since the 1950s, another concept that emerged in the late 1980s also influences China’s thinking up to the present day. After Mao’s death in 1976, China—then a developing country riddled with poverty and saddled with a weak military—began to enact economic reforms and open its borders to international trade. Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping recognized that China’s economic development required peace with major powers, including the United States, and especially peace along China’s borders. To accomplish this, he proposed the concept of “biding one’s time and keeping a low profile, while still achieving limited goals” ("韬光养晦, 有所作为") as a guiding principle for China’s foreign policy.\(^{181}\) The idea behind the phrase is this: Since China is a developing country that must focus on pursuing economic growth, it should not take on a leadership role in international affairs or provoke conflict abroad, but instead keep a low profile to maintain the peace and stability necessary to accomplish goals that lead to further economic development. Analysts have used the shorthand “hide and bide” to describe China’s foreign policy ever since, although there are signs (or at least debate) that China now aims to be a leader on the international stage.\(^{182}\)

**The Xi Jinping Era: Redefining Old Concepts and Creating New Ones**

In the wake of the global financial crisis in 2008, China began to show greater assertiveness in its foreign and security policies.\(^{183}\) Since Xi Jinping became General Secretary of the CCP in November 2012 and assumed the presidency of the PRC in March 2013, this attitude and its corresponding behavior have intensified. In particular, under Xi’s leadership, it appears that China’s definition of its interests has broadened to include attaining (or, from the perspective of Chinese history, reclaiming) its role as the dominant regional power, although few Chinese commentators to date explicitly call for a return to the Sinocentric tributary order of centuries past. Several concepts highlight the key contours of Xi’s foreign policy thinking.

Since 2012, Xi seems to have rejected “biding one’s time and keeping a low profile” in favor of a new foreign policy concept: “striving for achievement” ("奋发有为"). This concept originated in the mid- to late 2000s when some Chinese foreign policymakers and analysts began to argue that China should move away from “keeping a low profile” and merely focusing on its own domestic economic development to “striving for achievement” and taking a more proactive

\[^{181}\] The phrase is a combination of “to restrain one’s light” and “to hide from public eye for self-cultivation.”


role in its foreign policy. In other words, because it now possesses the capability to do so, China should begin to shape international society instead of just integrating into it. Some proponents of this concept even imply that China should reconsider its policy of noninterference and become more actively involved in global governance and issues of national importance. Although debate on this approach in China is ongoing, growing Chinese involvement in regional issues and international disputes—including UN peacekeeping activities and the 2015 nuclear negotiations with Iran—suggest that advocates of “striving for achievement” may be gaining ground.184

Furthermore, in 2013, Xi began using the phrase “China Dream” or “Chinese Dream” (“中国梦”) as his catchphrase for guiding China’s domestic and foreign policy. It seems to be a departure from his predecessor Hu Jintao’s catchphrase “China’s peaceful rise” (“和平崛起”), later refashioned as “China’s peaceful development” (“和平发展”) which was designed to assure other countries that China’s increasing material strength would not threaten their peace and security. Xi described the “Chinese Dream” succinctly as “the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation,” alluding to a historical narrative that emphasizes China’s humiliation at the hands of foreign powers during times of economic and political weakness over the past two centuries.185 Specifically, the goal is to attain two rather vague benchmarks of economic prosperity—becoming a “moderately well-off society” (increasing per capita GDP to nearly $10,000 per person) by 2020 and becoming a fully developed, modern nation (regaining status as a world leader in science, technology, economics, and military and political might) by 2049. This nationalist dream has four parts: economic, political, and military strength; equity, fairness, culture, and morality; harmony among social classes and ethnicities; and a healthy environment.186

Importantly, this dream entails a more active role for China in international affairs, especially within its neighborhood, commensurate with its economic and military strength. At an October 2013 high-level work forum on “periphery diplomacy” (“周 边 外 交”), Xi identified a four-part approach toward the Asia-Pacific: affinity or amity, sincerity, mutual benefit, and inclusiveness. Foreign Minister Wang Yi similarly declared that “China’s destiny is linked with those of peripheral countries.”187

In practice, periphery diplomacy has meant a strong emphasis on strengthening economic relationships and connectivity with neighbors through initiatives that invest in the development of transportation and other infrastructure, such as the Silk Road and Maritime Silk Road.

186 Kuhn, 2013.
Economic Belt, often referred to together as “One Belt One Road” (“一带一路”). This is an initiative that Xi first mentioned in a speech to the Indonesian parliament in September 2013 and that former Foreign Minister Li Zhaoxing described in a February 2015 speech as “the two wings of Asia.” Drawing on the historical concept of the Silk Road and of maritime trade with India and the Arab world, the Maritime Silk Road concept emphasizes the development of transportation networks (high-speed rail, motorways, and ports) and other infrastructure (pipelines and fiberoptic cables) in order to enhance connectivity and, ultimately, cross-border economic flows throughout the region. In November 2014, Xi pledged $40 billion to establish a Silk Road Economic Fund to finance these types of projects in addition to the $50 billion he pledged to the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank.

Importantly, China’s periphery diplomacy, or foreign policy strategy toward the Asia-Pacific, has two competing aims. On the one hand, China aims to engage with ASEAN states to build a web of bilateral economic ties in order to “tie up certain nations’ incentives with China’s development,” thereby securing its leadership role in regional economic matters. On the other hand, China aims to advance its territorial and resource interests and claims, sometimes through a carrot-and-stick strategy of rewarding countries that support China’s rise and punishing those who resist. The latter more aggressive aims, which appear to have the potential to disrupt the regional status quo, are in large part what provoked the U.S. “pivot” or “rebalance” to the Asia-Pacific in 2010 and 2011.

For many decades, China was generally viewed as a patient actor, willing to plan and wait for decades to achieve its aims. However, Chinese analysts appear to believe that China is currently experiencing a “strategic window of opportunity” in which it can achieve its goal of national revitalization—and that this window will close within the next 20 years.

Chinese Concerns About the United States

Chinese leaders and foreign policy analysts have long been extremely conscious of the U.S. military presence in the Asia-Pacific, criticize U.S. “hegemony” (“霸权”) in the region and across the globe, and describe U.S. meddling in the region as “interference” (“干涉” or “干扰”) in its and others’ internal affairs. In the wake of the 2012 rebalance, Chinese academics and military strategists have expressed concerns that the United States is practicing a policy of
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“containment” (“遏制”) with respect to China.\textsuperscript{193} Xi’s “new Asian security concept” (“新亚洲安全观”), articulated at the May 2014 Conference on Interaction and Confidence-Building Measures in Asia (CICA), seems to suggest that the United States is neither needed nor desired in managing Asian regional affairs.\textsuperscript{194} Xi asserted that China and other East and Southeast Asian countries—not the United States—should determine the future of the regional order in Asia: “In the final analysis, it is for the people of Asia to run the affairs of Asia, solve the problems of Asia and uphold the security of Asia. The people of Asia have the capability and wisdom to achieve peace and stability in the region through enhanced cooperation.”\textsuperscript{195} One example of this “Asia for Asians” attitude in action is the Xiangshan Forum, which Xi proposed as a regional security conference to rival the existing Shangri-La Dialogue run by the British think tank IISS.\textsuperscript{196}

Although the long-term implications of these new concepts are unclear, as U.S. policymakers analyze possible future courses of action in the Asia-Pacific, they should be aware of Chinese reactions to U.S. behavior in the region. Such considerations mean that the acquisition or deployment of additional U.S. military capabilities might not have a linear impact on the regional military balance if they provoke disproportionate Chinese responses. The impact on overall regional stability can be suboptimal if the capabilities deeply exacerbate China’s fears of U.S. military action and create an atmosphere of higher tension and greater chance of conflict by miscalculation. These concerns are not reasons to avoid bolstering the U.S. regional presence, but they do speak to the need for a nuanced and thoughtful approach.

The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has initiated a multifaceted foreign engagement policy to reflect China’s diplomatic strategy. The PLA evolved from a very isolated institution, with few outside contacts to a participant in UN Peacekeeping operations. Since 2008, it has patrolled the Gulf of Aden as part of a multilateral anti-piracy initiative. It has expanded its military attaché corps to more than 100 foreign capitals. It even participates in U.S.-led activities. The PLA was included for the first time as a nonobserver in the U.S.-led Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) exercise in July 2014; China and ASEAN signed their first humanitarian assistance/disaster relief (HA/DR) cooperation agreement in late 2014; and the PLA was involved in the Cobra Gold multilateral exercise in February 2015.


ASEAN States’ Interests

Regional actors’ interests span a broad continuum that reflects their range of political systems, legal norms, levels of economic development, and (particularly relevant for our purposes) relationships with the United States, China, and each other. Several of the countries within ASEAN face basic governance and economic challenges. They prefer to manage foreign affairs in ways that contribute to their own domestic stability as well as broader regional stability. ASEAN is a pact based on mutual noninterference and prefers a consensus-driven, mutual respect–based approach for tackling regional issues. This helps explain why many ASEAN members—especially smaller states—have sought to resolve territorial disputes in the South China Sea via multilateral mechanisms, including appeals to the International Court of Justice.

Many—although certainly not all—ASEAN states are developing countries. Thus, one of their primary interests is promoting their economic development by increasing trade and seeking investment from larger, wealthier states in the region, including the United States, Japan, and China. ASEAN has an ambitious goal to create an ASEAN economic community—a single market, economic union that will integrate the member states’ economies. Although this remains merely a vision for future economic integration, ASEAN has worked to boost trade among members with such steps as creating the ASEAN Free Trade Area in 1992. This was followed by further reductions in trade barriers when the ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement was implemented in 2010. It is unclear whether the recent European Union troubles with Brexit and Greek debt have dampened any of ASEAN’s enthusiasm for monetary union, but further intra-ASEAN integration could have implications for members’ economic ties with China, the United States, and Japan.

Because most of the ASEAN states benefit from economic ties with both the United States and China, they avoid alignment with either side against the other. In general, ASEAN states appreciate Chinese largesse but are wary of China’s growing economic influence and power in the region, especially given its geographic proximity. At the same time, they fear alienating China and thus losing Chinese trade and investment if they align more closely with the United States. Many analysts believe that ASEAN states are hedging their bets, avoiding either balancing or band-wagoning.197

Although these countries have interconnecting interests, there are not clear strategic coalitions forming among them. As a result, they have strong incentives to pursue positive relations with both the United States and China and to embrace enhanced security agreements and stronger trading ties with the United States, as well as with Chinese initiatives and institutions—such as One Belt One Road and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank—in order to increase regional connectivity through building infrastructure. Historical dynamics and

worsening disputes over territorial claims have inflamed tensions between China and Japan, the Philippines, and Vietnam, but officials from these countries and the United States have stated policies affirming the importance of regional peace and stability for mutual prosperity.\footnote{See, for example, Liu Zhenmin, “Laying the Foundations of Peace and Stability for an Asian Community of Shared Destiny,” \textit{China International Studies}, Vol. 49, No. 17, 2014; Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, \textit{Diplomatic Bluebook 2014 Summary, Chapter 3: Japan's Foreign Policy to Promote National and Worldwide Interests}, Tokyo, 2014, pp. 27–39; Association of Southeast Asian Nations “Our People, Our Community, Our Vision,” Chairman’s Statement of the 26th ASEAN Summit, Kuala Lumpur and Langkawi, April 27, 2015.}

Domestic public opinion varies greatly. Japanese citizens hold very negative views of China and vice versa. Japan, the Philippines, and Vietnam have more-positive views of the United States than of China, while people in Indonesia and Malaysia have more-positive views of China than of the United States.

All of the ASEAN nations share an interest in peace in the South China Sea, through which most of the region’s trade flows, particularly energy resources.\footnote{U.S. Energy Information Administration, “The South China Sea Is an Important World Energy Trade Route,” webpage, April 4, 2013.} This does not, however, guarantee peace in the South China Sea. After all, global trade and economic interdependence—and the incentives for cooperation that they produced—were not enough to prevent European countries from blundering into World War I.

**Bilateral Trade Growth**

Although some regional leaders stoke nationalism and highlight sovereignty disputes, there are many forces of integration at work in the region. Global trade growth has outstripped global economic growth for most of the post–World War II period and, as a region, East Asia has played an important role in this growth. This growth in trade was facilitated by several factors that began with a general economic opening to trade immediately after World War II; a series of global trade agreements; and, more recently, the opening of both the former Warsaw Pact countries and China to international trade.

Intra-Asian trade has evolved from simpler trade in finished goods, mostly linking companies bilaterally, to today’s more “vertically integrated” system, in which inputs and intermediate goods often move across several borders on their way to being made into a finished product. This is especially true of the Asia-Pacific, where most countries pursue economic strategies focused on export-led growth and where trade in intermediate inputs between developing Southeast Asian nations and China in particular has increased regional economic integration and industrial development.\footnote{Yin Xingmin, “China’s Intermediate Goods Trade with ASEAN: A Profile of Four Countries,” in Mitsuhiro Kagami, \textit{Intermediate Goods Trade in East Asia: Economic Deepening Through FTAs/EPAs}, Bangkok, Thailand: Bangkok Research Center, Research Report No. 5, 2011, pp. 68–118.} Research suggests that intraregional trade has surged in large part because of the transition away from textile production toward electronics and automobiles, which are dependent on, and have therefore fueled, cross-border trade in intermediate goods.\footnote{Yin, 2011, p. 80.}
between China and its regional partners, including Japan, suggest that the Asia-Pacific is characterized by high economic interdependence, particularly in the manufacturing and resource sectors.

**Territorial Disputes with China**

ASEAN nations have many territorial and maritime disputes with China (as well as with each other). Thus, they share an interest in deterring China from attempting to settle these claims by force, or, as seems most likely, creating facts on the ground that may make it unlikely for its neighbors to be able to share or gain control over the disputed areas.

**China and Japan**

Japan’s Asia policy increasingly incorporates security priorities in addition to economic concerns. For example, Japan’s most recent defense white paper explicitly denounces increasing Chinese assertiveness in the East and South China Seas, and Japan has deepened security cooperation with Vietnam and the Philippines in particular. Within one year of returning to power in late 2012, Prime Minister Shinzō Abe visited all ten ASEAN countries, becoming the first Japanese prime minister to do so while in office.

China and Japan have disputes over territory and maritime sovereignty in the East China Sea. The territorial dispute is over the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands, which Japan administers but China claims should have been returned to China at the end of World War II. The dispute erupted in 2012, when the Japanese government leased three of the main islands from a private citizen so that it could control all five of the main islands. China reacted angrily and there were anti-Japanese demonstrations in China. Although there have been some increased tensions around the Senkakus, the conflict has attained a stasis. Japan has refrained from building military installations on the islands, and China sends maritime patrols close to the island periodically. However, China has not used force in these islands, although it has in other territorial disputes with neighbors.

The two countries also dispute the demarcation of maritime sovereignty in the East China Sea. Japan seeks recognition of the median line between the coasts of Japan and China as delineating maritime rights. China claims maritime sovereignty over the continental shelf, which extends beyond the median line. About 160,000 square kilometers are in dispute, which is about twice the size of Lake Superior. For more than 100 years, such disputes have stoked nationalism in both China and Japan, and this is likely to continue.
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China and Vietnam

China and Vietnam normalized relations in 1991 and settled bilateral territorial claims in the Gulf of Tonkin in 2000 but competing claims in the South China Sea and resulting fishing and other maritime disputes have led to heightened tensions. Vietnam has recently attempted to bolster its defense ties with the United States, Japan, Australia, and India as a bulwark against Chinese military expansionism in the South China Sea.\(^\text{205}\)

China and Malaysia

Strong economic ties may explain why Malaysia has had a relatively muted approach to its territorial disputes with China.\(^\text{206}\) However, in May 2009, Malaysia and Vietnam tendered a joint petition to the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf, which disputed China’s territorial claims. Beijing successfully lobbied the Commission not to review the joint petition. In 2014, Malaysia opted for a quiet bilateral diplomatic approach after three PLA Navy (PLAN) ships were reported near James Shoal, one of Malaysia’s primary territorial claims in the South China Sea.\(^\text{207}\) However, Malaysia has become less quiet since 2014.\(^\text{208}\) China and Malaysia held their first joint live troop military exercise in September 2015, which Chinese military media highlighted as the largest bilateral military exercise to date between China and an ASEAN country.\(^\text{209}\) However, Malaysia has expressed concerns about maintaining free shipping lanes. In June 2018, Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad and Japanese Prime Minister Abe agreed to “keep the Strait of Malacca and the South China Sea for navigation for all countries.”\(^\text{210}\)

Ethnic Chinese form the second-largest ethnic group in Malaysia; Malaysia is the only country in Southeast Asia that has an ethnic Chinese-based political party. There are strains between ethnic Chinese in Malaysia and majority-Muslim ethnic Malays.\(^\text{211}\)


China and Indonesia

In 2010, Indonesia protested China’s claim to the Natuna Islands at the UN.212 In August 2018, Indonesian Defense Minister Ryamizard Ryacudu came to Washington to meet with then-Defense Secretary James Mattis and, without mentioning China, reaffirmed the “long-standing defense relationship between the United States and Indonesia.” 213 On the Chinese side, PRC analysts appear to be paying more strategic attention to Indonesia as well.214

China and the Philippines

Mutual accusations of illegal fishing by China and the Philippines and increasing hostility regarding activities in disputed waters—particularly China’s occupation of Scarborough Shoal in 2012—have exacerbated historical friction in the relationship.215 Since the election of President Rodrigo Duterte in 2016, the Philippines’ stance regarding its South China Sea dispute with China and its relations with the United States have been in flux. Immediately after his election, Duterte flew to China, announced a “separation” from the United States, and pledged that he had realigned with China’s “flow.”216 He took a very conciliatory line and did not capitalize on a Permanent Court of Arbitration decision that ruled against China.217 In 2018, the Duterte administration appeared to shift toward a tougher approach, issuing three “red lines” to warn China against unilateral exploration of energy resources in Philippine-claimed waters, reclamation work on the Scarborough Shoal, or coercive activities toward Philippine ships in the South China Sea.218

Regional Countries’ Interests and Context: Implications for U.S. National Security Planning and Defense Requirements

The complex relationships between China and its neighbors hold at least three implications for U.S. planning and potential defense requirements in Asia.
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First, this constellation of interests reinforces the essential U.S. competitive advantage in the region of operating as the de facto leader of an informal and diverse multilateral set of countries who are all interested in avoiding extreme levels of Chinese belligerence. As noted earlier, all of the regional nations crave good relations with both China and the United States. However, their primary concerns focus on possible Chinese coercion and eventual military action, and they have an appetite for improving working relations with the United States as a hedge against these risks.

This first implication points to opportunities for bilateral and multilateral regional efforts to enhance deterrence. These efforts can include security assistance and train-and-advise missions to enhance the capabilities of regional actors, joint exercises where feasible, and multilateral work on norms of conduct that establish clear expectations for Chinese behavior. Such efforts also reemphasize the value of carefully calibrated U.S. regional military activities—such as freedom of navigation operations—designed to signal to regional actors that the United States intends to stay engaged as a lead deterrent force.

Second, however, the interests of regional countries limit peacetime cooperation and constrain U.S. military operations and deployments. None of these countries want to be forced to choose between the United States and China, and those who are not already formal U.S. treaty allies do not want to be viewed by China as de facto U.S. allies. Vietnam, Singapore, Indonesia, and India value their independence above all in foreign policy. The United States must play its cards very carefully in the region; overplaying its hand would be counterproductive in sustaining support for deterrence of Chinese aggression. Some countries will remain reluctant to train or exercise with U.S. forces to the degree that Washington would prefer.

Third, historical animosities between Asian countries remain a barrier to multilateral cooperation. The most obvious is the tension between Japan and South Korea, a relationship that inhibits deeper trilateral cooperation with the United States on such issues as North Korea and Chinese aggression. U.S. policymakers will have to work to sidestep these fraught relationships and not expect a seeming alignment of interests to overcome them.

**Chinese Military Growth and Emerging Capabilities**

Emerging Chinese military capabilities could pose significant problems for the United States in several important ways, as we will outline below. This analysis suggests that China’s growing capabilities will pose eventually insurmountable challenges to some of the more ambitious versions of U.S. regional missions, such as open-source notions of elaborate Air-Sea Battle concepts that envision significant operations into mainland China. However, U.S. objectives are not aggressive, and the analysis suggests that the United States, working with regional partners, ought to be capable of deterring China from seizing key territories in the East and South China Seas.

China would come to any conflict significantly stronger than it was the last time it took provocative actions in the Taiwan Straits in 1996. Its military spending has outpaced the rest of the world’s over the past 25 years, with the exception of the United States. It has the largest population of any nation and the second-largest economy in the world, which could help it
sustain a lengthy and costly war. China’s size and terrain also make it easier to hide its weaponry, including long-range surface-to-surface, anti-ship, and anti-aircraft missiles.

If a conflict with Japan, the Philippines, or Taiwan were to escalate to war, the United States would start with one significant disadvantage: It would have to project power across the Pacific Ocean to China’s neighborhood. In recent foreign conflicts, it has taken months for the United States to build up its military forces, but a strategy for countering China may dictate a much faster timeline for action. Once U.S. forces arrive in theater, they would confront a well-equipped Chinese military already several days—if not weeks—into its campaign.

Nevertheless, the United States, working with regional partners, ought to be capable of sustained credible posture for key defensive missions in places where China must project power further from home—namely, the East and South China Seas.

The one possible exception, and the most challenging mission in relation to possible Chinese aggression, has been and remains the defense of Taiwan.

Anti-Access

China might employ anti-access capabilities to keep the United States from projecting combat power into the region. China has highly effective anti-access capabilities in the form of a large arsenal of ballistic and cruise missiles, as well as the complete “kill-chain” with the sensors and C2 necessary to target U.S. forces. Anti-access capabilities could strike several types of targets, but we will focus on air bases and surface ships in this analysis.

DoD reports that the PLA has 200 to 300 conventional medium-range ballistic missiles (MRBMs) and a similar number of ground-launched cruise missiles with ranges of more than 1,500 km. Depending on their accuracy and reliability, these weapons could be used to attack airfields throughout the region, including those used by U.S. forces in Japan. The time to repair the damage can vary, but a planning factor of eight hours is reasonable. An eight-hour window might allow China to prevent sortie generation from numerous runways within 1,500 km of China for several days. The DF-26 intermediate-range ballistic missile (IRBM) has a range of 4,000 km, and a variety of anti-ship cruise missiles can be launched by submarines and bombers. These missile systems also could target U.S. bases on Guam. (See Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1. Chinese Long-Range Missile Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Range (km)</th>
<th>Number of launchers</th>
<th>Munitions</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF-26 IRBM</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-16 MRBM</td>
<td>800 - 1000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Estimated 200-300 missiles</td>
<td>Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-21C MRBM</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Estimated 1200 missiles</td>
<td>Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-21D (CSS-5) MRBM</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-11A (CSS-7) SRBM</td>
<td>Up to 600</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>Estimated 200-300 missiles</td>
<td>Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-15B (CSS-6) SRBM</td>
<td>Up to 600</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Estimated 1200 missiles</td>
<td>Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJ-10 GLCM</td>
<td>1500+</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Estimated 200-300 missiles</td>
<td>Land</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Data are from Heginbotham et al., 2015.
NOTE: SRBM = short-range ballistic missile. GLCM = ground-launched cruise missile.

Historically, the United States has used a mix of permanent bases and contingency bases in wartime. For instance, to support operations in Vietnam, the United States increased the number of air bases from 11 to 33, but since then has often added more modestly to existing bases. For example, if the United States were to increase its bases from 11 to 33, then China would be forced to spread its arsenal to attack a much greater number of bases (and note that many of the airfields will have more than one runway). Depending on the percentage of missiles devoted to runway attacks, the PLA might be able to shut down operations for one to four days.

Alternatively, PLA forces could use these weapons to attack aircraft on the ground, either because that is their preferred target, or because the CEP of their missiles is not low enough to attack runways. Weapons with 200-m CEP that disperse submunitions over a large area (for example, over 275 m) can still effectively target aircraft on the ground.

Surface ships also can be attacked with ballistic and cruise missiles. The challenge for the attackers is to find, fix, and target a fast-moving ship so that their area weapons can successfully
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engage it. In the case of long-range ballistic and cruise missiles, the time of flight of the weapon adds to the uncertainty, because the target continues to move during the minutes of flight from weapon launch to potential impact. Weapon systems can compensate for these latencies by having multiple warheads and an ability to direct those warheads to the target, as long as the target falls within a certain area, or basket, that the weapon sees when it first acquires the target with its sensors. If this basket, or missile-kill radius, is equal to or larger than the targeting location uncertainty, and if the probability that the weapon will score a hit on a target within its basket is high, then the attacker is likely to score a hit with a small number of attacking weapons. Conversely, if the missile-kill radius is smaller than the target location uncertainty, then the number of weapons required can climb so high as to become infeasible.

If the PLA can find, fix, and target a large ship—such as an aircraft carrier—in less than 15 minutes, it could launch between two and 14 weapons. Given the importance of the target, this number of weapons is a reasonable price. If C2 delays take more than 15 minutes, the number of weapons necessary increases very dramatically.224

A fast-moving aircraft carrier is a difficult target to hit, and because the number of appropriate anti-ship ballistic missiles is rather limited, the PLA is likely to only take shots when it has reasonable odds of hitting the target. This places a premium on high-quality sensors and fast C2 reaction. Low-powered over-the-horizon (OTH) radars are one source of initial cuing information about the area in which an aircraft carrier might be operating. They are very useful because of their long-range capabilities but cannot precisely fix the location of a ship. Instead, OTH radars can cue other, more precise sensors to look in specific areas. These sensors could be airborne or space assets. An airborne sensor provides flexibility but must be protected. Several different kinds of PLA satellites—including electro-optical or various radar wave forms—also could be used for this mission.

DoD recognizes the importance of the PLA’s kill chain, which makes it increasingly difficult for surface combatants and short-range tactical aircraft to enter and operate in or near the East and South China Seas. This military-technical problem creates a concern that, if the United States can be denied access to allies and partners, they are more vulnerable to Chinese aggression or coercion. There are two approaches to addressing the military-technical problem of China’s anti-access capabilities.

The Air-Sea Battle operational concept proposed by the former Chief of Naval Operations and Chief of Staff of the Air Force was to develop the offensive strike and cyber capabilities to destroy an adversary’s sensor, C2, and missile systems, thus “breaking the kill chain” in its anti-access system.225 This approach would seek to restore U.S. air superiority and sea control against
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any potential adversary. Ground-based OTH radars located deep within China and PLA satellites are vulnerable, but striking these targets is not automatic because of the risk of escalation. How would China react to strike missions launched deep into its territory? What constraints, if any, would the two sides place on destructive attacks on satellites? Part of the negative reaction to the Air-Sea Battle concept was its focus on attacking such systems. This puts pressure on the United States to seek to jam or fool these systems.

The disadvantages of applying offensive Air-Sea Battle (as the former service chiefs defined it) to China become clear when policymakers consider the likely reactions to destroying hundreds of targets on the mainland that China deems essential for self-defense. China is no more likely to accept the loss of its critical defense systems than the United States would be willing to accept the loss of its Pacific Fleet without escalating the conflict to a wider war, and perhaps eventually to the nuclear threshold. An offensive doctrine to destroy China’s A2/AD system is destabilizing because each side would have a military incentive to strike first based on a “use it or lose it” calculus. This incurs the risk of rapid vertical escalation, leaving policymakers with little time for developing diplomatic solutions to defuse a crisis.

On the other hand, as suggested earlier, a defensive approach would aim not to destroy China’s anti-access capabilities, but instead to deny China’s ability to project power over water to conduct coercive strikes or an amphibious assault against U.S. allies (and, if policymakers choose, Taiwan). China’s principal means to conduct these hostile acts include strike aircraft, surface-to-surface missiles, naval vessels, and amphibious landing craft. Thus, the military-technical problem that would drive joint concept and capability development is not China’s A2/AD per se, but how to defend U.S. allies by defeating China’s offensive power-projection capability.

U.S. planning for dealing with the possibility of Chinese aggression has always incorporated aspects of direct defense. A greater focus on friendly or “Blue A2/AD”—recognizing that it works in both directions and that the same worries it creates for the U.S. military can be turned back against the PLA—offers opportunities to present robust defenses while reducing the need for potentially escalatory strikes on the Chinese mainland. A direct-defense approach would concentrate on defeating China’s means for projecting power by, for example, employing submarines and long-range anti-ship missiles (LRASMs) fired from any number of air, maritime, and allied land platforms to inflict significant losses on China. China’s A2/AD systems would be of marginal value in countering defensive systems that operate undersea, at stand-off range, or dispersed in mobile or hardened positions on land.

In effect, countering Chinese anti-access capabilities with Blue A2/AD would render the “near seas” contested commons where both sides could deny access or impose unacceptable costs against aggressive actions by the other, but neither side need strike first to protect its forces.
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Such a circumstance would be strategically, operationally, and tactically more stable and less prone to crisis than an alternative that yields significant advantages to the side that hits first.

Policymakers should recognize that the goal of sustaining U.S. military dominance over China is a dangerous and expensive illusion. Both countries are mutually vulnerable, both militarily and economically, in a manner that should constrain rational actors. Consistent with this reality, mutual A2/AD defense leads not to Chinese domination of Asia, but to better prospects for a stable relationship between great powers. Both sides could defend their key interests with less incentive to strike first. Because allies and partners will still require U.S. military support, Blue A2/AD provides an acceptable concept to build military partnerships. Adopting a Blue A2/AD defense would force China onto the wrong side of the capability and cost curve if it wants to pursue a foreign policy based on aggression. This supports allied desires to trade with China and avoid a cold war, but still hedge with the United States to maintain their independence.

Area Denial

Area denial refers to capabilities that prevent or hinder U.S. operations in a given area. It is closely related to anti-access but differs in that anti-access threats attack the sources of combat power (primarily air and sea forces attempting to enter an area), while area denial threats prevent combat forces from conducting their operations once in a particular area. Some of China’s principal area denial forces are shown in Table 5.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Range (km)</th>
<th>Number of launchers</th>
<th>Munitions</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-300 PMU/PMU1/PMU2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHL-03/AR-3 MRL</td>
<td>100-220</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-ship cruise missiles</td>
<td>70-400</td>
<td>528 (22 regt)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Ships</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Data are from Heginbotham et al., 2015.

Our assessment will focus on threats to combat aircraft conducting their missions. Area denial threats could come from other aircraft or from SAMs. When coupled with radar and other sensors used to detect aircraft, these integrated air defense systems (IADS) can provide very sophisticated defenses that either can deny air space to U.S. forces or exact a high price of entry.

China can field a dense and sophisticated IADS by combining layers of SAMs with fighter aircraft. China has imported some of the most sophisticated SAMs from Russia for many years,
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including the S-300, but also has begun to develop its own sophisticated systems, such as the HQ-9 and short-range systems like the HQ-12. This allows China to employ sophisticated cooperative defense techniques to make it difficult for intruders to target specific elements of the IADS without other elements engaging in defense. Using these systems, the area that China can deny stretches out many miles from China’s coast. A DoD report estimates that it reaches out over Taiwan.\textsuperscript{229} China reportedly is expecting delivery of Russia’s most sophisticated long-range system, the S-400, in 2020.

SAM development in Russia and China has improved the abilities of the radar, both in terms of its range and discrimination of targets, as well as the range of their interceptors. From the S-300 to the S-400, the interceptor ranges have increased from 150 km to 200 km and, finally, to an estimated 400 km.\textsuperscript{230} This poses problems for U.S. efforts to engage SAM radars because current weapons do not match these ranges. Both the HARM and the small diameter bomb (SDB) have ranges of about 110 km, depending on their launch altitude.\textsuperscript{231} The implication is that the United States will need aircraft with very low radar cross-section (RCS) in order to operate in areas within range of an S-300.\textsuperscript{232}

The SEAD mission will get harder as China continues to invest in advanced aircraft and SAMs with long-range interceptors and increasingly sophisticated tracking radars that attempt to locate low-RCS aircraft. The PLA has a structural advantage in that U.S. low-RCS aircraft have operated for many years using the RCS technology available when they were designed and built, but the cycle of radar development and fielding can be faster. The United States can compensate in two ways: by developing longer-range and faster missiles and by improving onboard capabilities—such as jammers and other electronic warfare capabilities—to destroy or suppress Chinese air defenses.

However, neither approach would quickly neutralize China’s sophisticated air defense network, which would remain an effective area-denial capability for the duration of a conflict between the United States and China. Once again, a more effective and efficient approach would be to develop friendly area-denial capabilities that can interdict Chinese ships, aircraft, and missiles from stand-off range to minimize the operational impact of China’s air defense network.

\textit{U.S. Air Superiority Is Eroding}

In the past 25 years, China took an air force that featured the technology of the 1950s and began a concerted effort to retire old systems while purchasing advanced Russian platforms and investing in indigenous capabilities to produce modern fighters. Although its aircraft and pilots continue to lag U.S. capabilities, the PLA can compensate for some of these shortfalls in several ways.

\textsuperscript{229} Office of the Secretary of Defense, 2017, p. 78.
\textsuperscript{230} Heginbotham et al., 2015, p. 121.
\textsuperscript{231} Heginbotham et al., 2015, p. 120.
\textsuperscript{232} Heginbotham et al., 2015, pp. 122–124.
The PLA modernization effort has opted for quality over quantity. It cut the number of fighters in its inventory by almost half, eliminating 2nd-generation aircraft while acquiring more than 900 4th-generation aircraft. Now the majority of fighter aircraft operated by the PLA are 4th-generation aircraft. This includes the indigenous J-10, as well as the J-11 (Su-27) and J-16 (Su-30). The PLA currently has two other fighters under development, the J-20 and J-31. The most advanced air-to-air weapon in its inventory, the PL-15, outranges the U.S. AIM-120 Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM). The outcome of an engagement is determined by many factors, but having a longer-range weapon is a big advantage as long as one’s radar can acquire targets at the full kinematic range of the weapon. That is where the low RCS offers an advantage to the United States. The exact exchange ratio is highly uncertain, but previous estimates have assumed that a U.S. 5th-generation aircraft may have a 22-to-1 advantage over a J-11B (indigenous upgraded Su-27) with PL-12 air-to-air missiles, but when the same J-11B flies with longer-range PL-15 missiles, the exchange ratio may fall to something like 5 to 1. Whatever the exact ratios, this estimate gives a sense of how dramatically advantages can erode as adversaries invest in air dominance capabilities.

The United States has many more 4th- and 5th- generation fighters in its inventory and operates no 3rd-generation aircraft. Although the United States retains the advantage in the total force, the question is how many fighters it can get forward, how quickly, and whether those timelines meet the operational needs. In terms of quality, the United States has an advantage, but would need to deploy many aircraft to defend its partners in the region. For example, in a Taiwan scenario, the combination of a lack of appropriate bases in the Pacific Ocean and potential PLA anti-access strategies could force the United States to devote many more aircraft to a conflict than the PLA would need to deploy.

Previous analysis of a Taiwan conflict estimated that if China devotes 1,000 fighters to a Taiwan campaign, the United States would need an equivalent number of aircraft based as far from Taiwan as Okinawa (770 km). However, because there are only a few bases on Okinawa and few equivalent options, it is likely that the United States would have many of its aircraft operating from farther distances. If it were to instead operate its fighters from Guam (2,870 km from Taipei), the number necessary would more than double (and would depend on a large and capable fleet of air-to-air tankers).

The ability of the United States to maintain air superiority also is closely tied to the outcome of both anti-access and area denial competitions. In airspace close to its shores, China could use long-range SAMs to hold at risk U.S. aircraft seeking to gain air superiority. The area denial threats will force the USAF to operate from farther away from China, while the anti-access threats may drive up the number of aircraft needed for this mission.
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234 See Heginbotham et al., 2015, pp. 75–86, which calculates that 994 aircraft based at Okinawa and 2,153 aircraft based at Guam would be needed.
Counter Space and C2

Information collection, analysis, and dissemination has been an area of strength for the U.S. military as compared with potential adversaries. This allows the U.S. military to effectively command and control joint and coalition forces to unify efforts and respond dynamically to battlefield changes. It also allows command concepts that feature centralized control but distributed execution, meaning that commanders at every level are given leeway to take initiatives in their own area, but higher-level commanders seek to unify efforts. The system works best when commanders at each level retain access to communication links so that battlefield changes and force levels are quickly sent up the chain, while orders to achieve unity of effort are sent down the chain and forward units can coordinate with each other. Fully leveraging these advantages and implementing these command concepts relies on many technologies, capabilities, and organizational constructs. In this section, we focus on the contribution and potential vulnerabilities of the space systems in a conflict with China.

The U.S. military relies on many types of satellites with many capabilities. Satellite positions can be tracked, which is very helpful to those who want to attack or disrupt them. Disruptions can be carried out in many ways, including by attacks by anti-satellite weapons (ASATs), jamming, or blinding. The PLA has demonstrated all of these capabilities. China began ASAT tests in 2005 and demonstrated that it could hit a satellite in orbit when it destroyed one of its own satellites in 2007. This action was heavily criticized because of the large amount of space debris it created. China subsequently demonstrated several other strike capabilities that could target satellites in higher orbits. China also is reported to have launched satellites capable of destroying other satellites, including the Aolong 1. The PLA also could use lasers to dazzle satellite sensors or jammers to degrade space-based radars.

The implications of these counter-space capabilities are difficult to judge. First, the degree to which space warfare will become a feature of a future conflict is uncertain. Both the United States and China rely on satellites for military operations. Fear of losing one’s own space capabilities is a possible deterrent to destructive attacks in space. In addition, if the attacks create space debris, they could interfere with the commercial use of space by all nations. Although these factors might inhibit space attacks, warfare is not often singular in its restraints. Jamming and lasers could be used to achieve temporary disruptions, in some cases without permanently destroying the satellite or its sensors, but those jammers and lasers are subject to attack.

Second, if U.S. satellites face disruptions, it will be difficult to identify the consequences in advance. Even if a satellite were destroyed, there may be other workarounds that could be implemented to compensate. The overall redundancy of the system is unknown. Communication and/or sensor degradation may be localized to a small area or to a much larger one, depending on the system. Whatever the exact consequences, the potential for loss of communications and sensors is real and plans need to be in place for satellites to degrade gracefully, reconstitute, and
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operate in the meantime. U.S. forces should aim to operate in ways that do not require the same communications and sensor inputs desired in a fully operational system.

**Enduring U.S. Advantages**

Many of the capabilities discussed in the previous section can be considered to be U.S. advantages that are no longer uncontested. U.S. submarine operations remain an advantage that the PLA has yet to counter, although DoD (and NATO) have voiced concern about the threat of adversary submarines, which have historically been easier to detect than those of the United States.\(^{236}\)

In a conflict with China, attack submarines would operate both in the open ocean and close to China’s shores, which introduces several considerations. The U.S. attack submarines operating close to China will have more difficulties conducting their ASW and anti-surface warfare (ASuW) missions because of Chinese airborne ASW assets and choke-point monitoring.

ASW aircraft, using acoustic sensors dropped into the ocean, are an important tool to surveil a much larger section of ocean than could be done from a ship. The PLA would find it difficult to operate these aircraft reliably very far from its shores, but in the waters close to its shores will enjoy protection provided by land-based SAMs and fighter aircraft. This may not deter U.S. submarines from operating close to China, but it could raise the risk of detection. More importantly, it also could change the way the submarines operate to lower those detection risks.

Choke points have long been recognized as geographic features that constrain naval operations and therefore are a focus of naval combat forces. They alter naval operations and potential combat in many ways. For our purposes, a choke point allows adversaries to concentrate resources to detect submarines. It offers a higher potential payoff for a given investment and so allows combatants to contemplate fielding capabilities that would not be feasible in the open ocean. Both the United States and China have the potential to install submarine detection systems at choke points exiting China’s close seas that lie between the Philippines and Vietnam, the Philippines and Taiwan, Taiwan and Japan, and Japan and South Korea. These four choke points could be instrumented to detect submarine transit.

The United States has a slight advantage in this regard in that the countries involved are more likely to give permissive access to the United States than to China. Nevertheless, China could theoretically design systems that did not require support from these countries.\(^{237}\) Such a system may not afford China direct targeting solutions against U.S. submarines, but it might cue their ASW assets and give them a better chance of a detection. Even if it did not result in losses to U.S. submarines, it might benefit China by either constraining submarine operations to limit
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exposure to detection, or, if accurate enough, the information regarding the number of U.S. submarines in the protected zone would provide China with some important operational insights.

Submarines can be used to attack surface ships using torpedoes or anti-ship cruise missiles and to strike land targets with SLCMs. They also can emplace or remove sea mines. The United States also has demonstrated a capability to use a submarine to strike aircraft.\textsuperscript{238}

In sum, submarines are likely to remain an important component of U.S. combat power in the Indo-Pacific because of their flexibility and survivability. Still, some unique features of operating close to China could increase the risks to U.S. submarines.

**Potential Conflicts with China and Implications for the United States, Allies, and Partners**

To begin, it is important to establish the U.S. defense commitments made to its Asian allies and partners, as shown in Table 5.3, as well as the defense spending of those nations.

\textsuperscript{238} “USN Demonstrates SM-6 Asuw Capability Giving the Fleet a New Offensive Weapon,” \textit{Jane’s}, March 10, 2016.
Table 5.3. U.S. Defense Relationships with Selected Asian Partners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>U.S. Commitment</th>
<th>2017 Defense Budget/Active Force</th>
<th>U.S. Forces</th>
<th>U.S. Military Cooperations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1960 Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security to “meet the common danger”</td>
<td>$46.8 billion/247,150</td>
<td>39,950 troops</td>
<td>High degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>1953 Mutual Defense Treaty to “meet common danger”</td>
<td>$38.9 billion/625,000</td>
<td>28,500 troops</td>
<td>High degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1951 ANZUS Treaty (originally included New Zealand but now bilateral) to “meet common danger”</td>
<td>$25.2 billion/57,800</td>
<td>1250 troops</td>
<td>High degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>1951 Mutual Defense Treaty to “meet common danger” (does not apply to Scarborough Shoal)</td>
<td>$2.75 billion/125,000</td>
<td>100 troops</td>
<td>2014 Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>154 Manila Pact to “meet common danger”</td>
<td>$6.7 billion/360,850</td>
<td>300 troops</td>
<td>U.S. military assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>1979 Taiwan Relations Act to meet threats of “grave concern”</td>
<td>$10.6 billion/215,000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Average U.S. arms sales of $1 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>$7.3 billion/395,500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2010 Defense Framework Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>$4.3 billion (2017 est)/482,000</td>
<td>Visits to Cam Ranh Bay</td>
<td>Limited U.S. military assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>None/UK Five-Power Agreement</td>
<td>$10.2 billion (2017)/72,500</td>
<td>220 troops</td>
<td>Training, logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>None/ANZUS Treaty suspended in 1985/declared non-NATO ally</td>
<td>$2.53 billion/9,000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2012 Washington Declaration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>None/UK Five-Power Agreement</td>
<td>$3.9 billion/109,000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES: “U.S. Forces” refers to forces stationed in country. Row 5 date is “1954 Manila Pact.” U.S. sales to Taiwan were $1.83 billion in 2015, $1.42 billion in 2017, and $330 million in 2018 as of this writing. (See “U.S. Plans to Sell Taiwan About $1.42 Billion in Arms Could Test China Ties,” CNBC Asia-Pacific News, June 29, 2017; “U.S. Approval of $330 Million Military Sale to Taiwan Draws China’s Ire,” Reuters World News, September 24, 2018.)

Next, we compare the military forces of China and of several U.S. allies and partners that might operate in the disputed areas described earlier. Table 5.4 shows some of the most relevant forces, along with U.S. force requirements estimated for contingencies involving these nations (which we will describe more completely later).
Table 5.4. Comparative Chinese, Japanese, Philippine, and Taiwanese Forces and Alternative U.S. Force Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>Philippines</th>
<th>Taiwan</th>
<th>US Force Reqs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forcible Entry Units</td>
<td>33 Bdes</td>
<td>2 Bde</td>
<td>4 Bde/2 regt</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SMEU + SOF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor/Infantry Maneuver Bde</td>
<td>32/59</td>
<td>6/28</td>
<td>/33</td>
<td>4/9</td>
<td>/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivable ISR Orbits</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-ship Missile Units/Lchars</td>
<td>528 Lchars</td>
<td>88 Lchars</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 bn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Defense Launchers (med/long)</td>
<td>414/192</td>
<td>163/120</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>600/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighters (land/sea)</td>
<td>1625/283</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>600/192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bombers</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASW Aircraft</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/STOL Carriers</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>/3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Combatants</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submarines</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24+2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Data are from IISS, 2017, and Ochmanek et al., 2017.

China has 33 brigades capable of forcible entry, including 15 special operations brigades, two air assault brigades, seven airborne corps brigades, six amphibious brigades, and three marine brigades. Once these forces establish a beach- or airhead, they can be reinforced by some of the 32 armored and 59 infantry-based brigades. Their landings would be shielded by some of the 528 anti-ship launchers, 192 long-range air defense systems, 1,908 fighters (both land- and sea-based), 189 bombers, 201 warships (including some capable of carrying aircraft), and 53 submarines counted among China’s forces. Most likely, China would use a small percentage of these forces in a conflict with one of its neighbors, but it is instructive to assess the total forces available.

To deter against this formidable military, China’s neighbors rely on distance and the inherent difficulty of amphibious and airborne operations in addition to their own military forces. Japan maintains six armored brigades and 28 infantry brigades and two airborne/air-mobile brigades. These are supported by 88 anti-ship missile launchers, 163 medium-range and 120 long-range SAM launchers, 347 fighter aircraft, 53 surface vessels (including three helicopter carriers), and 19 attack submarines. The Philippines has a much smaller force, principally relying on a total of 33 infantry brigades and another 6 brigade equivalents of marines and special operations forces.
Taiwan has four armored and nine infantry brigades, one anti-ship missile battalion, 600 medium-range and 24 long-range SAMs, 415 fighters, 26 surface combatants, and four submarines.

For the purpose of this analysis, we include a recent estimate of the U.S. forces needed to defeat a major Chinese assault against one of these nations.\textsuperscript{239} This estimate includes marine, special operations forces, and infantry brigades to aid in the ground defense; 792 fighters; 84 bombers; five aircraft carriers and five large-deck amphibious vessels (as part of the marine contingent); associated surface combatants to provide air defense, ASW, and ASuW as part of the five carrier strike groups; 24 attack submarines; and two \textit{Ohio}-class submarines converted to fire cruise missiles.

\textit{Senkakus}

On the Senkakus, neither Japan nor China has established a sustained military presence on any of the disputed land forms, but they both monitor the area with air and maritime forces. It is very hard to establish survivable positions on small land formations and, if ground forces were to “dig in,” they would need pre-positioned stocks of supplies and secure lines of communication to be sustainable for long periods. If either side was willing to go to war or enforce an extended blockade, forces occupying the islands could be attacked directly or their supplies interdicted. This military vulnerability would have to be weighed against a potential strategic advantage of extending a network of land-based, long-range air defense, anti-ship, and artillery rockets onto the larger islands. Given that the mutual risks of escalation likely exceed the military benefits, a crisis or conflict involving only the areas of dispute would likely be fairly short and contained. However, most conflicts start with the protagonists thinking it will end quickly and with acceptable losses. Often, they are unpleasantly surprised.

The United States has forces stationed in Okinawa, near the disputed Senkakus. The United States would likely be supportive of Japan in such a conflict, but Japan may be fully capable of handling the situation with its own forces. In that case, the U.S. forces may not be asked to play a major role. If asked to play a major role, the United States has a CSG permanently stationed in Japan and a host of other relevant ISR and strike capabilities.

One concept for Japan to defend the Senkakus is illustrated in Figure 5.1.\textsuperscript{240} The latest Japanese Type 12 anti-ship cruise missiles have ranges of 200 km, enough to reach the Senkakus from other Japanese islands in the Ryukyu chain. If they were employed with \textit{ATACMS}-class surface-to-surface missiles (which Japan does not currently possess), Japanese forces would be able to both bombard any Chinese soldiers occupying the Senkakus and attack any ships attempting to supply them.

\textsuperscript{239} See Ochmanek et al., 2017.
\textsuperscript{240} See Bonds et al., 2017.
Figure 5.1. Coverage of Japanese and Chinese Missile Systems over Southern Ryukyus

On the other hand, the Ryukyu islands of Yonaguni, Iriomote, and Ishigaki also are in range of the longer-range versions of China’s DF-11 surface-to-surface and DF-15 anti-ship missiles. In theory, China could therefore use the same strategy against these Japanese islands. In practice, this might not work well: Iriomote has an area of nearly 300 square kilometers and is both forested and mountainous. Japanese forces have ample room to disperse into hidden and hardened locations which, as Hezbollah demonstrated in Southern Lebanon, can survive against a determined and sophisticated adversary employing massive fires. More importantly these islands are part of Japan’s homeland and are populated with Japanese citizens. A bombardment of them would be a serious escalation of the conflict, in addition to having dubious military effectiveness. There is a danger, though, that once a conflict began, the difficulties of holding disputed territories would push combatants to expand the conflict to each other’s homelands. This would probably take the form of some maritime or air harassment of approaches to adversary shores. It could escalate further to attacks against land bases and ports supporting operations in disputed areas.
South China Sea

The South China Sea has become more contentious in recent years. The PRC, which claims large parts of the South China Sea, is now taking steps to tighten its grasp and defend those claims. The competing claims in this area are shown in Figure 5.2. China is in the midst of what appears to be a multifaceted, multiyear effort to establish facts on the ground in the South China Sea. This involves increasing the size of outcroppings and then building infrastructure to make them more habitable and functional. The most elaborate of these efforts have included construction of airfields, radars, and the placement of aircraft and defensive systems. These efforts have been coupled with increased maritime patrols by the PLAN, Chinese coast guard, and increased fishing by Chinese boats.

Figure 5.2. Disputed Areas in the South China Sea and Ranges of Long-Range SAM, Rocket Artillery, and Anti-Ship Missile Systems from the Philippines

South China Sea disputes are focused on three separate areas: the Paracel Islands (China, Taiwan, Vietnam); Scarborough Shoal (China, Taiwan, Philippines); and Spratly Islands (China, Taiwan, and Vietnam claim all Spratly Islands, while Brunei, Malaysia, and the Philippines claim others).
claim some of them). The distances are different in these three cases. The Paracels are fairly close to both Vietnam and China (only about 200 miles from Hainan Island and 225 from Vietnam). Scarborough Shoal is 500 miles from Hainan, but only 200 miles from the Philippines. The Spratlys are at least 600 miles from Hainan (they span a wider geographic area than the other two areas) and 200 to 600 miles from Vietnam. China’s efforts are clearly designed to establish defensible positions in these disputed islands and China has major advantages compared with their neighbors in the quantity of their relevant capabilities and, in many cases, in the quality as well.

The nations of this region do not handle these conflicts in the same way. A survey of country actions found that China, more than any other, used military and economic coercion in disputes in the South China Sea. The Philippines was well behind but was the next most likely country to use military or economic action. Vietnam and Malaysia were much less confrontational. The only area where China did not lead was in legal action, suggesting that China does not feel that it has the law on its side.

If the Philippines were determined—or forced by an attack—to defend their claims on the Second Thomas Shoal or other reefs in the South China Sea, it is geographically well placed to do so. As shown in Figure 5.2, many of these areas are within 300 km of the Philippine home islands. That means that Philippine forces, if armed with ATACMS-class surface-to-surface missiles, could destroy any forces lodged on reefs or artificial islands within range of their home islands. Although an adversary force on a reef would be easy to target and would have to receive resupply under fire, Philippine forces on islands such as Palawan would have thousands of square kilometers in which to operate and many alternative supply routes.

The United States has its own interests to protect in these maritime disputes. Current U.S. policy “takes no position on competing sovereignty claims to land features in the region . . . . [However, t]he United States has a strong interest in ensuring all claimants seek to address and resolve their issues peacefully, without conflict or coercion.” More fundamentally, the United States asserts freedom of navigation rights that permit its military craft to operate in international waters and airspace. As mentioned earlier, the NSS states: “We will reinforce our commitment to freedom of the seas and the peaceful resolution of territorial and maritime disputes in accordance with international law.”

---
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China threatens these rights by asserting its control of areas around disputed islands as protected. This is a legal question, but more than that, it is a question of security. China does not want U.S. military intelligence assets collecting information from areas close to its shores, but also has demanded sovereign status over vast areas deemed to be international waters and airspace. For its part, the United States wants to be neither surprised by the PLA, nor prevented from freedom of navigation operations in this or other corners of the world held to be open to all nations.

**Taiwan**

U.S. diplomacy has played a vital role in influencing both Taiwan and China. American statements and actions have helped shape Taiwan’s perceived room for maneuver and Taipei’s judgments about how far to risk pushing Beijing, and have often reassured China and reinforced the imperative that reunification with Taiwan be peaceful. Future U.S. diplomatic engagement with China may again succeed in dampening tensions and reducing the risk of war.

At the same time, the United States and Taiwan have spent decades deterring Chinese military action against Taiwan. Among the military scenarios that have been considered over the years are Chinese seizure of offshore islands (some of which, such as Quemoy and Matsu, lie within 20 km of the mainland), a Chinese blockade of Taiwan, and an amphibious invasion. The first two scenarios would aim to force Taiwan to make some sort of political concessions in favor of the mainland. Invasion would represent a decision by Beijing to settle the issue by force.

However, an invasion would be politically and militarily risky for China, which should expect considerable losses if the United States chooses to defend Taiwan. Taiwan should therefore presume that an invasion would begin with very aggressive attacks in an attempt to knock the Taiwanese military out of the fight before U.S. help could arrive. Equally heavy attacks should be anticipated on any reinforcements supporting Taiwan. U.S. forces should expect China to use every means available to deny them entry into theater or any sanctuary from PLA attacks.

The United States is not obligated to come to Taiwan’s defense in any of these scenarios but has preserved a policy of strategic ambiguity. Unlike the American commitment to NATO, no President has gone to Taipei, unambiguously extended America’s deterrent, accepted the risk of escalation in using military force, or directed regular military exercises to support mutual defense. Yet the United States has significant economic and political interests in Taiwan. A PLA takeover of Taiwan would also raise strategic concerns: It would extend the range of Chinese air defense and anti-ship missile capability over important sea lanes, enhance Beijing’s power to use coercion or outright military force against other nations, and enhance the credibility of the Chinese in making good on such a threat.

---

The 2017 NSS reflects the Trump administration’s determination to “maintain our strong ties with Taiwan in accordance with our ‘One China’ policy, including our commitments under the Taiwan Relations Act to provide for Taiwan’s legitimate defense needs and deter coercion.” Providing for Taiwan’s legitimate defense needs” implies military sales and training more than it promises to rush U.S. forces to Taiwan’s defense. Still, it should raise some concern among China’s leadership that, were Taiwan determined to resist an invasion and were it able to hold out long enough, the United States might come to its defense.

A key question, then, is what Taiwan would be willing to do to defend itself for long enough for the hoped-for U.S. help to arrive. If Taiwan builds a military force able to hold and isolate an initial Chinese assault—which is likely to be a combination of amphibious, airborne, and special operations forces backed by airpower and rocket artillery—then the attacking forces would be left exposed on beaches and at drop zones and vulnerable to strikes by Taiwanese ground and U.S. air forces. Follow-on Chinese forces would be left on ships that would be vulnerable to attack by U.S. submarines and bombers armed with anti-ship missiles (such as the LRASM currently under development).

One concept would be for Taiwan to purchase anti-ship missile systems in quantities and with sufficient range to imperil a Chinese invasion fleet, and with enough mobility to disperse, hide, and survive. Taiwan’s HF-3 anti-ship missile is reported to have a range of between 130 and 300 km. Even at the lower-range estimate, the HF-3 could cover the entire coastline of Taiwan from just two positions, as shown in Figure 5.3.

With 300-km range missiles, such as an anti-ship version of the ATACMs, the whole of the island and its sea approaches from China could be covered from any one location, meaning that a force of 100 launchers (as an example) could be distributed throughout Taiwan’s central mountains and still hit Chinese transports operating anywhere in the Taiwan Straits. However, Taiwan is reported to have just one battalion of coastal artillery, which is far too small to ensure that enough systems can hide, fight, and defeat a Chinese invasion.

If Taiwan did decide to make a determined effort to defend itself, it should buy at least two other types of missile systems. The first type would increase its SAM force. Larger, more capable systems like the Patriot can defend larger areas. Advanced versions, like the PAC-2 GEM or PAC-3 can provide some defense against ballistic missiles. However, as mentioned earlier, China can land hundreds of ballistic missiles on Taiwan, and it might require more than one Patriot launch to ensure interception of each incoming missile. Worse, the trailer-mounted version of the Patriot is not designed to be moved rapidly, making it vulnerable to ballistic missile strikes itself.

---
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247 For a more complete description of these concepts, please see Michael J. Lostumbo, “A New Taiwan Strategy to Adapt to PLA Precision Strike Capabilities,” in Roger Cliff, Phillip C. Saunders, and Scott W. Harold, eds., New Opportunities and Challenges for Taiwan’s Security, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, CF-279-OSD, 2011, pp. 127–136; and Bonds et al., 2017.
248 See Lostumbo et al., 2016.
For these reasons, it might be more cost-effective for Taiwan to focus its air defense investments in many smaller, cheaper, mobile point defenses. Near-term candidates might include the French Crotales, the Norwegian NASAMS-II, or the U.S. IFPC-2 with a multimission launcher able to employ a variety of missiles, such as the AIM-9 or AIM-120. A force of 100 such launchers could eviscerate a massed Chinese strike package attacking Taiwanese bases or deployed forces, while a few launchers acting independently could pick off small groups of Chinese fighters providing direct support to ground forces.

Taiwan also should buy more MRLs, such as the M270, which is able to operate off road and fire such weapons as the GMLRS rocket. The current GMLRS has a range of about 80 km, while improved versions are planned to have a range of about 140 km. Again, a force of 100 such vehicles—each able to fire six to 12 GMLRS rockets with cluster munitions in each salvo—could provide fire support to Taiwan’s beach defenders from many hidden locations. An invading ground force would face an enormous challenge in trying to establish a beachhead against Taiwanese armor while withstanding a withering barrage from such an artillery force.

For its part, the United States should continue to invest in the forces and capabilities that could best assist Taiwan in destroying invading forces once they are halted and isolated. These
capabilities would likely include attack submarines and bombers with long-range anti-ship and land-attack cruise missiles.

Implications for U.S. Defense Planning and Requirements

This analysis of potential military requirements in Asia in relation to potential Chinese aggression suggests that the current U.S. posture remains sufficient for deterrence in many scenarios and that the United States enjoys competitive advantages stemming from regional concerns about Chinese intentions. Long-term trends in regional military predominance are worrisome, however, as is the potential Taiwan invasion scenario. Therefore, this analysis identifies the following gaps—both current and prospective—in U.S. capabilities to link means and ends in this theater:

- survivable basing throughout the region, especially for air assets
- capabilities to penetrate an increasingly contested environment, including systems capable of striking from distance
- Blue A2/AD systems designed to deny aggressive action in the East and South China Seas, including land-based anti-ship missiles, rocket artillery, advanced air defense systems, and air assets capable of striking into the theater from a safe distance
- nonmilitary and/or paramilitary maritime assets capable of conducting presence and support missions in operations below the threshold of major conflict without escalating to the employment of conventional naval vessels.

In addition, our analysis highlights gaps in partner and allied capabilities. The leading example is the lack of sufficient systems to defend Taiwan against direct assault, including anti-ship and air-to-air missiles.

Closing the Gaps: Geopolitical and Conceptual Initiatives and Innovations

The following geopolitical and conceptual initiatives could help bolster the U.S. deterrent posture in the theater:

- continued and expanded defense cooperation arrangements with regional partners, including Japan, Vietnam, Singapore, Australia, New Zealand, and Indonesia, as well as India as a component of the current emphasis on an “Indo-Pacific” region. These arrangements will be limited by the political constraints and strategic appetites of the partners. The goal should be to both enhance partner capabilities and broadcast a multilateral deterrence message.
- reaffirmation of the U.S. view that the Senkaku Islands fall within the U.S.-Japan security agreement, including some U.S. freedom of navigation operations in the area to make clear the U.S. commitment to stand by Japan in its defense
- encouraging other countries, such as U.S. NATO allies, to show consistent support for international law and opposition to aggression in the region through such measures as freedom of navigation operations and defense partnerships with regional states, including India, Japan, and South Korea
• development of “Blue A2/AD” defensive concepts of operations designed to deter Chinese aggression under the constraints of China’s growing regional military power and templates that can be shared with partners to help them better arm themselves
• rhetorical, financial, and diplomatic support to regional initiatives to resolve territorial disputes and create norms of conduct, such as the ongoing effort to solidify an ASEAN Code of Conduct
• diplomatic overtures to China to reassure it about U.S. intentions with regard to Taiwan as a leading tension-reduction mechanism and to develop conflict-resolution channels and procedures.

Closing the Gaps: Top-Priority Short-Term Investments

To strengthen U.S. conventional deterrent capabilities in this theater, this analysis suggests the following top-priority investments:

• Ensure sufficient stocks of preferred munitions for any potential contingency.
• Develop and deploy additional long-range strike systems capable of penetrating a denied environment.
• Invest in base resiliency, especially for USAF regional facilities.
6. The Greater Middle East and Afghanistan

In Europe and East Asia, the United States is committed to the defense of allies and the deterrence of powerful nuclear-armed opponents. In contrast, the greater Middle East is the scene of multiple active conflicts involving American forces in advisory and direct-action roles in Iraq, Syria, Yemen, Somalia, Libya, and Afghanistan against radical jihadist insurgencies and terrorist groups. In this region, the NDS focuses on defeating terrorists, building coalitions, and preventing domination by hostile powers. This strategy involves a mix of near-term actions against terrorist groups as well as longer-term actions to help friendly governments resist VEOs and the malign influences of Iran. The goal of this chapter is to summarize the situation in the greater Middle East and describe the resourcing demands that the continuing conflicts will place on the U.S. military.

The United States has no treaty allies in the region other than Turkey, but successive administrations have pledged to help defend Israel and several of the Gulf monarchies. The United States faces two types of adversary in this region. First are the violent jihadist groups including ISIS, al Qaeda, local affiliates thereof, and the Afghan Taliban. The other sort of adversary is Iran—a state, but one that projects its power throughout the region via support for mostly militant groups.

The Trump administration is revising its strategies for countering the jihadist groups in Iraq, Syria, and Afghanistan. As mentioned earlier in this report, President Trump has ordered U.S. forces to leave Syria and has ordered cuts in U.S. troops deployed to Afghanistan. The American withdrawal from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) limiting Iran’s nuclear program raises regional nuclear proliferation from a distant to a more proximate danger while increasing the risk of conflict with Iran and its several proxies in the region.

---

249 For example, the 2018 NDS states that

[w]e will foster a stable and secure Middle East that denies safe havens for terrorists, is not dominated by any power hostile to the United States, and that contributes to stable global energy markets and secure trade routes. We will develop enduring coalitions to consolidate gains we have made in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, and elsewhere, to support the lasting defeat of terrorists as we sever their sources of strength and counterbalance Iran (DoD, 2018a, p. 9).

Similarly, on May 14, 2015, at Camp David, President Obama said

I am reaffirming our ironclad commitment to the security of our Gulf partners. As we’ve declared in our joint statement, the United States is prepared to work jointly with [Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)] member states to deter and confront an external threat to any GCC state’s territorial integrity that is inconsistent with the U.N. Charter. In the event of such aggression, or the threat of such aggression, the United States stands ready to work with our GCC partners to urgently determine what actions may be appropriate, using the means at our collective disposal, including the potential use of military force, for the defense of our GCC partners (White House of President Barack Obama, Office of the Press Secretary, “Remarks by President Obama in Press Conference After GCC Summit,” May 14, 2015).
Countering the Islamic State and Other Jihadist Movements

The crux of U.S. strategy to counter ISIS is embodied in the phrase “by, with, and through.” The phrase refers to efforts by the U.S. military to operate via local partners who are relied upon to wage ground operations against ISIS in Iraq and Syria. The United States enables those operations by providing air power, ISR, training, and equipment.

A major benefit of this approach is that it decreases the physical risk to U.S. forces, which mitigates the loss of American public support for the operation. A second benefit is that it denies ISIS the propaganda value of rallying Iraqis, Syrians, and foreign fighters to resist Western occupation. This approach also invests the United States’ local partners in the outcomes of such campaigns and the work needed to secure and administer the reconquered territory and liberated population. The main drawback of the approach is that, by relying on local units to prosecute ground operations—including subnational forces that feature Kurdish and Shi’a militias—the strategy could sow the seeds for an eventual resurgence of violent extremism among Sunni Arabs, who may come to view the “liberation forces” as an instrument of Kurdish ambitions, or, in Iraq’s case, the heavy hand of a Shi’a-dominated central government.

That risk should not be taken lightly, but thus far, the strategy has produced results, as measured by changes in territorial control. At the time of this writing, ISIS is reported to have lost its hold on all urban territory in Syria and Iraq. The group’s decline is particularly stark when contrasted with events of the summer of 2014, when ISIS threatened Baghdad and effectively controlled the Euphrates River Valley from the outskirts of the Iraqi capital all the way to the Turkish border, as well as a large stretch of the Tigris ranging from the “Sunni triangle” of Iraq up through the country’s second largest city of Mosul.

Because the United States is leveraging local actors to field the ground operations, this rollback has been achieved despite the deployment of only a small contingent of U.S. forces. The United States has committed about 6,500 troops encompassing the roughly 5,000 American troops providing training and support (e.g., ISR, fires) to Iraqi units; the roughly 1,000 mainly American special operations forces who provide training, equipment, and enablers to the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF); and the roughly 500 American forces operating at the forward command center based in Kuwait. Together, these 6,500 troops make up the Combined Joint Task Force-Operation Inherent Resolve (CJTF-OIR).

This light footprint has kept American fatalities to a minimum and imposed low costs relative to the United States’ deployments in Afghanistan (2001–present) and Iraq (2003–2011). RAND analysis has estimated the future costs of sustaining the military deployment in Iraq and Syria at
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251 In addition to U.S. forces, the counter-ISIS (C-ISIS) coalition partners contribute roughly 4,000 troops, which include flying sorties.
$4–16 billion annually, depending on how quickly those force levels are drawn down and whether future ISIS activities cause the United States to pause or reverse its withdrawal.\textsuperscript{253} This range is consistent with U.S. military estimates, which peg the costs of current operations at roughly $5 billion annually.\textsuperscript{254} Added to the costs of sustaining military operations would be grants of U.S. military equipment via foreign military financing as well as humanitarian and stabilization assistance.\textsuperscript{255}

Once it is confirmed that all remaining ISIS redoubts in Iraq have been reduced, the United States may wish to retain a significant advisory presence in Iraq to prevent the reemergence of extremist groups, continue to strengthen the Iraqi security forces, counterbalance Iranian influence, and provide weight to American efforts to foster cooperation between Iraq’s Sunni, Shi’a and Kurdish populations.

In the case of Syria, the critical variable in determining the scope of the future U.S. mission is American involvement in the defense and stabilization of liberated territory. In Iraq, the United States has the benefit of working through a national government—imperfect as it may be—while the UN oversees the stabilization mission in that country. In Syria, the United States lacks a central government partner and the UN is unable to provide more than sporadic humanitarian assistance because of Syrian regime restrictions on the use of its border crossings and UN concerns that aid will be directed disproportionately to regime supporters.\textsuperscript{256}

The United States has more flexibility than the UN in the mode of delivering assistance. Washington’s only requirement is securing transit routes, which could be accomplished without the approval and coordination of the Syrian regime. However, because large-scale assistance is only cost-effective when there is overland access, and because Turkey opposes stabilization assistance to areas liberated at the hands of Kurdish forces, the United States would need to secure access to Syrian territory from the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG). The logical access point and the one relied on to date is the Fishkhabour crossing. Rivalries between Erbil and the main Syrian Kurdish party, the PYD, inject political sensitivities into this access, but so far, the KRG has allowed flows of assistance to reach liberated territory in northeastern Syria.

How small the American mission in Eastern Syria becomes—including U.S. help in the establishment of local governance and internal security forces—remains the subject of intense

\textsuperscript{253} Jones et al., 2017, p. 220. The size of the deployments costed were 2,500 and 10,000 U.S. soldiers in Iraq, and 200 and 2,000 U.S. soldiers in Syria. The annual cost per soldier was estimated at $1,544,000 in Iraq and $300,000 in Syria.

\textsuperscript{254} This figure is derived from the U.S. military’s estimate that the average cost of the deployments from August 2014 through June 2017 was $13.6 million per day. Extrapolating that figure over an entire year yields $4.96 billion in annual cost. See DoD, “Operation Inherent Resolve: Targeted Operations to Defeat ISIS,” webpage, undated.

\textsuperscript{255} Foreign military financing costs for Iraq could be large. In FY 2016, Iraq received a smaller allocation ($250 million) than it has in prior years, but it also received a loan of $2.7 billion. See U.S. Department of State, “U.S. Security Cooperation with Iraq,” fact sheet, Washington, D.C., March 22, 2017.

\textsuperscript{256} On the lack of a government partner, Special Envoy McGurk remarked that Syria “is far more difficult than Iraq. We don’t have a government to work with and we will never work with the Assad regime” (DoD, “Department of Defense Press Briefing by Secretary Mattis, General Dunford, and Special Envoy McGurk on the Campaign to Defeat ISIS in the Pentagon Press Briefing Room,” transcript, Washington, D.C., May 19, 2017).
policy debate. In addition to ordering the withdrawal of U.S. combat forces, President Trump has disavowed nation-building, and the administration avoids the term *reconstruction*, opting for the ambiguity and palatability of *humanitarian plus*. U.S. officials also have stressed that coalition partners are expected to contribute the equivalent of 75 cents for every U.S. dollar expended on stabilization.\footnote{DoD, 2017.}

On the other hand, Syria will be an important test case for blunting Iranian influence—a stated priority of the administration. Among those keen to prevent the expansion of Iranian influence in Syria, there is anxiety that Tehran is attempting to establish a “land bridge” stretching from Iran to the Mediterranean, crossing the Iraqi, Syrian, and Lebanese territory that lies in between.\footnote{Ehud Yaari, “Iran’s Ambitions in the Levant,” *Foreign Affairs*, May 1, 2017; Andrew Tabler, “The Scramble for Eastern Syria,” *Foreign Affairs*, June 3, 2017.} The premise is not that the land bridge would be embodied in physical infrastructure, but rather that Iranian-aligned groups would effectively control transit routes through regime-controlled areas in Syria, Shi’ite majority areas of Iraq, Iraqi Kurdish terrain, and the *badia* (desert area) of Eastern Syria.

Some analysts are skeptical of the purported land bridge threat. Some reject the underlying logic because Iranian air routes to Damascus are seen as a safer method of transporting material support and technology to Iranian partners, rather than exposing convoys to strikes from the air.\footnote{Ilan Goldenberg and Nicholas A. Heras, “Is America Getting Sucked into More War in Syria?” *The Atlantic*, June 9, 2017.} Others doubt Iran’s ability to control transit routes in areas that crisscross territory previously held by Sunni insurgents, including ISIS. Notwithstanding these arguments, the specter of expanded Iranian influence has generated a debate in Washington about the scope of U.S. involvement in the stabilization of Eastern Syria to deny this outcome.

Setting aside the consideration of Iranian influence, Eastern Syria also will be a focal point of efforts to avoid the reemergence of ISIS. The fear is that, should liberated territory be neglected, it would fan Sunni-Arab resentment and potentially push communities back into the arms of ISIS or a future ISIS successor organization. The question then becomes whether the United States would help secure and stabilize this area or whether it would allow Damascus to eventually exert sovereignty over the territory and populations liberated with U.S. assistance. The current deconfliction lines Washington has negotiated with Moscow seem to suggest a division of responsibility in which the United States would operate as the main stabilization patron from Manbij to Raqqa and then from Mayadin to Albu Kamel, exempting only Deir Ezzour city in what would otherwise be a Syrian Euphrates under U.S. watch and as a recipient of U.S.-directed support.\footnote{David Ignatius, “Working with Russia Might Be the Best Path to Peace in Syria,” *Washington Post*, July 4, 2017.} The durability of this arrangement is threatened by both the Assad regime’s and Turkey’s opposition to lasting autonomy for America’s Kurdish-dominated partners in Eastern Syria.
Indications from Tabqa—a medium-sized town bordering Raqqa that American officials often describe as a dry run for stabilizing ISIS’s self-declared capital of Raqqa—are that while the United States will support stabilization of liberated territory, the effort could be more limited than previous forays into nation-building. The U.S. government has sent only a small number of civilian advisers forward and presumably U.S. Army civil-affairs units will no longer be considered for deployment to the area. Because Tabqa abuts Raqqa and contains critical infrastructure—namely, a hydroelectric dam that provides power—the small scale of American involvement is a strong indication of the limited nature envisaged for U.S. stabilization in Eastern Syria.

The United States also is engaged in advise-and-assist and some direct-action campaigns against ISIS and al Qaeda elements in Yemen, Libya, Somalia, Nigeria, and its Lake Chad Basin neighbors. In this regard, the United States will have the largest potential requirements in pressuring ISIS affiliates in Libya, where militants have taken advantage of the security vacuum that has followed the country’s failed political transition. In addition to Libya, there will be a longer-term threat in Egypt’s Sinai, northeast Nigeria in the Lake Chad Basin, and smaller-scale threats in Yemen and Somalia. However, current trend lines suggest that these threats can be managed with more-limited U.S. involvement than that involved in prosecuting Operation Inherent Resolve in Iraq and Syria. RAND analysis that projected the costs of sustaining C-ISIS operations in Iraq and Syria at $4 to 16 billion annually suggests that the costs of military operations to pressure ISIS in Libya, Nigeria, and Egypt are estimated only to be from tens of millions to just under 1 billion dollars.

Iran

Iran has enormous influence in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, and, to a somewhat lesser degree, Afghanistan. Shi’a militias trained, armed, and financed by Iran are numerous in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, and Yemen, while the Syrian Assad regime is heavily dependent on Iran for its very survival. Moreover, Hezbollah, Iran’s most powerful nonstate proxy, has gained substantial battlefield experience in the Syrian Civil War and currently resembles a well-armed conventional army more than a local militia. This has raised fears within the Saudi, Bahraini, and United Arab Emirates (UAE) monarchies about Iran’s growing regional influence and its eventual ability to undermine their own regimes.

President Trump’s decision to withdraw from the JCPOA moves the reanimation of Iran’s nuclear weapons program from a distant to a more imminent danger. Without much international support, the U.S. effort to employ economic sanctions to force Iran back to the bargaining table seems unlikely to succeed. Such efforts may be sufficient, however, to persuade Iran to also abandon the agreement, despite European, Chinese, and Russian efforts to dissuade it from doing so. In this case, a military confrontation becomes more likely as Iran resumes activities forbidden
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by the JCPOA, e.g., exceeding limits on uranium enrichment, and the United States looks for ways to stop those activities.

Iran has developed its conventional military capabilities, although they remain modest for a country of its size and level of development. The Iranian conventional navy, air force, and army may appear to be large on paper, but they field very old equipment and weapons platforms, some dating to the 1960s. A greater threat may be Iran’s asymmetric capabilities, including its proxies and its large number of small fast-attack boats. Iran possesses the ability to disrupt shipping in the Persian Gulf for a time, but only at the cost of strangling its own exports. Similarly, Iran’s large ballistic missile inventory is a threat to Iran’s neighbors and U.S. and allied forces throughout the Middle East, but the U.S. advanced anti-ballistic missile systems can help counter Iran’s still relatively unsophisticated missiles. However, it would be unwise to underestimate the costs and difficulties of an actual war with Iran. Iran has become a major land power through the cultivation of tens of thousands of armed militants spread across the region. Tehran also has mastered the art of political warfare, including religious and ideological influence operations. As a result, Iran’s local proxies could impose substantial costs on the United States in Iraq, Syria, and Afghanistan.

Iran does not have the means to control the Persian Gulf or to capture and hold GCC territory. The large U.S. military presence in the region serves as a powerful deterrent to any Iranian territorial ambitions. The Saudi and Emirati air and naval forces are technologically superior to their antiquated Iranian counterparts. General David Petraeus has gone so far as to suggest that the UAE air force could take out the entire Iranian Air Force. However, Iran is aware of this disparity and has designed an asymmetric strategy to counter U.S. and allied conventional superiority. The Revolutionary Guard commands thousands of fast-attack boats that could swarm U.S. ships and overwhelm their defensive capabilities. Iran also possesses anti-ship cruise missiles, naval mines, and attack drones that can target U.S. and allied militaries in the Persian Gulf. Even a temporary disruption of shipping through the Strait of Hormuz could have large and widespread economic consequences.

In the event of a direct military conflict, Iran would use its asymmetric strategy to inflict significant costs on the United States and might even emerge as the perceived “winner,” much as Hezbollah was not able to defeat Israeli forces in 2006 but was widely viewed in the region as having “won” by its ability to inflict significant casualties on Israeli forces while launching thousands of rockets into Israeli territory. Iran may pursue a similar strategy because even a minor armed action in the Persian Gulf could disrupt shipping and raise oil prices, risking the global economy and creating pressure on Washington to settle any conflict on Iran’s terms. However, Iran is likely to attempt to “close” the Strait of Hormuz only in the direst circumstances. Much like its Gulf Arab rivals, Iran is heavily dependent on the Persian Gulf for oil exports, as is Iraq, a state with which Iran has close and friendly relations.

---

The 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq removed the biggest bulwark to Iranian expansionism in the Arab world. Saddam Hussein fought a bloody war with Iran from 1980 to 1988 and brutally crushed attempts by Iraqi Shi’a—some of whom were loyal to Iran—to gain power and overthrow his regime. The empowerment of Iraqi Shi’a parties also has widened Iran’s ability to maneuver in the territory of its western neighbor. To be sure, not all Iraqi Shi’a are loyal to Iran; the Sadrists movement, for example, has forged a more independent and nationalist identity independent of the Islamic Republic. However, some of the major Iraqi Shi’a parties and militias are very close to Iran. The rise of ISIS also boosted Iran’s ability to increase the number of militiamen under its authority. The majority of Iraqi Shi’a militias fall under the umbrella of the Popular Mobilization Units (PMUs), which have been named as an official force of the Iraqi central government. The PMUs have conducted many of the major operations against ISIS and are poised to become a major force in Iraq after ISIS falls. Iran has sent thousands of third-country militiamen to fight in Syria on behalf of the Syrian regime.

The Assad regime has become very dependent on pro-Iranian Shi’a militias to quell the Syrian opposition. It is difficult to obtain an accurate estimate for the number of Iraqi militiamen fighting in Syria, but they appear to be in the thousands. Furthermore, Iran has recruited thousands of Afghan and Pakistani Shi’a. Combined with actual Iranian and Hezbollah forces, Iran probably commands the loyalty of 20,000 to 30,000 fighters in Syria. Of special concern is the presence of such forces near the Israeli border; although they are relatively poorly equipped, Iran could provide more-sophisticated weapons to these groups in the future. Hezbollah is already armed with increasingly accurate long-range missiles that cover all of Israeli territory. The Lebanese Shi’a group also wields advanced anti-tank guided missiles in addition to anti-ship cruise missiles. In the event of an armed conflict with Israel, Iran’s local client could launch thousands of missiles against Israel.264

Pro-Iranian militias also can be used in any conflict with Saudi Arabia. These militias do not possess air or naval assets, but they are a growing presence on the Saudi-Iraq-Kuwaiti border areas.265 Riyadh’s conventional forces are more advanced than the militias, but they may face asymmetric hit-and-run attacks that could tie down Saudi troops and inflict significant casualties on them. After all, Saudi forces are much better trained and equipped than Iranian-backed Houthi militiamen in Yemen, yet they have been unable to achieve Riyadh’s goal of recapturing Sanaa and installing a loyal government in the Houthis’ place. The Houthis have employed similarly low-technology weapons possessed by other pro-Iranian militias, including Scud-type missiles, low-cost drones, and small arms.266 None of the pro-Iranian militias could defeat the Saudi/GCC militaries in the classical sense, but they could be a powerful instrument in Iran’s attempts to inflict pain on Riyadh. Iran and Hezbollah also are reported to have developed secret cells
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throughout the GCC which could be mobilized to conduct sabotage operations in the event of an armed conflict.\footnote{Matthew Levitt, “Hezbollah’s Pivot Toward the Gulf,” \textit{CTC Sentinel}, Vol. 9, No. 8, August 2016.}

Iran does not want and is unlikely to initiate a direct military conflict with the United States, or with any of its neighbors. Conflict with Saudi Arabia might occur were the Saudis to attack Qatar and the latter call on Iran for help, but this seems unlikely. Conflict with the United States might occur as a result of some maritime clash in the Gulf, but this would likely be quickly deescalated. The greatest risk of a direct conflict would flow from the collapse of the JCPOA. Should U.S. sanctions not force Iran back into negotiation and should Iran resume aspects of its nuclear program, U.S. authorities might consider employing military force to destroy Iranian nuclear sites and prevent new ones from being built or old ones rebuilt. Such a military campaign might come to resemble the Northern and Southern Watch air operations over Iraq from 1991 to 2003, which involved enforcing no-fly zones over portions of the country and intermittently bombing suspected sites.

In the case of Iran, however, the U.S. task would be much more demanding, as the operation would likely not enjoy international sanction and might not garner the support of U.S. allies in Europe or East Asia. Iran’s air defenses are much more capable than the Iraqi SAMs that threatened U.S. pilots in 1990s Iraq. Furthermore, Iran would retain access to Russian and other non-Western arms suppliers. The United States would likely not be able to use air bases in Turkey and would be limited to Gulf State facilities and sea basing, assuming that Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Bahrain, and the UAE would be ready to risk Iranian counterstrikes. American forces and civilian personnel in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan, and the Gulf would be vulnerable to threats from Iranian proxies. Enforcing the no-fly zone over a nearly defenseless Iraq was estimated to cost $12 billion over ten years. Imposing such a regime on Iran would likely be much costlier.\footnote{John A. Tirpak, “Legacy of the Air Blockades,” \textit{Air Force Magazine}, February 2003.}

The United States also could find itself drawn into a conflict between Israel and Iran, perhaps provoked by Iranian or Iranian-inspired attacks on Israel from Syria or Lebanon, or by an Israeli strike on renewed Iranian nuclear activity. In the absence of a direct U.S.-Iranian conflict, their competition throughout the region will continue to be conducted principally through local surrogates, with the Iranians supporting Shi’a militias and exercising strong influence over governments in Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq, and with the United States backing Israel and the Gulf States competing for influence in Beirut and Baghdad and perhaps supporting an anti-Iranian blocking force in southeastern Syria to interdict land communications between Iran and the Mediterranean. The scale and cost of these measures, but not those of a direct U.S.-Iran conflict, have been subsumed in the high-end estimates given in this section. We provide more detail later for the C-ISIS campaign.
Afghanistan

The U.S. war in Afghanistan has begun its 18th year. It was preceded by 12 years of civil war, and before that by the Soviet Union’s war. The country itself has been in more or less continuous conflict since 1979. There is no end in sight.

Over the past several years, the Afghan armed forces have been gradually ceding ground to the Taliban. The Afghan government still holds all the major population centers, but the Taliban is increasing its control over the countryside. This result was foreseen by the Obama administration when the President announced in May 2014 that American troops would be out of the country by the end of his term. The expectation was that once U.S. and European forces departed, the Kabul government’s control over the country would gradually erode. Although Obama and his team never acknowledged it, they were looking for what Henry Kissinger described, apropos of Vietnam, as “a decent interval” between the U.S. withdrawal and the local regime’s collapse.

Only a couple of weeks after Obama announced this intended withdrawal, ISIS burst out of war-torn Syria and marched to the very gates of Baghdad. This development underscored the dangers of abandoning weak but friendly regimes to overthrow by violent extremist movements. The Iraq experience may have caused Obama to think better of his Afghan withdrawal decision and instead leave 8,500 American troops in Afghanistan, thus handing the conflict and the decision of whether to stay on to his successor.269

The Taliban, al Qaeda, and ISIS are waiting in the wings. A further erosion of control by the central government does not necessarily mean an eventual Taliban victory. It does mean that the country would gradually fall back into a multisided conflict of the sort that followed the Soviet withdrawal in 1989. The result would provide further scope both for al Qaeda, which retains links to the Taliban, and ISIS, which has established its own affiliate in Afghanistan.

On assuming office, the Trump administration faced the choice of losing quickly by withdrawing from Afghanistan; losing slowly by staying at current, clearly inadequate levels of commitment; or not losing by increasing that commitment enough to establish and maintain a stalemate on the battlefield. After several months of review and debate, President Trump reluctantly chose the last of these options. Acknowledging that he had originally preferred withdrawal in an address to the nation on August 21, 2017, he came to realize that “a hasty withdrawal would create a vacuum that terrorists, including ISIS and al Qaeda, would instantly fill, just as happened before September 11th.”270

Instead, the President offered a “plan for victory.” He defined victory as “obliterating ISIS, crushing al Qaeda, preventing the Taliban from taking over Afghanistan, and stopping mass

---


terror attacks against America before they emerge.”\textsuperscript{271} This formula is significant. Obliterating ISIS and crushing al Qaeda have potential end points, while preventing a Taliban takeover does not.

In the same address, President Trump referred only very briefly to the possibility of a “political settlement that includes elements of the Taliban,” but added that, “nobody knows if or when that will ever happen.”\textsuperscript{272} The following day, then-Secretary of State Rex Tillerson elaborated on this aspect of the President’s strategy, stating, “I think the President was clear this entire effort was intended to put pressure on the Taliban, to have the Taliban understand that you will not win a battlefield victory. We may not win one, but neither will you.”\textsuperscript{273} This is a pretty explicit acknowledgment that the administration’s intent is to fight the war in Afghanistan to an enduring stalemate in order to eventually force a negotiated settlement.

In March 2018, Afghan President Ashraf Ghani laid out a fairly detailed peace plan that was backed by the United States and other NATO allies. With Afghan presidential elections looming in 2019, few expect an early move to negotiations, but the absence of an immediate Taliban rejection has been encouraging. Eventual success will require unequivocal U.S. support and active participation.

Trump’s approach to Afghanistan is distinguished from his predecessor’s in several respects. First, he has delegated the decision on precise troop levels to the Secretary of Defense. Second, he set no deadlines or target dates for drawdowns or withdrawal. Third, he reduced constraints on the activities of U.S. forces, and finally, he promised less White House micromanagement on those activities. As a result, the U.S. force level in Afghanistan seemed likely to expand from the Obama ceiling of 8,500 to around 15,000. However, on December 24, 2018, President Trump was reported to have ordered a partial withdrawal of U.S. forces from Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{274} The next week, a White House official denied that report.\textsuperscript{275} Since then, with the U.S. Senate voting to oppose the withdrawal of U.S. forces from Afghanistan, it is difficult to predict what, exactly, the U.S. position will be going forward.\textsuperscript{276} How quickly a withdrawal might be conducted, and what effect this has on the war effort against the Taliban, remains to be seen.

President Trump insisted that his administration would not engage in nation-building, but he also promised that the United States would continue to provide military and economic aid to the Afghan government. He said, “we will not dictate to the Afghan people how to live, or how to govern their own complex society” but he also insisted that the American people “expect to see

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item The White House, 2017b.
\item The White House, 2017b.
\item Alex Ward, “Tillerson Says the Taliban Won’t Win in Afghanistan—and Neither Will the U.S.,” Vox, August 22, 2017.
\item Lederman and De Luce, 2018.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
real reforms” and implicitly conditioned continued U.S. aid on such reforms.277 Like George W. Bush and Obama, Trump seems more averse to the term “nation-building” than to the actual steps needed to improve the capacity of partner states to effectively secure and govern their populations.

In his August 21, 2017, address, President Trump also dealt with the regional dimensions of the Afghan conflict, taking a harsher line on Pakistan than had either Obama or George W. Bush and urging a stronger Indian role in Afghanistan. He made no mention of Russia or Iran, both of which opposed the Taliban when it was in power and have generally backed the government in Kabul since 2001, although both states have been hedging their bets of late by opening lines to the Taliban. The United States has difficult relations with Russia and no relations to speak of with Iran. Any effort to broker a peace process will make little headway against opposition from these governments.

A 2017 RAND study posited the cost of a 15,000 American troop presence at $23 billion per year.278 To this must be added something in the area of $3 billion per year in security assistance to the Afghan army and police and another $2 billion of economic and humanitarian assistance needed to keep the Afghan government running. Assuming that the Trump administration figures come anything close to these, Afghanistan will remain the largest single U.S. military and financial commitment in the Middle East and South Asian region.

Resource Implications

Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 project the annual costs involved in a continued U.S. military and diplomatic commitment in the countries in which the United States is currently engaged in advisory and direct-action campaigns against violent jihadist groups.279 The higher estimates assume that the United States maintains troops in the vicinity of Syria even after the Trump-ordered pullout and keeps forces in Iraq beyond the initial defeat of ISIS in order to prevent its reemergence and counterbalance Iranian influence. The higher figure for Afghanistan is consistent with the Trump administration’s declared intentions there (and assumes no immediate withdrawal).

---

277 The White House, 2017b.
278 Jones et al., 2017, p. 220.
279 The data and calculations for Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 are derived from and explained in Appendixes A and B of Jones et al., 2017.
The higher estimates encompass the projected costs of continuing to counter malign Iranian influence throughout the region, principally by bolstering the capacity of local partners to resist. We believe that commitment to the region at this higher level also will be adequate to deter any overt Iranian attack on neighboring states or U.S. targets in the region. We have not sought to calculate the costs of a multiyear air and naval campaign to destroy Iranian nuclear weapons–related facilities and suppress any reanimation of Iranian nuclear weapons development in the event of a breakdown of the JCPOA. In addition to the costs of conducting air operations over Iran, against opposition and into the indefinite future, and defending U.S. bases and partners in the region against Iranian retaliation, the costs cited herein for continuing the U.S. presence in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria could rise should Iran employ proxies to challenge those missions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of U.S. troops</td>
<td>Cost (millions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>$3,885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>$7,770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7,800</td>
<td>$11,749</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: The data and calculations for this table are derived from and explained in Appendixes A and B of Jones et al., 2017.
Table 6.2. Projected Annual Security Assistance Costs, as of FY 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/Region</th>
<th>Current (FY14) (millions)</th>
<th>Low (millions)</th>
<th>High (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iraq, Syria, and select Near East countries</td>
<td>$3,597</td>
<td>$2,683</td>
<td>$8,949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan, Pakistan, and select South Asian countries</td>
<td>$5,139</td>
<td>$1,487</td>
<td>$5,783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria and select Lake Chad Basin countries</td>
<td>$38</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
<td>$54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya and select Sahel/Maghreb countries</td>
<td>$51</td>
<td>$8</td>
<td>$658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$8,825</td>
<td>$4,179</td>
<td>$15,444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: The data and calculations for this table are derived from and explained in Appendixes A and B of Jones et al., 2017.

NOTE: Data may not sum exactly due to rounding.

Table 6.3. Projected Annual Economic and Humanitarian Assistance Costs, as of FY 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/Region</th>
<th>Current (FY14) (millions)</th>
<th>Low (millions)</th>
<th>High (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iraq, Syria, and select Near East countries</td>
<td>$2,820</td>
<td>$416</td>
<td>$8,854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan, Pakistan, and select South Asian countries</td>
<td>$3,481</td>
<td>$492</td>
<td>$4,663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria and select Lake Chad Basin countries</td>
<td>$901</td>
<td>$129</td>
<td>$1,009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya and select Sahel/Maghreb countries</td>
<td>$541</td>
<td>$139</td>
<td>$2,162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$7,743</td>
<td>$1,176</td>
<td>$16,688</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: The data and calculations for this table are derived from and explained in Appendixes A and B of Jones et al., 2017.
7. Matching Policy to Resources

In order to defend itself and its national interests, and to maintain the trust of allies as a reliable security guarantor, the United States must match its national security policies with the resources available to support them.

In Chapter 2, we defined the United States’ top priorities as countering direct and potentially immediate threats to the homeland and its citizens, including deterring nuclear war and nuclear terror. We assume that these Tier 1 priorities will always be met. The question, then, is how to best allocate the remaining forces and resources against Tier 2 and Tier 3 priorities.

We identified the Tier 2 priorities as countering severe and immediate threats to U.S. allies. The most important and urgent priority is to deter a Russian attack on the Baltics; the next-most urgent is to counter North Korean threats to South Korea and Japan or a Chinese invasion of Taiwan. As discussed earlier, these threats are highly consequential and, because the U.S. military advantage is eroding in some areas, the likelihood of an unfavorable outcome is arguably increasing. We therefore conclude that actions to lower the risks are urgently needed.

The Tier 3 problems comprise long-term or chronic threats. Although these problems are not as urgent, they are still consequential to the long-term well-being of U.S. allies and thus to global security.

In this chapter, we analyze alternatives for addressing the mismatches identified in Chapters 3 through 6. First, we compare the defense pledges and policies of the Trump administration with the budgets available for the military means to meet priority challenges. We discuss the investment and funding outlook, the available forces and capabilities, and the alternatives for meeting urgent priorities with available forces. Finally, we present three alternative scenarios for how DoD might allocate its global forces to accomplish its missions.

Investment and Funding Outlook

The Trump administration has identified some investment priorities to support its stated defense policy priorities. During the 2016 presidential election campaign, the Trump campaign vowed to grow each of the services.\textsuperscript{280} The FY 2019 DoD budget request begins to fund this growth by adding 25,900 troops and ten combat ships and increasing the production of F-35 and F/A-18 aircraft.\textsuperscript{281} In addition, the 2018 NDS lists modernizing key capabilities in its nuclear;

space and cyber; command, control, communications, computers, and ISR; missile defense; and other forces as investment priorities.\textsuperscript{282}

As much as the United States might wish to address each of these problems to the maximum extent possible, future budgets are unlikely to provide sufficient funding to do so. The DoD base budget has grown from approximately $510 billion in FY 2017 (about $520 billion in constant FY 2018 dollars) to $582.3 billion in FY 2018.\textsuperscript{283} This would need to grow to $698 billion by FY 2027 (in constant FY 2018 dollars) to pay for items in the base budget today, as well as to achieve the Trump administration’s goals to modernize U.S. nuclear forces and modernize and expand conventional military forces.\textsuperscript{284} Over the nine-year period, the cumulative difference between the FY 2018 budget and the funds needed for the Trump administration’s plans would be more than $500 billion. In addition, overseas contingency operations (OCO) were budgeted at $65.2 billion in FY 2018 and show no definite sign of abating.

Figure 7.1 shows these projected costs, as well as the Trump administration’s proposed increase in the BCA limits on discretionary defense spending.\textsuperscript{285} As shown in the figure, a 2-percent annual real growth in the FY 2018 budget would provide enough funds for both nuclear modernization and the modernization and expansion of conventional forces. A 3-percent annual real growth rate also would provide enough funds for OCO, so long as those costs do not rise. (In the figure, we show OCO funding continuing at the FY 2018 level, although those costs could change in future years.) As noted by then-Secretary Mattis in his April 2018 testimony to the Senate, the FY 2018 and 2019 DoD budgets represented 3.1 percent of GDP.\textsuperscript{286} This is much less than the 5 percent of GDP devoted to DoD during the post-Vietnam Cold War period, or the 5.7 percent spent in 1985 during the Reagan defense buildup.

The CBO estimates that, by FY 2027, modernizing U.S. nuclear forces would consume $21 billion of any increase in DoD’s base budget. In addition, any emergency funding requests—such as the $4.7 billion requested in November 2017 for enhanced missile defense—could crowd out other investments if the need persisted for longer than the initial year. Furthermore, the Trump administration itself has recently floated the idea of ramping down the increase in defense expenditures, causing some alarm within DoD.\textsuperscript{287} Although it is unclear at the time of this writing whether DoD or the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) will prevail, the debate does not bode well for continuing increases in the defense budget.

\textsuperscript{282} DoD, 2018a.
\textsuperscript{284} CBO, 2017c.
\textsuperscript{285} Williams and Towell, 2017.
\textsuperscript{286} U.S. Senate Armed Services Committee, 2018.
Available Forces and Capabilities

One way to make policy and resources meet is to increase the resources expended; the other is to adjust the policy ends or to adjust the strategy for meeting them. Because of the uncertainty in future defense budgets and the likely difficulty that DoD will have in raising the base budget enough to fund the desired growth in the services, the RAND team looked at alternative strategies for countering the highest-priority threats within the existing force structure.

To begin, we assessed the forces available today and their readiness to conduct contingency operations. A particularly interesting item in the FY 2019 DoD budget request was the statement by each service regarding the readiness of their forces. Each service (except for the USAF) described the number of its major force units that would complete premier readiness exercises.

---

and thereby become ready for combat operations. (The USAF stated that “only 50 percent of our squadrons are ready to conduct all of the missions assigned to them.”)

The Army stated that it planned to send 19 BCTs through combat training centers (CTCs) in FY 2018 and raise this to 21 BCTs in FYs 2020 to 2023. The RAND team estimated the numbers and types of active component (AC) and reserve component (RC) BCTs that could pass through the CTCs each year, as shown in Table 7.1. The CTCs include the National Training Center (NTC) at Fort Irwin, California; the Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC) at Fort Polk, Louisiana, and the Joint Multinational Readiness Center (JMRC) at Grafenwoehr, Germany.

Table 7.1. Planned Service Readiness Throughput

| Source: Data are from Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller)/Chief Financial Officer, 2018a. Notes: MC = U.S. Marine Corps. Bns = battalions. ESG = expeditionary strike group. Ftr = fighter. Sqdns = squadrons. 1 The Army is planning to add two more ABCTs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Forces</th>
<th>Units Participating in Major Readiness Training</th>
<th>Ready Forces Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army BCTs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AC)</td>
<td>12 ABCT</td>
<td>7 ABCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 IBCT</td>
<td>6 IBCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 SBCT</td>
<td>3 SBCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army BCTs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(RC)</td>
<td>5 ABCT</td>
<td>1 ABCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 IBCT</td>
<td>3 IBCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 SBCT</td>
<td>1 SBCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army BCTs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Total)</td>
<td>8 ABCT</td>
<td>7 ABCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 IBCT</td>
<td>10 IBCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 SBCT</td>
<td>4 SBCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC Infantry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bns; Ftr Sqdns</td>
<td>23 AC Bns</td>
<td>12 AC Bns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 RC Bns</td>
<td>1 RC Bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 (AC)/1 (RC) Sqdns</td>
<td>8 Sqdns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy CSG/ESG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ftr Sqdns</td>
<td>10 CSG/9 ESG 28 (AC)/</td>
<td>4 CSG/4 ESG 14 Sqdn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (RC) Sqdns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAF Fighter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sqdns</td>
<td>32 Ftr Sqdn (AC)</td>
<td>16 Ftr Sqdn (AC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24 Ftr Sqdn (RC)</td>
<td>4 Ftr Sqdn (RC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Army currently has ten AC ABCTs but is planning to create two more by converting them from IBCTs. We have used the planned force structure in this analysis for a total Army AC

of 12 ABCTs, 12 IBCTs, and seven Stryker BCTs (SBCTs); and an RC of five ABCTs, 20 IBCTs, and two SBCTs.\(^{290}\)

The Army’s goal is to have two-thirds of its Regular BCTs and one-third of its Guard BCTs equipped with the personnel, equipment, and training needed to make them ready for combat in the 2021 to 2022 time frame.\(^{291}\) If the Army assigned 16 of its annual CTC slots to AC units, it could cycle through all 31 active BCTs in two years (with active ABCTs cycling slightly faster than other units). That would leave five slots for RC brigades each year. These BCTs could cycle through the CTCs every five or six years and then be available for overseas deployment. That means that some of the AC units may have had their last CTC rotation between 13 and 18 months prior to deployment, and some of the RC units up to two years prior to deployment, but it may be possible to keep their combat skills sharp with continuing training at their home stations. We use that Army goal in the analysis that follows.

Similarly, we assessed how many units the Marine Corps could pass through its readiness training exercises. In FY 2018, the Marines had capacity for ten infantry battalions in integrated training exercises and two infantry battalions in mountain exercises; this number rose to ten and six, respectively, in FY 2019 (and presumably beyond). In addition to other units mentioned, the Marines plan 30 integrated training exercises for their aviation squadrons (including both fixed- and rotary-wing). Therefore, we assume that the Marines could put 12 AC battalions and one RC infantry battalion through some form of a major readiness exercise and prepare half of their 16 fighter squadrons for carrier operations each year.\(^{292}\) (The increased capacity in 2019 might allow for a quicker call-up of reserves, or a regular infantry battalion might go twice in a given two-year period.) We assume that the Marines could meet the Army goal of maintaining two-thirds of its regular and one-third of its reserve ground units ready for combat and meet the Air Force goal of preparing 80 percent of its fighter squadrons for combat from land bases (as described in more detail below). This would yield a total of 17 infantry battalions and 13 fighter squadrons ready for combat at any given time, while providing eight of the fighter squadrons with the additional training needed to operate from aircraft carriers.

The Navy plans to send four of 11 carriers with four air wings, 27 of 96 surface combat ships, 13 of 31 principal amphibious ships, and 35 of its 68 submarines through integrated exercises each year. We assume that this could provide four CSGs (including a carrier, three or four surface escorts, and an attack submarine) and four expeditionary strike groups (ESGs; led by a landing helicopter assault or a landing helicopter dock, with two or three other amphibious

---


\(^{291}\) David Vergun, “Investments in Modernization, People Increasing Readiness, Say Army Secretary, Chief of Staff,” Army News Service, March 15, 2018a.

\(^{292}\) The Marine Corps has 457 AV-8, F-18, and F-35 aircraft organized into 18 operational and three training squadrons (see IISS, 2018). However, this would average out to fewer than 22 aircraft per squadron (neglecting any of these aircraft assigned to testing duties or in maintenance). Therefore, we revised the count downward to 16 24-aircraft equivalent regular Marine Corps squadrons. We will use this 24-aircraft squadron equivalent throughout this analysis when discussing Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps, and allied fighter squadrons.
ships) with an integrated exercise each year. In addition, we assume that the U.S. Navy can have 14 24-aircraft squadron equivalents ready for carrier operations each year.\textsuperscript{293} For wartime operations, the Navy’s Fleet Response Plan is designed to provide up to six CSGs within 30 days and an additional two CSGs in 90 days.\textsuperscript{294} As with the Marines, we assume that the USN could meet the Air Force goal of having 80 percent of its fighter squadrons ready for combat from land bases. We assume that would yield a total of 22 ready fighter squadrons, with 14 of them having the additional training needed for carrier operations.

The Air Force did not specifically state how many active or reserve squadrons would be made ready each year through major readiness exercises. However, the Air Force has recently stated that more than 75 percent of its core fighting units are combat ready today, and that it is making faster-than-expected progress toward the goal of having 80 percent of its “operational squadrons that are most relevant to a high-end fight” ready by the end of 2020, with 80 percent of all operational squadrons reaching the 80 percent level by the end of 2023 and 80 percent of all units by the end of 2024.\textsuperscript{295} In particular, we will assume that the Air Force can make 80 percent of its regular and reserve fighter squadrons ready in this analysis.

The data in Table 7.2 reflect the assumption that each service can mobilize its RC units one year out of every six. That is, RC units would have one year of mobilization followed by five years in a demobilized training status for a 1-to-5 mobilization ratio. This is consistent with the mobilization tempo policy employed by the U.S. Army, which was under significant stress during peak force deployments to Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF), OIF, and Operation Noble Eagle (ONE).\textsuperscript{296}

An even higher mobilization could be employed. Title 10 of the United States Code gives the President the authority to mobilize Reserve and National Guard units under certain threat conditions or national emergencies.\textsuperscript{297} The U.S. Army in particular has utilized RCs to provide

\textsuperscript{293} The USN has 34 operational and three training squadrons with 722 F-18 and F-35 aircraft and another 13 operational squadrons and one training squadron with 131 F-18 Growler electronic warfare variants (see IISS, 2018). We use a figure of 28 24-aircraft equivalent USN squadrons in our analysis in order to be comparable with the larger USAF squadrons. We assume that the Navy would use a mix of all types of F-18 in these squadrons and gradually replace them with the F-35 as they come into the inventory.


\textsuperscript{297} Under 10 U.S.C., Section 12304, the President may mobilize 200,000 members of the Selected Reserve and the Individual Ready Reserve for up to one year in the event of WMD or terror attack, or threatened WMD or terror attack. Under 10 U.S.C., Section 12302, the President may mobilize 1 million members of the RC for up to 24 months after declaring an emergency.
much-needed forces in past operations and has maintained an ongoing mobilization and deployment of RC forces since OIF (see Table 7.2).

Table 7.2. Historical Mobilization of National Guard and Army Reserves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Endstrength</td>
<td>833,378</td>
<td>650,276</td>
<td>741,200</td>
<td>562,979</td>
<td>543,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobilized</td>
<td>379,100</td>
<td>22,786</td>
<td>147,000</td>
<td>127,000</td>
<td>90,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage Mobilized</td>
<td>45 %</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Since World War II, the Army’s RCs have been mobilized several times for wars and national emergencies, although at far less than their maximum strengths. Army National Guard and Army Reserve forces were mobilized during the Korean and Vietnam Wars; Operation Desert Shield/ODS; and contemporaneously for ONE, OEF, and OIF. As shown in Table 7.2, 45 percent of the combined Army National Guard and Army Reserve end strength were mobilized during the Korean emergency, including eight combat divisions.\(^{298}\) (Notably, two of these divisions were sent along with two regular divisions to bolster deterrence in Europe.)

\(^{298}\) Email correspondence with William M. Donnelly, U.S. Army Center for Military History, October 19, 2018; Donnelly, 2001; Donnelly, 2000, pp. 80–84; Hylton, 2000; Coker, 2013.
In 1968, 22,786 Army Guard and Reserve forces were mobilized for the Vietnam War for 24 months. This represented about 4 percent of the strength of the Army’s RCs.\textsuperscript{299} Approximately 20 percent of Army RCs were mobilized for ODS, including units sent to the Persian Gulf, units sent to Europe to backfill Regular Army units deployed to Saudi Arabia, and soldiers mobilized in the United States to help prepare deploying forces.\textsuperscript{300} In 2003, 23 percent of the Army National Guard and Army Reserve were mobilized for the combination of ONE (U.S. homeland defense), OEF (Afghanistan), and OIF.\textsuperscript{301} In its 2019 budget request, the Army stated that it had more than 90,000 RC soldiers mobilized for overseas operations and duties within the U.S. homeland.\textsuperscript{302}

Stepped-up mobilization and training of National Guard and Reserve forces could help ameliorate the mismatch between goals and capabilities in times of extraordinary demand. DoD should assess the feasibility of mobilizing essentially the whole of the Army and Air Force National Guard and Reserve components as well as the Marine Corps and Navy Reserves. This assessment should ensure that sufficient institutional capacity exists to mobilize, garrison, train, and equip these troops for worldwide contingency operations.

**Alternatives to Meet Tier 2 Priorities with Available Forces**

The U.S. military cannot be in all places at all times. Although naval and air forces have some ability to swing between theaters, ground forces take weeks to deploy their forces and equipment by sea, as discussed in Chapter 3. Therefore, the United States must choose where to posture its forces to meet the most urgent threats that pose the greatest risks to its interests.

In the sections that follow, we suggest how the U.S. military should allocate the forces it already has to address stated U.S. priorities, based on the following three criteria:

1. importance to the United States and its interests
2. size and urgency of the gap between the capabilities required to achieve U.S. defense objectives and the actual forces ready and postured to provide them
3. a realistic ability for the United States, working with its allies and partners, to close these gaps.

**Improving Air, Naval, and Ground Capabilities to Defend NATO**

This analysis ranks defending U.S. NATO allies as the most important and urgent Tier 2 priority, with gaps that can be closed if the United States and its NATO allies take appropriate actions now. As we described in Chapter 3, the ability to win a war against Russia in the Baltics

\textsuperscript{300} Cheney, 1992.
\textsuperscript{301} Nawyn, 2015.
would require a U.S. air-ground force built around eight armored brigades and 24 fighter squadrons, along with other combat and supporting units. However, the United States has only deployed one of these armored brigades and six fighter squadrons to date, leaving Europe far short of the ready forces needed to defend it. In addition, although some equipment has been pre-positioned in Europe for air and ground forces, most would have to be deployed from the United States, which would likely delay reinforcements beyond the 30-day goal set by former Defense Secretary Mattis.\textsuperscript{303}

In this section, we analyze this mismatch and the alternatives for remedying it. The forces made ready each year by each service, the demands of current deployments, and the forces needed to defeat a Russian attack are compared in Table 7.3.

The first two columns reflect the forces that each service would have ready at any given time (if they achieve the readiness goals described earlier), as well as the units that would be in the training pipeline for future deployments. The third column shows those force elements already committed to ongoing operations within NATO, deployed in the Korean theater (this includes U.S. Air Force squadrons in Japan), the Middle East, or committed to other places around the world. The fourth column shows remaining ready forces not already committed to an ongoing operation. The next three columns describe the forces needed to defend the NATO Baltic states against a Russian attack, the portion of those forces that still need to be deployed, and the gaps that exist between the forces needed and the ready, uncommitted forces available in the U.S. military. The final column describes potential ways to remedy these gaps.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{llllll}
\hline
\textbf{Service} & \textbf{Ready Forces} & \textbf{Ongoing Operations} & \textbf{Needed Forces} & \textbf{Remaining Forces} & \textbf{Potential Remedies} \\
\hline
Army & & & & & \\
Air Force & & & & & \\
Navy & & & & & \\
Marines & & & & & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Comparison of Forces Needed vs. Available}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{303} Barnes, 2018.
Table 7.3. Forces Available to Defend NATO Baltic States as the Top Tier 2 Priority

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating Forces Available and Cumulative Commitments</th>
<th>Needed to Defend NATO (As Top Tier-2 Priority)</th>
<th>Potential Mitigations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Forces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army ABCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 ABCT</td>
<td>8 ABCT</td>
<td>1 ABCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commited already to Daily Ops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 NATO 1 ROK 1 ME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remaining ready not committed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 ABCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total needed NATO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional needed to be Deployed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap in ready forces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army S/IBCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 IBCT 4 SBCT</td>
<td>16 IBCT 5 SBCT</td>
<td>1 S/IBCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 NATO 4 ME/AFg 1 Afr 1 GHF</td>
<td>12 S/IBCT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 S/IBCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USMC Inf Bn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Bns</td>
<td>12 Bns</td>
<td>2 bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Bn NATO 1 Bn ME</td>
<td>15 Bn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 bn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighters - AF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 Sqds</td>
<td>11 Sqds</td>
<td>14 Sqd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 NATO 9 Indo-Pac 3 ME/AFg</td>
<td>27 Sqds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Sqd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighters - MC/Navy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 (MC) 22 (N)</td>
<td>4 (MC) 7 (N)</td>
<td>4 (Land)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 (CSG)</td>
<td>17 Sqds</td>
<td>4 (Land)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (Land)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naval forces</td>
<td></td>
<td>Swing 2 CSG to Atlantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (H2) CSG, 4 ESG</td>
<td>6 CSG, 4 ESG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>from day–day patrols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOURCE: Data are from IISS, 2018.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The U.S. Army currently has three ABCTs on rotational deployments overseas: one in Poland, one in South Korea, and a third in the Middle East. It also has eight SBCTs and IBCTs deployed in these regions, Afghanistan, Africa, or committed to the Global Response Force and thus not available for other deployments. The Marine Corps has portions of two infantry battalions deployed to Norway, the Middle East, and Afghanistan. (It has additional troops stationed on Okinawa and on patrol with ESGs, but we assume that these troops can be transported by air or their assigned ships to contingencies around the world.) The USAF has three fighter squadrons deployed in the Middle East and Afghanistan, six in Europe, and a total of nine in Japan and South Korea. The six CSGs the Navy plans to have ready within 30 days, as well as the four ESGs we estimate to be ready each year will be at sea conducting exercises, performing periodic patrols, or conducting other missions to sustain their readiness for combat.\(^{304}\) We assume that these ships can swing between theaters within a week or two. (We also assume that the United States will typically have seven-to-ten days’ warning before a major war begins.)

In the event of a war in Europe, eight U.S. Army ABCTs, three SBCTs or IBCTs, and up to three Marine infantry battalions would be required in Europe within 30 days. One ABCT, one SBCT, one IBCT, and portions of a Marine infantry battalion are there now, but the other seven ABCTs, one IBCT, and two Marine battalions would need to be deployed to theater from the United States, as shown in red in Table 7.3 under the subheading “Additional needed to be deployed.” Although the troops could be quickly airlifted to Europe, transporting their equipment could take nearly 90 days, as described in Chapter 3. This is far longer than DoD’s 30-day goal.

Some options exist to provide the equipment for the forces that would need to be deployed. In addition to the ABCT continuously deployed in Europe, the Army has an ABCT equipment set stored in the Netherlands and is in the process of sending a second ABCT equipment set to Europe.\(^{305}\) It should be possible for soldiers to fly from their bases in the United States and move with this equipment to the Baltics within 30 days, assuming that NATO nations make them a priority for road and rail transportation and transit approvals. If the Army added five more equipment sets to Europe, for a total of seven, it would be able to quickly assemble all eight of the U.S. Army ABCTs needed. (Two of these additional sets should be placed in eastern Germany or western Poland, along with the rotational ABCT to comprise, once manned, a complete armored division for the “blunt” force that will be needed as soon as the war begins.) The RAND team estimates the costs of an ABCT equipment set at $3 billion each, requiring a total investment of $15 billion for five new sets. However, these costs might be reduced somewhat if stateside armored units could share equipment during training.\(^{306}\) If three additional equipment sets could be spared in this way, then expenditures for new equipment could be reduced to $6 billion.

Unfortunately, even when the Army reaches its goal of nine ABCTs ready each year (eight AC and one RC), it will be short one ready ABCT if it must continue deploying one each to Korea and Kuwait. This would leave the Army with the choice of suspending one of the ABCT rotations or deploying an ABCT that is not ready.

In the short term, it may be possible to increase CTC training events each year to a total of ten Regular and National Guard armored brigades. This would ensure that each of the first-deploying ABCTs had experienced a major readiness training event within the past year in preparation for a potential deployment. The downside is that the training tempo for AC ABCTs would increase, and their extra rotations would either reduce the CTC events available to SBCTs and IBCTs (and the new Security Force Assistance Brigades and multinational units in Europe) or require an increase in the capacity of the CTCs and more funding for exercises. In addition, the increased operational tempo might require an increase in ABCTs (such as adding the 16th and 17th ABCTs already under discussion, and perhaps even more). Therefore, an additional


mitigation measure might consist of converting more Regular Army infantry units to armored units.

A total of three IBCTs and three Marine battalions also are estimated to be needed, exceeding the one U.S. SBCT and one IBCT and the lone Marine battalion now in Europe. The gap of one IBCT should be relatively easy to fill with ready infantry units in the United States. Additional pre-positioned stocks would be needed to equip infantry brigades airlifted from the continental United States. The Marines already have a brigade set stored in Norway that should be able to equip an additional two infantry battalions of troops deployed by air.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, over the long term, the United States should negotiate an agreement whereby the NATO allies increase the armored forces that they provide to reduce the demands on U.S. forces to a more equitable level.

Similarly, at present, the contemplated NATO surge force would require 24 U.S. fighter squadrons, including the six already in Europe. We estimate that fourteen of the additional squadrons would have to be provided by the USAF, while four could be filled with Marine Corps fighter squadrons operating from land bases (as shown in red in Table 7.3). The USMC contribution should probably emphasize the 5th-generation F-35 now entering the forces, as well as newer F-18s. (As a comparison, the USMC contributed 130 fighter aircraft, or more than five 24-fighter squadron equivalents, to OIF.)

U.S. naval forces conducting day-to-day dynamic force employment operations should be able to swing the two U.S. CSGs needed for a European contingency to their wartime operating areas relatively quickly. These CSGs would include six squadrons of USN/Marine Corps fighters. An additional CSG might be needed to cover the Russian Pacific fleet at Vladivostok. That CSG would be shared with Indo-Pacific forces, and so would need to be ready to swing to a Russian contingency as the higher priority.

**Improving Air, Naval, and Ground Capabilities to Defend South Korea**

Our analysis ranked assisting South Korea in countering North Korean provocations, or finding and securing nuclear material in the event of a North Korean collapse, as the next-most important and urgent Tier 2 priority, second only to defeating a Russian attack on NATO. (Recall that the U.S. nuclear deterrent would be tasked to deter North Korean employment of nuclear weapons against the United States and its allies.) We assess the threat of attack as severe because North Korea has fired on South Korea in the past decade and because of the massive numbers of North Korea’s artillery forces, their proximity to South Korean civilian populations, and the potential for an artillery strike to rapidly escalate to full-scale war.

Although the United States is improving its defenses in South Korea—including THAAD systems to help protect against ballistic missile threats—South Korea’s own forces would bear most of the burden of defending against artillery attacks and other provocations. Against these threats, the United States would provide crucial capabilities, but in much smaller numbers than South Korea and significant reinforcements could take several weeks to several months to arrive from the United States.
The forces available for potential operations in Korea are shown in Table 7.4, which also includes the forces we recommend allocating for deterring Russian aggression against NATO in the column entitled “cumulative commitments.” (We assume that these forces would be “fenced” if another contingency happened first, or already deployed if a Russian contingency happened first.)

The RAND team estimates that a total of six Army ABCTs, 13 SBCTs or IBCTs, six Marine infantry battalions, and 24 fighter squadrons would be needed if the United States joined a South Korean air and ground campaign to clear the Kaesong region of long-range artillery units. That same force would be needed to find, seize, and secure loose nukes if North Korea collapsed. In addition, two CSGs and four ESGs would be needed to augment South Korean and Japanese missile defense and help evacuate military family members and other U.S. civilians on official business if the United States were compelled to evacuate noncombatants.

Unfortunately, even with higher readiness and an expanded armored force, the Army would have a cumulative shortfall of six ABCTs and two SBCTs or IBCTs, and would have to draw on units that have not had a CTC rotation for up to two years. Those units could receive priority for NTC rotations, and it might be possible for several brigades to complete refresher CTC rotations while their equipment is being transported to theater.

Several steps might address shortfalls in ground forces in the near term. First, South Korea should reverse the drawdown of its Army. As mentioned previously, the drawdown in the ROK Army from 541,000 to 387,000 regular troops saps the very forces that would be most needed if ground operations were ordered to clear artillery from Kaesong or to respond to a collapse of North Korea. To make matters worse, as mentioned in Chapter 4, South Korean reserve units receive too little annual training (three days or less) to be relied on as an operational reserve.

Second, the United States could decide not to commit maneuver forces to counter North Korean artillery and instead contribute only air- and artillery-delivered fires. This would reduce the demand for short-notice deployments of U.S. ground forces and focus them on WMD-E operations likely to have more warning time before maneuver forces would need to be deployed. (In the event that the North Korean government collapsed, it could be months before South Korean and U.S. forces moved north of the DMZ to aid suffering civilians, reduce the threat of cross-border attacks, and secure loose nukes.) The effect of such a policy, however, could be disastrous for South Korea’s ability to successfully clear the Kaesong Heights.
Table 7.4. Forces Available to Defend Korea as the Second Tier 2 Priority

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Forces</th>
<th>Operating Forces Available and Cumulative Commitments</th>
<th>Needed to Defend Korea (If Korea second Tier-2 Priority)</th>
<th>Potential Mitigations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Army ABCT | 9 ABCT, 8 ABCT, 8 NATO 1 RoK 1 ME (Gap of 1 ready ABCT) | 6 ABCT, 5 ABCT | Near-Term:  
  • ROK reverses its Army drawdown  
  • US does not commit to air-ground counter-artillery campaign  
  • More ABCT tag cycles  
  • Use more USMC Bn  
  Long-term:  
  • Convert IBCTs to ABCT |
| Army S/IBCT | 16 IBCT 4 SBCT, 16 IBCT 5 SBCT, 3 NATO 4 ME/Alg 1 Afr 1 GRF 11 S/IBCT | 13 S/IBCT, 2 S/IBCT |  |
| USMC Inf Bn | 17 Bns, 12 Bns, 3 Bn NATO 1 Bn ME 13 Bn | 6 Bn, 6 Bn |  |
| Fighters - AF | 45 Sqds, 11 Sqds, 20 NATO 9 Indo-Pac 3 ME/Alg 13 Sqds | 12 Sqd, 3 Sqd | Near-Term:  
  • Increase USAF training throughput  
  • Substitute N/MC for AF sqds  
  Long-term:  
  • Increase ROK AF contribution |
| Fighters - MC/Navy | 13 (MC) 22 (N), 4 (MC) 7 (N), 4 (Land) NATO 18 (CSG) 13 Sqds | 12 (Land), 12 (Land) |  |
| Naval forces | 6 (+2) CSG, 4 ESG, 4 CSG, 4 ESG 2 CSG 4(+2) CSG, 4 ESG 2 CSG 4 ESG | 2 CSG 4 ESG | Swing 2 CSG, 4 ESG to Korea from day-day patrols  
  • ROK and Japan build out missile defenses  
  • Land-based air replaces carrier air |


DoD might choose to rely more heavily on the Marine Corps for ground combat forces. The Marines have more than 400 M1A1 tanks and could reorganize several brigades as armor-infantry task forces. These Marine brigades might have some deficits in combined-arms operations compared with Army ABCTs, but such an organization might be sufficient to plug gaps in Korea. Clearing the Kaesong Heights is likely to look more like the World War II battle of Okinawa than the famous VII Corps “left hook” in ODS, and seizing and securing nuclear facilities and weapons in a collapsed North Korea would emphasize overwatch, screening, and cordon-and-search tasks in which Marine and Army units have both excelled.

Similarly, DoD might employ Navy and Marine Corps fighter squadrons operating from land bases to relieve some demand on USAF fighter squadrons. If the USN and Marine Corps provided 12 of the 24 U.S. fighter squadrons, then the USAF could provide the other 12 squadrons (including the nine routinely deployed to Japan and South Korea) and still retain ten ready squadrons as a hedge against opportunistic aggression elsewhere in the world.

In the long term, South Korea could increase its fighter squadron contribution, and both South Korea and Japan should build out their missile defenses to reduce the need for the United States to deploy Aegis warships and land-based missile defenses.
Deterring a potential Chinese attack on Taiwan is the third Tier 2 priority. The United States does not recognize Taiwan as a state and has no treaty alliance with the Taipei government. The United States also has been deliberately vague about what it would do if Taiwan were attacked and has not explicitly committed to defending it. However, as discussed earlier, the 2017 NSS states that the United States will “provide for Taiwan’s legitimate defense needs and deter coercion.”

The United States removed its forces from Taiwan in the late 1970’s, leaving primary responsibility for its immediate defense in Taiwan’s hands, potentially to be reinforced with whatever forces the United States could quickly deploy from regional bases. Since then, as described in Chapter 5, the number of regional bases open to U.S. forces has decreased and China’s ability to attack the remaining U.S. bases—especially Okinawa and Guam—has increased. Such threats as Chinese ballistic and cruise missiles could compel U.S. forces to aid Taiwan’s defense from a great distance with naval forces able to operate in the area and air forces flying from Hawaii or the continental United States.

Taiwan has the financial and technical capability to buy or build many of the weapons it needs to defend itself but, as pointed out in Chapter 5, its military has not kept pace with the rapid modernization of the PLA. It has spent much of its limited modernization budget on air and sea forces based within range of Chinese rocket artillery or ballistic missiles and outnumbered by China’s modernizing forces.

Unless Taiwan builds a robust capability to attack enemy troops landing on Taiwan, as well as the ships and aircraft to deliver those forces, it will be very hard for U.S. air and sea forces to reach Taiwan in time to help. The only practical solution may be to help Taiwan build the ability to repulse the initial Chinese invasion and develop a survivable plan to resupply Taiwanese forces under fire. Extending the length of a Chinese-Taiwan war from hours or days to weeks or months could buy enough time for reinforcements to arrive and for international pressure to come to bear on the Chinese government to stop the conflict.

Other conflicts with China in the Western Pacific also could involve U.S. forces. Japan and the Republic of the Philippines are both treaty allies, and the United States has a strong commitment to their defense. However, the home islands of these nations and their civilian populations are unlikely to be threatened by China in the foreseeable future. What China does claim are the Japanese-administered—but unpopulated—Senkaku Islands and the whole of the South China Sea, including reefs in the Philippines’ exclusive economic zone. China might conceivably attempt to take these areas by force. Although both conflicts would threaten the prestige of U.S. allies and put their military forces in danger, the threats to their nations and people are less severe than the devastation and conquest faced by the NATO Baltic states or the significant loss of life and physical damage to key population centers faced by South Korea.

---

307 The White House, 2017c.
The U.S. forces estimated to be needed for defending Taiwan, as well as other Indo-Pacific allies, are shown in Table 7.5. This would largely be an air and sea fight and would require 24 squadrons of land-based fighters (more than provided by the USAF in either ODS or OIF) and five CSGs with 15 squadrons of fighters and five ESGs. Swinging these forces to defending Taiwan would leave virtually no ready air or carrier forces for Korea. It might be possible, given some time, to swing some of these forces back to Korea if it fell victim to opportunistic attack, but Navy and Air Force fighter squadrons would be arriving much later to those fights than planned and might be significantly battle worn.

An alternative would be to help Taiwan, Japan, and the Philippines build the forces needed to blunt an invasion, or at least to slow it down for long enough for the United States and other allies to deploy reinforcements. As discussed in Chapter 5, one near-term option would be for these nations to build land-based anti-ship missile batteries that would be deployed on mobile platforms able to shoot and then hide from counterbattery fires. These batteries could be protected from attack by aircraft by mobile short-range air defenses and augmented by surface-to-surface rocket artillery able to attack any troops that managed to land by sea or air. Ideally, the United States would develop operational concepts in close collaboration with its allies, and then build systems and units with them from a common template. The United States could then support or reinforce its allies with its own similar systems and forces.

In addition to improving the land-based defenses of its allies, the United States should arm its own bombers with long-range anti-ship missiles. In quantity, such missiles could devastate an invasion fleet. These bombers will need support from tankers, ISR aircraft, and land- or carrier-based fighters to extend their range, help them more effectively find targets, and help protect them from Chinese fighter aircraft.
Table 7.5. Forces Available to Defend Taiwan as the Third Tier 2 Priority

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Forces</th>
<th>Operating Forces Available and Cumulative Commitments</th>
<th>Needed to Defend Taiwan (If Taiwan 2nd Tier-2 Priority)</th>
<th>Potential Mitigations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ready (Goal)</td>
<td>Training pipeline</td>
<td>Cumulative commitments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Army ABCT</strong></td>
<td>9 ABCT</td>
<td>8 ABCT</td>
<td>8 NATO 1 RoK 1 ME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 NATO 4 ME/Afg 1 Afr 1 GRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Army S/IBCT</strong></td>
<td>16 I BCT</td>
<td>4 SBCT</td>
<td>3 NATO 4 ME/Afg 1 Afr 1 GRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 I BCT</td>
<td>5 SBCT</td>
<td>3 Bn NATO 1 Bn ME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>USMC Inf Bn</strong></td>
<td>17 Bns</td>
<td>12 Bns</td>
<td>3 Bn NATO 1 Bn ME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fighters - AF</strong></td>
<td>45 Sqds</td>
<td>11 Sqds</td>
<td>20 NATO 9 Indo-PAC 3 ME/Afg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fighters - MC/Navy</strong></td>
<td>13 (MC) 22 (N)</td>
<td>4 (MC) 7 (N)</td>
<td>4 (Land) NATO 18 (CSG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Naval forces</strong></td>
<td>6 (+2) CSG, 4 ESG</td>
<td>4 CSG, 4 ESG</td>
<td>2 CSG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCE:** These estimates are largely drawn from Ochmanek et al., 2017.

**Global Force Allocation Strategy: Three Scenarios**

In this section, we assess what it would take to defeat aggression in each of the critical regions evaluated in this report with only those forces in existence today, but with some improvements in their posture and modernization of their equipment. To do so, we work through a notional total force management strategy (shown in Figure 7.2) that allocates existing AC and RC forces to deter aggression in Europe and the Indo-Pacific, along with continuing daily operations to counter VEOs and maintain a balance of power in the Middle East.

We should note that for this global force allocation strategy to succeed, DoD must be prepared to deploy units that we would not consider ready today. Each service must be prepared to deploy most of its force structure, including a full mobilization of the RCs to meet the demands described earlier. To do so, they could be forced to deploy units that are short of their full complement of ready personnel and equipment (i.e., readiness categories C-2 and C-3).
Scenario 1: Defeating Russian Aggression Against NATO While Deterring Aggression in Korea, the Western Pacific, and the Middle East

As we have discussed, deterring or defeating a Russian attack on the NATO Baltic states should be the top Tier 2 priority. The United States should allocate sufficient forces to be certain to win this fight, and those forces need to have equipment pre-positioned in Europe in order for them to reach the fight in time. Furthermore, we advocate that these forces be fenced from other deployments and contingencies. The threat of opportunistic aggression against allies and interests in other regions exists in the scenario but can be managed.

Well before a conflict begins, the United States should

1. pre-position a total of eight ABCT and three SBCT/IBCT equipment sets in Europe now (five more ABCT and one more SBCT/IBCT sets than currently planned), along with the equipment for supporting combat and logistics units. The equipment for these units should be stored in eastern Germany or western Poland. Pre-position the ground equipment for 24 fighter squadrons (with the USAF/Marine Corps mix we proposed earlier) and enough “dumb” general-purpose munitions and consumables (or access to them) to last for the first 30 days. (Expensive precision munitions and missiles can be pre-positioned in smaller numbers, with more transported when fighting begins.) This pre-positioned equipment would include the equipment for the one ABCT, one SBCT, one IBCT, and six fighter squadrons now based in or rotated through Europe.
2. exercise the NATO ability to man and deploy three of the ABCTs and four SBCTs/IBCTs on short notice to Poland.

If Russia attacks, then

1. the U.S. President should declare a national emergency and mobilize the U.S. Army and U.S. Air Force National Guard and Army, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Navy Reserves for 24 months
2. the President should immediately deploy the “surge” force, including the readiest ground troops to fall in on pre-positioned equipment, and the allocated air and naval forces.

For ground forces,

1. the U.S. Army should begin mobilization and training of National Guard and Reserve units as they are mobilized for deployment
2. the Army should continue to deploy one ABCT to Korea and four IBCTs to the Middle East and Afghanistan to maintain operations against VEOs. The Army should replace the ABCT in the Middle East with an SBCT and suspend deployments to Africa and other regions around the world.
3. the Marine Corps should continue to deploy one infantry battalion to the Middle East and Afghanistan and prepare its remaining units for deployment around the world as ordered
4. the Army and Marine Corps should then prepare their remaining forces for either a deployment to Europe as reinforcements are needed there, or deployments to the Indo-Pacific or the Middle East to strengthen the deterrent in those regions as needed. This would include the Army ABCTs remaining uncommitted, as well as the remaining SBCTs/IBCTs, Marine infantry battalions, and other combat and supporting units.

The USAF and USN should

1. continue to deploy nine ready USAF fighter squadrons to Korea and Japan to maintain deterrence in the Indo-Pacific
2. speed the readiness preparations for the remaining USAF AC and RC fighter squadrons. As they become ready, deploy them to Europe, the Indo-Pacific, or the Middle East as needed.
3. prepare bombers for SEAD missions in Europe, counter-WMD and other priority missions in Korea, and anti-ship missions in the Western Pacific.

The USN should

1. deploy two CSGs each to Europe, the vicinity of Korea, and the Western Pacific, along with their complement of 18 fighter squadron equivalents
2. prepare ESGs for potential deployment to Korea or the Western Pacific
3. speed the training for the remaining 23 USN and Marine Corps AC and two RC fighter squadrons and prepare them to either operate from a CSG surging for the Western Pacific, or swing to land bases in Korea, the Middle East, or Europe as needed.

Scenario 2: Countering North Korean Threats While Deterring Aggression in Europe, the Western Pacific, and the Middle East

In some ways, the toughest choices emerge when a lower-priority mission happens first. If a Korean conflict were to begin, the President would face a tough choice: either send most of the U.S. military’s ready units to Korea to win that fight and leave Europe far short of the forces
needed to blunt a Russian attack or send a smaller force to Korea while holding back forces to
defend Europe. (President Truman faced a similar choice in 1950 and sent newly mobilized
forces to both Korea and Europe.) We advocate fencing the needed ground forces for the
European fight and sending the next-most ready units to Korea. It may be a bit easier to swing air
and naval forces from Korea to the Western Pacific, but it would take time to disengage them
from combat operations and they would arrive with depleted munitions and some battle-wear.

If North Korea attacks South Korea, then

1. the U.S. President should declare a national emergency and mobilize the U.S. Army and
   U.S. Air Force National Guard and Army, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Navy Reserves
   for 24 months
2. the President should immediately deploy the “surge” force to South Korea, including the
   readiest Army and Marine Corps ground troops not already fenced for Europe and the
   allocated air and naval forces
3. the Secretary of Defense should issue a warning order to forces fenced for Europe for a
   potential deployment if Russia chooses to take advantage of a Korean war to attack
   NATO.

For ground forces,

1. the Army should deploy the rotational ABCT, fence the next seven most ready ABCTs
   for potential deployment to Europe, and should be prepared to deploy the troops for the
   “blunt force” to fall in on pre-positioned equipment as needed to strengthen the deterrent
   in Europe
2. the Army should speed readiness preparations for remaining Regular, National Guard,
   and Reserve units for deployment as ordered to reinforce Korea or deter aggression in
   other regions
3. the Army should deploy four IBCTs to the Middle East and Afghanistan as usual, but
   should replace the ABCT in the Middle East with an SBCT and suspend deployments to
   other key regions
4. the Marine Corps should continue to deploy one infantry battalion to the Middle East and
   Afghanistan and prepare its remaining units for deployment around the world as ordered.

The Air Force should

1. fence the readiest fighter squadrons for Europe, including the bulk of the 5th-generation
   fighters, and prepare to deploy 18 additional squadrons to Europe if Russia chooses to
   take advantage of a Korean war to attack NATO
2. speed readiness preparations for the remaining AC and RC fighter squadrons for potential
   deployment around the world
3. deploy three squadrons to the Middle East as usual
4. prepare bombers for SEAD missions in Europe, counter-WMD and other priority
   missions in Korea, and anti-ship missions in the Western Pacific. Some of these bombers
   could then substitute for carriers that might swing from Korea to the Western Pacific.

The U.S. Navy should

1. deploy two CSGs and four ESGs to Korea
2. speed the readiness preparations for remaining CSGs, fighter squadrons, and ships for
   potential deployment.
Although we do not assume that either Russia or China would use a Korean war as an opportunity to attack their regional rivals, it would not be prudent to ignore these possibilities. DoD’s allocation strategy must hedge against this risk by signaling a strong commitment by the mobilization of reserves and continuing a strong deterrent in Europe, the Western Pacific, and the Middle East, even if war resumed on the Korea Peninsula.

Scenario 3: Defending Taiwan Against Chinese Invasion While Deterring Aggression in Europe, Korea, and the Middle East

China could attack Taiwan before the United States can deploy adequate forces to defeat an invasion. The United States is not postured to defend Taiwan and would find it difficult to come to Taiwan’s aid while its forces attempt to enter the theater in the face of Chinese A2/AD. Without a strong Taiwanese defense able to blunt an initial attack, Taiwan’s forces would face defeat before U.S. forces could arrive in sufficient strength to reinforce them.

Therefore, beginning now, the United States should

1. press Taiwan to improve its capabilities to delay, degrade, and deny a quick Chinese conquest. Taiwan should emphasize long-range anti-ship missiles and rocket artillery forces to counter an invasion and short-range air defenses to protect these units.
2. improve U.S. long-range anti-ship missiles that can be deployed from a distance by bombers, fighters, and ground-based multiple rocket launchers. (Ship-launched versions also would be desirable.)
3. build end-to-end operational concepts with key allies and partners to ensure that they can blunt an invading force and that U.S. forces can assist and reinforce them as operational needs and U.S. policy demands.

If the Chinese nevertheless invaded Taiwan, then

1. if the President decides to come to Taiwan’s defense, he or she should mobilize all National Guard and Reserve forces as a signal of national will to deter other aggressors and to support ongoing operations
2. the U.S. Air Force should be prepared to employ long-range bombers with anti-ship cruise missiles to help defeat an attack. Depending on contemporaneous naval deployments for day-to-day and contingency operations, these bombers may be in a position to be the first to respond. The Air Force also should be prepared to surge fighters, tankers, and ISR aircraft as needed to target enemy forces.
3. the U.S. Navy should deploy four CSGs to the contingent theater to assist and reinforce U.S. allies, as ordered by the President. The Navy also should send up to four ESGs to the theater to deploy and support ground forces.
4. the Army and/or Marine Corps should be ready to deploy combat teams to the region to reinforce U.S. allies and friends. These brigade-level combat teams should comprise multi-domain fires battalions (e.g., anti-ship, rocket artillery, and short-range air defenses); the C2 and ISR assets to integrate their operations with Joint U.S. and allied forces; and supporting infantry, engineering, aviation, and logistics forces.
**Vulnerable Assumptions and Caveats**

It is important to note several significant assumptions in the three scenarios described earlier. First, the force allocations as described would likely require a full mobilization of the National Guard and Reserve, under 10 U.S.C. Section 12301, for at least two of these contingencies. A full mobilization of the RCs has not been conducted since World War II and is likely to severely strain service garrisoning, training, and equipping capabilities.

Second, and perhaps more importantly, this concept would require that up to 80 percent of each service’s units be prepared to deploy. As shown earlier, 14 of the planned 17 ABCTs and 44 of 56 fighter squadrons would need to be deployed or fenced to counter a North Korean attack and still remain ready to deter Russia. It is unclear that the services could actually deploy such a high percentage of these units at the same time. There are always some troops that are not available in a unit at any given time, some equipment that is inoperable, and other factors that cause difficulty in deploying a unit. Key Army, Marine Corps, and Air Force units would have to be deployed at rates far higher than these services maintained at any time since World War II. At these high levels of unit deployment, each service might be compelled to deploy units that are at lower readiness levels than those deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan. (For example, the services deployed units at C-1, the highest readiness level, to Iraq and Afghanistan. To support this allocation strategy, services might need to deploy some units without a major readiness exercise in the last two years. These units might be C-2 or even lower.)

Third, such a high percentage of force deployments leaves no slack to rest units that are fighting, replace combat casualties, or surge forces to meet a new theater or global challenge. Ultimately, it may be necessary to opt out of some tasks in Korea or the Middle East in order to conserve strength for Europe or the Western Pacific.

---

308 A full mobilization requires an act of Congress and mobilizes all National Guard and Reserve units in response to a declared war or national emergency. Full mobilizations can last for the duration of the war or emergency plus six months. See 10 U.S.C., Section 12301, “Reserve Components Generally,” undated(a).
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8. Conclusions and Recommendations

Significant Policy-Resource Gaps Exist

As described in Chapters 2 through 6, we find that significant gaps exist in the ability of the United States and its allies to deter or defeat aggression in regions important to the United States. NATO allies Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania remain vulnerable to a rapid Russian invasion. South Korea is vulnerable to a drawn-out barrage that utilizes a relatively small percentage of North Korea’s artillery on any given day. Taiwan and other nations in the Western Pacific are vulnerable to Chinese coercion and aggression. And, finally, violent extremists continue to pose a threat in the Middle East, Afghanistan, and around the world.

Solutions to these problems will take both money and time. The United States needs to increase some elements of its force structure, such as the number of ABCTs and the air, ground, and sea-based forces able to find and destroy enemy A2/AD missile systems. These forces need more and improved long-range munitions to accomplish their combat tasks. Pre-positioned equipment sets, especially for armored forces, are needed to ensure that reinforcements can arrive in time to make a difference on the battlefield. Furthermore, the allies need to provide the infrastructure for the United States to base some forces and quickly receive reinforcements.

An Insufficient Budget Is Unable to Fix All Problems

As much as the United States might wish to address all of these problems, future budgets are unlikely to provide the funding amounts required to do so. As described in Chapter 7, the DoD base budget would need to grow from approximately $582 billion in FY 2018 to $688 billion by FY 2027 (in constant FY 2018 dollars) in order to accommodate items in the base budget today, as well as projected growth in both of these accounts and the Trump administration’s goals to modernize and expand the military. This estimate includes the funding needed over the same period to modernize the U.S. nuclear arsenal and the triad of bombers, land-based ballistic missiles, and submarine-launched missiles to deliver them, along with expanding the nation’s missile defense system to counter North Korea’s missile development effort.

In addition, OCO in Europe, the Middle East, and Afghanistan are budgeted at $65.2 billion in FY 2018 and show no clear sign of abating.

Recommendations for the United States and Allies

The Trump administration and future administrations will need to prioritize their investments. As discussed in Chapter 2, investments should be prioritized first by their importance to the United States and its interests; second, by the size and urgency of the gap

---

between the capabilities required and the actual forces ready; and third, by the opportunities for the United States—working with its allies—to close these gaps.

According to this prioritization, the United States should fully fund efforts to modernize its nuclear deterrent, build a limited ballistic missile defense, and counter terrorist threats to the homeland, particularly those utilizing WMD. These objectives should all be regarded as Tier 1 priorities.

Second-tier, but still urgent priorities are a specific set of threats posed by Russia, North Korea, and China. Improving the defense of NATO’s Baltic states should be regarded as the most urgent Tier 2 priority, both because the current vulnerability of the Baltic states is significant and because a war with Russia could escalate quickly to the nuclear threshold. Given that the results of a conventional war with Russia would be disastrous and the risks of a nuclear war potentially catastrophic, it is far better to prevent even a small chance of such a war occurring by investing in a deterrent able to stop a Russian attack short of the Baltic capitals.

Modernization of U.S. nuclear forces and improvements to our ballistic missile defenses mitigates the nuclear problems that North Korea poses to some degree. More needs to be done to prevent the proliferation of DPRK nuclear weapons, although the prospect of proliferation because of a collapse does not look to be as immediate as once thought. South Korea and the United States should do more to achieve an effective counter to North Korea’s artillery and the civilian casualties and panic an attack could cause. The United States also should improve its ability to evacuate U.S. citizens—especially military dependents and civilians on official business—if warfighting were to resume on the Korean Peninsula.

The ability of the United States to defend Taiwan and other Asia-Pacific nations with forces based at great distances away from the conflict is rapidly diminishing. The United States should focus on helping these nations better defend themselves until U.S. help arrives and building the military concepts and forces needed to come to their aid if they are attacked.

Long-term priorities should include countering Chinese aggression and adventurism against U.S. allies and other nations in the Indo-Pacific, countering Iran, and degrading and defeating VEOs.

The United States should continue to find ways to reduce the threats posed by extremists and increase the capacity of legitimate governments to do more on their own. This includes finding ways to better counter Iranian support of terror groups and other forms of regional coercion.

Detailed recommendations for improvements in conventional forces and capabilities are presented at the end of Chapters 3, 4, and 5, and will not be repeated here.

Future budgets may not support all of these recommendations or others sought by the Trump administration. However, some investments will still be needed to make existing forces able to accomplish their most critical missions:

For Europe, at a minimum, the United States will need to make the following near-term improvements:

- Pre-position the equipment and munitions required for eight armored and three SBCTs/IBCTs and their supporting forces. After accounting for forward-deployed and rotational forces and existing U.S. Army and Marine Corps equipment sets, this includes
five more ABCT sets and one more IBCT set than currently planned. Three of these ABCT sets, along with the three SBCTs/IBCTs and supporting forces, should be postured to blunt an initial Russian attack, while the remainder should be postured as part of NATO’s reinforcement surge within 30 days.

- Acquire more mobile rocket artillery pieces, a new generation of area-effects weapons, and enough stocks of all types of munitions and pre-position them in Europe to wage a lengthy campaign to beat mobile Russian forces.
- Increase the number of ready Army ABCTs to ten (of 17), and the number of ready Air Force squadrons to 45 (of 56) in line with service readiness goals.
- Rebuild electronic warfare capabilities and short-range air defenses to protect U.S. forces.
- Acquire better capabilities to defeat advanced Russian air defenses, including advanced targeting systems, long-range anti-radiation missiles, and area-effects munitions able to strike mobile SAMs and their radars before they can move.
- Employ smaller-footprint, mobile C2 nodes so that U.S. forces can evade Russian targeting and destruction and maintain communications with dispersed units while under electronic attack.
- Additional equipment sets for fighter squadrons may also be needed.

To deter North Korean aggression, the United States should be prepared to

- speed the mobilization of Reserves and the training needed to make all forces in the deployment pipeline ready
- acquire more airborne sensor platforms, such as the Global Hawk for wide-area surveillance and the Predator for focused-area targeting and striking fleeting targets
- deploy more long-range rocket artillery able to hit North Korean forces when they are out of their bunkers and most vulnerable
- deploy more missile defenses to protect cities, theater bases, and air- and seaports
- acquire more area-effects munitions for rocket artillery forces and greater supplies of rockets and munitions than are currently being bought
- develop advanced sensors better able to target fleeting artillery and missile systems in all weather.

In order to deter Chinese aggression against—or coercion of—its neighbors in the Western Pacific, the United States should

- speed the mobilization of Reserves and the training needed to make all forces in the deployment pipeline ready
- equip bombers with long-range anti-ship and land-attack cruise missiles
- acquire land-based anti-ship missiles, longer-range rocket artillery, and the short-range air defenses to protect both
- help Japan, the Philippines, Taiwan, and other friendly military forces develop sufficient A2/AD capabilities of their own to blunt an initial Chinese attack for long enough for the United States to arrive. These nations should develop these capabilities to be interoperable with U.S. “multi-domain” forces so that the United States can augment, resupply, or reinforce them as directed.

Recommendations for U.S. Allies

NATO, South Korean, and Western Pacific allies and friends all can and must do more to assure their own defense. We therefore recommend the following actions:
• NATO nations should increase their air and ground forces in order to contribute a greater
share to the defense of the Baltics and other vulnerable NATO allies. Over time, the
European allies should progressively increase their contribution to half and then to a
majority of the needed forces to blunt and defeat an invasion.
• South Korea should end cuts to its army until North Korea has made real progress toward
decreasing the threats that it poses with its missile and artillery forces. South Korea also
should increase its own missile defenses.
• Japan, the Philippines, and Taiwan should increase their own A2/AD capabilities. These
capabilities include anti-ship, anti-aircraft, and surface-to-surface missile systems. Doing
so would greatly increase their ability to delay and degrade an invasion, were China to
decide on such a course, and give the United States and other nations time to come to
their aid. As mentioned earlier, Japan, the Philippines, and Taiwan should develop these
systems, the forces that use them, and the operational concept for employing them in
cooperation with the United States to maximize the ability of the United States to come to
their aid.

Global Force Allocation Strategies

Additional money to grow U.S. military forces may not become available, and even if it were
available, it would take several years to significantly increase the ready force structure.
Therefore, DoD must assess alternatives to solve this problem with the forces available, as
described in Chapter 7 (with some changes to their mix and readiness).

Although we do not assume that more than one contingency would happen simultaneously, it
would not be prudent to ignore that possibility. Prudent allocation strategies must hedge against
that risk by continuing a strong deterrent in Europe and building allied capabilities in the
Western Pacific and on the Korea Peninsula.

At the same time, it is important to note three significant assumptions in this strategy. First,
the force allocation described earlier would require a complete mobilization of the National
Guard and Reserve. A complete mobilization of the RCs has not been conducted since World
War II and would likely severely strain garrisoning, training, and equipping. Second, and
perhaps more importantly, this concept would require that a very high percentage of each
service’s forces be deployed or made ready and fenced for a second contingency at the same
moment. In fact, 14 of the planned 17 ABCTs and 44 of 56 fighter squadrons would need to be
deployed or fenced to counter a North Korean attack and still remain ready to deter Russia. It is
unclear that either the Army or the Air Force can actually deploy this many units at the same
time. There are always some troops that are not available in a unit at any given time, some
equipment that is inoperable, and some other factors that cause difficulty in deploying a unit.
Third, such a high percentage of force deployments leaves no slack to rest units that are fighting,
replace combat casualties, or surge forces to meet a new theater or a global challenge.

For these reasons, it may be necessary to opt out of some tasks in Korea or the Middle East to
conserve U.S. strength for Europe or the Western Pacific.
Appendix. Russia Changes the Equation: A Brief Overview of U.S.-Russia Relations

The reemergence of Russia as a state that threatens its neighbors and U.S. interests elsewhere has profoundly changed the defense equation for the United States.

At the end of the Cold War, President George H. W. Bush laid out a strategy to bring freedom to all of Europe and reduce tensions with the then–Soviet Union.\textsuperscript{311} According to the August 1991 NSS:

\begin{quote}
We do not know what path the Soviet Union will ultimately take, but a return to the same superpower adversary we have faced for over 40 years is unlikely. That said, the Soviet Union remains the only state possessing the physical military capability to destroy American society with a single, cataclysmic attack and, in spite of severe economic strains, the modernization of Soviet strategic forces continues virtually across the board.\textsuperscript{312}
\end{quote}

By 2007, thoughts on Russia’s course were divided. RAND researchers observed that other large and technically advanced states, such as Russia and, in the future, India, could pose operational challenges . . . . However, neither of these countries seems likely to pursue objectives and policies that would plausibly lead to large-scale military conflict with the United States.\textsuperscript{313}

According to the 2008 NDS:

\begin{quote}
Russia’s retreat from openness and democracy could have significant security implications for the United States, our European allies, and our partners in other regions. Russia has . . . continued to bully its neighbors . . . . has begun to take a more active military stance . . . and even threatened to target countries hosting potential U.S. anti-missile bases . . . . All of these actions suggest a Russia exploring renewed influence, and seeking a greater international role.\textsuperscript{314}
\end{quote}

However, the 2012 Defense Strategic Guidance reflected a more optimistic view:

\begin{quote}
Most European countries are now producers of security rather than consumers of it . . . [This] has created a strategic opportunity to rebalance the U.S. military investment in Europe, moving from a focus on current conflicts toward a focus
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{313} Andrew R. Hoehn, Adam R. Grissom, David A. Ochmanek, David A. Shlapak, and Alan J. Vick, \textit{A New Division of Labor: Meeting America’s Security Challenges Beyond Iraq}, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, MG-499-AF, 2007, p. 36.

on future capabilities . . . our engagement with Russia remains important, and we will continue to build a closer relationship in areas of mutual interest.\textsuperscript{315}

Even the 2014 QDR, published after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, seems to reflect some ambivalence:

The United States is willing to undertake security cooperation with Russia, both in the bilateral context and in seeking solutions to regional challenges, when our interests align, including Syria, Iran, and post-2014 Afghanistan. At the same time, Russia’s multi-dimensional defense modernization and actions that violate the sovereignty of its neighbors present risks. We will engage Russia to increase transparency and reduce the risk of military miscalculation.\textsuperscript{316}

In 2015, after his administration’s last defense review, President Obama established a strong stance against Russian aggression:

Russia’s violation of Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity—as well as its belligerent stance toward other neighboring countries—endangers international norms that have largely been taken for granted since the end of the Cold War . . . . We will deter Russian aggression, remain alert to its strategic capabilities, and help our allies and partners resist Russian coercion over the long term, if necessary.\textsuperscript{317}

\textsuperscript{316} DoD, 2014, p. 6.
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Significant gaps exist in the ability of the United States and its allies to deter or defeat aggression that could threaten national interests. For example, NATO members Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania remain vulnerable to Russian invasion. South Korea is vulnerable to North Korea’s artillery. China’s neighbors—especially Taiwan—are vulnerable to coercion and aggression. Violent extremists continue to pose a threat in the Middle East. Solutions to these problems will take both money and time. In this report, RAND researchers analyze the specific technological, doctrinal, and budgetary gaps between the stated strategic and defense policies of the United States and the resources and capabilities that would be required to implement those policies successfully.
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